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A POOR PEOPLE’S MOVEMENT FOR A BETTER LOS ANGELES, 1960-2018 
by 
Deshonay Dozier 
Advisor: Cindi Katz 
Zooming in on the historical development of Downtown Los Angeles’s (LA) Skid Row, this 
dissertation traces a continuity of abolitionist alternatives made by homeless and poor Angelinos 
from the 1960s to our present day. Skid Row is an important entry way into Los Angeles urban 
politics, particularly with respect to how forms of difference, at the axis of race, gender, class, 
and ability shape regional relations of property and the built environment. I show how these 
relations shape Downtown Los Angeles’s geography through carceral practices. These carceral 
practices, made by social services and policing, shape space by routinely containing and 
dispossessing poor residents for the interests of urban renewal and redevelopment. These 
residents are not idle. They push back, unsettling the development and the carceral manifestation 
of space. In their resistance, residents produce alternative networks of care, community control, 
and place through poetry, music, political campaigns, and legal strategies. Throughout the 
dissertation, I advance the concept of contested development: how forms of spatial difference 
through regional relations of property are challenged or reproduced. In so doing, Contested 
Development shows how urban politics for the last seven decades reveals the push-and-pull 
contradictions of development by way of the carceral manifestations of difference and the 
abolitionist alternatives to overwrite them. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Released in the summer of 2018, the Home Box Office network show, “Wyatt Cenac's Problem 
Areas,” takes up the topic of police abolition by focusing on Downtown Los Angeles’ Skid Row. 
Since 2009, the neighborhood has been deemed the most highly policed community in the 
United States (Blasi, 2009). The deployment of 85 officers to police the 15,000 poor residents—
70% of whom are Black and a third of which live on the streets within a 50-block radius—has 
occurred to do one thing: support the redevelopment visions of foreign and regional elite within 
the city core. On the show, the host Wyatt Cenac interviews General Dogon and Pete White, an 
organizer and an executive director of the Los Angeles Community Action Network (LA CAN), 
an organization founded to empower poor people to create decision-making power. Police 
abolition, as explained by LA CAN, is when people create “community control” over their 
neighborhoods, lives, and “control over budgets”. As White explains, it is imperative for people 
to direct how tax dollars are spent on solving social problems. Of the $100 million funds 
allocated to end homelessness in Los Angeles (LA), the city has directed $80 million (80%) of it 
to police each year (Holland, 2014, LA Times). The Million Dollar Hoods project out of the 
UCLA Bunche Center has shown that homeless people are 17 times more likely to be 
incarcerated than their fellow housed Angelinos (Dupuy et al., 2017). As such, LA CAN and 
others have described how state capacity uses punitive strategies to manage poverty rather than 
solve it. In one of the final scenes of the Cenac show, the camera shows the looming figures of 
downtown Los Angeles skyscrapers, panning out to the edge of the core at Skid Row. Viewed 
by 211,000 people, the audience learn that the vision for police abolition is part of a larger 
critique of global redevelopment.  
Zooming in on the historical development of Downtown Los Angeles’s (LA) Skid Row,  
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this dissertation traces a continuity of abolitionist alternatives made by homeless and poor 
Angelinos from the 1960s to our present day. Skid Row is an important entry way into Los  
Angeles urban politics, particularly with respect to how forms of difference, at the axis of race, 
gender, class, and ability shape regional relations of property and the built environment. I show 
how these relations shape Downtown Los Angeles’s geography through carceral practices. These 
carceral practices, made by social services and policing, shape space by routinely containing and 
dispossessing poor residents for the interests of urban renewal and redevelopment. These 
residents are not idle. They push back, unsettling the development and the carceral manifestation 
of space. In their resistance, residents produce alternative networks of care, community control, 
and place through poetry, music, political campaigns, and legal strategies. Throughout the 
dissertation, I advance the concept of contested development: how forms of spatial difference 
through regional relations of property are challenged or reproduced. In so doing, Contested 
Development shows how urban politics for the last seven decades reveals the push-and-pull 
contradictions of development by way of the carceral manifestations of difference and the 




Image  1 Map of Skid Row within Los Angeles City and County. Produced by Deshonay Dozier and Celeste Winston.  
 
Abolition Now! 
Abolition Now! is a movement to eradicate the existence of prisons, policing, borders, and 
surveillance, and, to that end, reinvigorates anti-war, anti-poverty, and anti-racist struggles of the 
1960s and beyond. The statement “Abolition Now!” was first conjured by the 1998 Critical 
Resistance Conference that brought together activists, scholars, and artists who were fighting 
against the prison-industrial-complex (PIC). The PIC is an institutional complex of the prison 
system that spreads from beyond the jail cell to the individual shackled with an electronic 
monitor. The Abolition Now! movement has shown that the repression of mid-20th century 
movements went hand in hand with the increase in the use of prisons as, what Ruth Wilson 
Gilmore (2007) describes, a catchall solution to social problems. Though the United States 
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makes up only 4.4% of the world, it houses 22% of the globe’s prison and jail population. The 
Critical Resistance Conference and over twenty years of struggle have advanced the calls of 
Civil Rights and Black Power movements today, which demand the abolition of the violent reach 
of the state that spreads expansively from the site of the prison. 
Within our contemporary context, the literature on abolition traces a relationship between 
the PIC to colonialism and capitalist development. This literature often relies on the 
contributions of W.E.B. DuBois (1935) in Black Reconstruction in American, 1860-1880. As 
DuBois (1935) recounted, the abolitionist movement put into question the role of labor in 
capitalist development, revealing a radical restructuring of capitalism and colonialism. The Black 
enslaved worker posed a problem to capital accumulation in the North while simultaneously 
sustaining capitalist and colonial rule through chattel enslavement in the South, DuBois 
explained. The impetus for the Civil War—to abolish slavery—came about through different 
frameworks and meanings of abolition, and, in the same breath, the question of the abolition of 
slavery itself supported new formations of labor. Specifically, white foreign workers migrating to 
the United States were unable to work and obtain land, thought to be the crucial perils of the US 
democratic promise. Slavery thus posed a threat not only to the vision of equality in the United 
States but also as the mismatch in actual opportunity experienced most gruesomely by the Black 
enslaved worker. According to scholars, DuBois’ engagement with the fact that the founding of 
the United States and its state apparatuses is squarely shaped by the advancement of capitalism 
with the institution of slavery. DuBois pierces the vision of hope that abolition-democracy would 
not only abolish slavery, but it would abolish labor oppression, thus calling for new social, 
economic, and political order. 
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As DuBois and other scholars of abolition show, new forms of enslavement and 
indentured servitude were firmly etched into state building and capitalist development during and 
after Reconstruction. The end of formal slavery following the civil war produced other 
institutions of unfreedom, replete throughout industrial democracy, Angela Davis (2011) wrote. 
Davis (2005) expands DuBois’ vision of “abolition democracy” rather than industrial democracy 
to “[create] an array of social institutions that would begin to solve the social problems that set 
people on the track to prison, thereby helping to render the prison [industrial complex] obsolete” 
(Davis, 2005). Building on this work, other scholars have shown that the site of prisons have 
enacted new forms of indentured servitude on people through various forms of racial, gendered, 
and ableist thinking—a continued form of enslaved labor. From the convict leasing system to 
contemporary campaigns against wage-less work in prison, relatively new forms of incarceration 
and production have all been described as renewed methods of enslavement or carceral 
management. Scholars and activists alike have suggested that the current moment is a “Third 
Reconstruction,” the first which was charted by DuBois in Black Reconstruction, and the second 
was made by the 1960s and 1970s political movements that sought to end Jim Crow and various 
forms of segregation (Marable, 2007; Camp and Pulido, 2018). The Third Reconstruction builds 
on the social, political, and economic legacy of the previous Reconstructions, and suggests that 
the shift to neoliberal governance domestically and globally has necessitated the excessive 
production of prisons and different forms of state subsistence (Woods, 2018). As such, the 
abolitionist movement is part of and central to advancing national change towards a new society. 
As part of this legacy, current abolitionist movements are challenged to analyze the 
insidious nature of the PIC while also developing and instituting strategies to combat it, which 
require new frameworks to understand the continuity of this struggle. For this purpose, Gilmore 
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(2007) popularized Andre Gorz’s framework of reformist reforms and non-reformist reforms 
from his book Strategies for Labor (1967), which admirably critiques capitalist development and 
its insidious influence on shaping people’s everyday lives. Gorz (1967) suggests that for true 
success to be waged against capitalist development, “reformist reforms” that further expand the 
logics of capitalist development must be overhauled. Current meanings of “non-reformist 
reforms” acknowledge that small but transformative victories for dismantling the carceral state 
can better people’s lives on the way to abolishing the systems itself.  In the article “What 
Abolitionists Do,” Dan Berger, Mariame Kaba, and David Stein (2007) explain that abolition is 
not a far-flung concept of the future but is rather a thorough approach for systematic change The 
authors name the strides of the abolitionist movement, including redirecting funds from prisons 
to social goods like education, ending cash bail, and conducting successful “Ban the Box” 
campaigns, which stops hiring practices that discriminate against formerly incarcerated 
individuals. These tangible outputs of the abolitionist movement have improved the everyday 
lives of people impacted by the PIC.  
The life that the abolition movement seeks to birth requires, in part, an understanding of 
how highly situated these alternatives are within their respective historical carceral geographies. 
Gilmore (2017), building on DuBois, provides a frame of analysis for seeing how abolition is 
produced in space as “abolition geography.” Here, abolition geography means that “freedom is a 
place” (Gilmore, 2018, 227). It is “the antagonistic contradiction of carceral geographies, [it] 
forms an interlocking pattern across the terrain of racial capitalism. We see it” (227). Abolition 
geographies remake the conditions of carceral geographies; they function to “rework”, to build 
on Cindi Katz’s (2004) notion, institutions of capitalist development while also building up new 
institutions as I detail in the section “Contested Development: Property, Culture, and Resistance” 
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in this introduction.  By showing abolition geography as a process of “how to combine people, 
and land, and other resources with our social capacity to organize ourselves in a variety of 
ways,” Gilmore (2017) provides an analysis of abolition as one of planning by making place (p. 
227). This means to do away with existing practices of harm, as well as reworking institutions of 
unfreedom.  
This dissertation builds on the legacy, analysis, and strategies of the abolitionist 
movement by attempting to chart the myriad of ways abolition occurs through the struggles 
waged by poor, homeless Angelinos who are white, Black, Brown, and indigenous between the 
years 1960 to 2018. If California is thought to be the capital of the PIC on the planet (Gilmore, 
2007), Los Angeles is said to be the most carceral city on the globe (Hernandez, 2017). This 
dissertation thus examines the expansive stretch of the PIC into sites like Skid Row that are 
planned as carceral geographies that contain and disposes homeless and poor people. This study 
engages the neighborhood’s history of resistance that occur through everyday practices to life. 
Skid Row residents challenge the carceral organization of their neighborhood by reducing 
policing as well as producing sites of community and care. As Cindi Katz (2004) posits, 
everyday life—the space of social reproduction—is an important location for understanding the 
problems of development. I show how everyday life becomes an important location for seeing 
and hearing where alternatives to and dismantling of carceral practices occur in Skid Row. In 
understanding that the PIC happens primarily through the state, it is necessary to acknowledge 
the reproductive location in which the state influences the daily lives of individual people and 
their community. This dissertation builds on the recognition that abolition geographies occur in 
their historic context. While most studies of abolition are tracing contemporary practices to 
plantation capitalism, this dissertation focuses on how abolitionist alternatives to carceral 
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geographies in the urban landscape, specifically outside of the site of the prison, are challenging 
the widespread forms capitalist development. To that end, I trace LAs regional property relations 
of urban renewal and redevelopment projects through the site of Skid Row. Throughout this 
dissertation, I discuss the region as Los Angeles County and City its political economic 
connection to global urban renewal and redevelopment. The focus on the fight for police 
abolition in Downtown Los Angeles explores how people are routinely contained and 
dispossessed through carceral practices, and, as I detail below, these violent extensions of 
difference are in relation to capitalist and colonial development.  
Carceral Traps and Uneven Development: Skid Rows and Homelessness 
5th St is one of the important places of the 20th Century Fix. When you see the 
folks of all nations crowded up down there, a goin' and a comin' and a millin' 
around and a panderin' around, up and down... you might ask why they don't 
leave... Well, there are two schools of thought. One claims these folks "choose" to 
be there, and the other claims these folks is "caught" there, like rats in a trap of 
some kind…”  
- Woody Guthrie, 1939 
In his songbook, On a slow train through California, Woody Guthrie’s ‘Fifth Street Blues’ 
provides insight into a heavily populated street of Downtown Los Angeles. During the late 1930s 
and 1940s, Guthrie spent his time writing, speaking, and organizing against the management of 
LA’s regional poor. The central city core—a multi-ethnic and multi-racial site of people looking 
for work, albeit seasonal—often experienced routine containment through caging, segregation, 
dispossession, and through the banishment and expulsion from sites as well as the extraction of 
what few resources people possessed. Woody Guthrie draws out an occurrence in capitalist 
development where traps or the enclosure of people into segregated zones or institutions are 
utilized as a fix to shifting capitalist relations. 
Clyde Woods (2009) describes this as trap economics, where “throughout history, social-
spatial enclosures have been used by dominant social movements to establish stable control over 
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specific territories and their populations” (p. 774). Speaking about New Orleans development 
politics, Woods (2017) goes on to describe that trap economics work to produce dependency 
among poor and working racialized groups while also securitizing spatial control for capital 
extraction. In Development Drowned and Reborn, Woods (2018) details that traps are structured 
by practices of capitalist development, such as poverty, employment, housing and homelessness, 
care and environmental justice, and education. Through these sectors, where people would 
access social goods, Woods excavates how people are cycled through practices of containment 
and dispossession. Here, forms of dependency are created as a result of these institutions; they 
perpetuate serial harm and violence enmeshed in the built environment.  
Trap economics must not only be exposed to show how space is organized to contain and 
dispossess people, but also to understand the larger elements of development politics that 
enshrine them. David Harvey’s (2006) examination of Marx’s notion of spatial fix describes how 
capital necessitates the ongoing structure and restructuring of space to order to extract from or 
abandon sites of profit accumulation. Spatial fix in this dissertation is used in relationship to 
land. Through Marx’s notion of fixed capital where capital can be produced and extracted 
through land through the formation of relation of urban property or the built environment. 
Harvey extends this use, according to Douglas Spencer (2019), by describing spatial fix is the 
continual and contradictory process of capitalist development to extract and abandoned valued 
and once valued land for profit accumulation. This notion of spatial fix is what Neil Smith builds 
on to describe the contradictions of uneven development.  The organization of people, resources 
and land is engaged to shift geographies as capital abandons or extracts from space for profit 
accumulation visions. Thus, capital always requires the fixing of space where structuring and 
restructuring geographies can fit the demands of production and accumulation. Spatial fix, 
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however, is not a determinate fate of the land or on a map. Rather, it is an ongoing process to 
shore up the ability to extract while managing limits to extraction. Seeing the formation of skid 
rows and homelessness as traps or forms of spatial fix reveals a larger phenomenon about the 
uneven development of urban environment. 
Skid Rows and Homelessness as Carceral 
Throughout capitalist social history, skid rows have served as sites of surplus labor and 
geographic exclusion. George Orwell (2011), for example, provides one of the earliest 
descriptions of the conditions of skid rows in 18th century London and Paris, showing them as a 
geographic site where transient, surplus labor forces are funneled to work. They form as reserves 
of surplus labor where capitalists can access for industrial and agricultural sectors as needed. 
Therefore, skid rows are thought of as traps insofar as the institutions that manifest them seek to 
contain and dispossess people’s everyday life. Samuel Wallace (1965) describes the punitive 
nature of skid row institutions, which he lists as missions, shelters, drug treatment facilities, 
offices for day laborers and other low wage work, residential hotels and single room occupancy 
housing, presence of police, leisure sites such as saloons and burlesque, philanthropic 
organization, and, lastly, the aesthetic presence of those sleeping on the street. Forms of racial, 
class, ableist, and gendered difference result in social and economic dispossession of sites such 
as skid rows and other sites. Skid rows have been places of social degradation as much as they 
have been sites of welfare and aid. In the case of skid row institutions on the west coast of North 
America, they are primarily produced by profit interests to support productive industries of 
agriculture and factory work. Therefore, skid rows are spatial fixes that support accumulation 
while also generating repressive spatial techniques of labor extraction. As Cybelle Fox (2012) 
has described, skid rows have been developed in conjunction with productive industries as sites 
of subsistence for surplus labor. Thus, skid rows have always been planned spaces, from the 
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construction of low-income housing to the production of adjacent entertainment at bars, saloons, 
and dollar movies. 
Contemporary urban studies, however, has minimally addressed skid rows. This is mainly 
because scholars have found that there is little need to excavate the continued development of 
skid rows as many of them have been eliminated by urban renewal and redevelopment programs 
across cities in the United States (Dahmann, 2017). The literature has shown that urban renewal 
projects between 1940 and 1970, which focused on revitalizing the city while also socially 
reforming the poor of the inner city, were deeply tied to rid the urban landscape of skid rows. In 
New York, for example, scholars describe how homeless people and skid row housing 
institutions, such as residential hotels, were wiped out from the infamous Bowery. A 
warehousing system where poor and homeless people cycle throughout New York’s shelters 
takes the place of skid rows. Contemporary scholarship and organizing has criticized this 
warehousing system as carceral, in which people find little means to break out of the cycle 
through shelters and homelessness. To combat this problem, the organizing efforts of Picture the 
Homeless has focused on permanent housing for homeless people by de-commodifying land 
through collective ownership over the built environment (Angotti, 2008). The existing literature 
on skid rows in the United States has focused on how they were restructured into innovative 
forms of poverty management, as is necessary.  
Poverty management studies have argued that strategies of social services and aid have 
often been implemented to regulate the poor in service of larger capitalist development. As Piven 
and Cloward (1971) make clear in Regulating the Poor, the ideological impetus behind giving, 
charity, and social service is based on upholding the capitalist societal norm of the hard-working 
laborer while also inciting fear and the criminalization of poverty among other city dwellers. 
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Furthermore, these institutions, dating back to 17th century England to the formation of skid 
rows in North America, were created to manage civil disorder. Civil disorder through the site of 
people in urban space was the impetus for spatial regulation; the fear of social upheaval that 
resulted from a lack of work or daily needs focused efforts toward securitizing urban space. As 
such, relief programs found in skid row, from food access programs to low wage work, are 
understood as traps disguised as mechanisms to sustain people in times of economic and social 
crisis. As Woods (2009) has made clear, the creation of subsistence programs, though thought to 
be helpful, aid in the uneven development of cities. Indeed, they create dependency on the state, 
which provides meager resources, while also shoring up spatial practices of containment and 
dispossession—minimal appeasements that in turn uphold capitalist development.  
Not only do these studies show that welfare practices mainly manage the poor (as 
opposed to alleviate poverty), they also show the interplay between carceral and welfare 
techniques in homeless management. Gowan (2002) examines how homeless people cycle from 
the streets, to jails, and back again, revealing how the regulation of the poor is much wider in 
punitive approaches. The study uses ethnographic research in San Francisco skid row and the 
prevalence of homelessness in St. Louis to demonstrate how repeated practices of racial 
exclusion and punishment occur to create a homelessness-incarceration nexus. In this nexus, 
Gowan (2002) shows how the policing of homeless people after as their incarceration leads to re-
arrest upon release because of the few resources people have post-incarceration. Gowan also 
shows how people without prior record of homelessness, while also holding a low-income status, 
are released without aid leading to rearrests and reincarceration for being homeless. Don 
Mitchell (2003) has studied how the widespread implementation of anti-homelessness laws and 
ordinance has resulted in the carceral management of the homeless. Crack downs on civil 
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disorder—including the presence of homelessness and social unrest—influenced the creation of 
anti-homeless laws to produce urban order. Through these strategies of urban order, the use of 
public space and everyday people’s access to it have been highly securitized.  
The need to geographically contain or physically dispossess poor people out of sight is 
part of the uneven development of urban restructuring since the colonial development of cities. 
As Kelly Hernandez (2014) argues that carceral management practices in support of commercial 
and entertainment consumption in Los Angeles’ center city occur as early as during settler 
colonial urbanism, with respect to the United States. Hernandez (2014) provides a clear 
connection between local development politics and carceral practices of the central city core’s 
poor multi-racial and multi-ethnic surplus laborers. When poor hobos and tramps between 1880 
and 1910 were out of work, occupying the streets of the central core as well as the social 
services, housing, and leisure that adorned them, an influx of arrests and incarceration occurred. 
As a result, LA enforced the highest rates of incarceration and imprisonment at the time for 
white, Indian, and Mexican American poor people. Forms of spatial carceral management led 
many white, Indian, and Mexican American poor to be forced into a conflict leasing system to 
labor by building infrastructural improvements to the city. These, thought to be rehabilitative 
aspects of incarceration, reveal the intertwined planning of welfare and penal techniques in 
forming carceral geographies.   
In addition, carceral management is intimately tied to the history of capitalist urban 
development. Pete White (2008) conveys this in his excavation of anti-homelessness laws today 
to the history of state formation in United States and United Kingdom. Particularly, White (2008) 
shows how racialized whites in England in the 16th century was often codified as the master-less 
vagrant, and, as a means of social control, vagrancy laws worked to securitize urban industrial 
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cores when people were out of work. These same practices of racial banishment transcended to 
post-antebellum United States, as White (2008) conveys, during which it was attributed to free 
Black people while mechanisms of policing worked to control them. As a result, the demarcation 
of free Black people as drunk, homeless, and vagrant justified carceral management. This 
funneled people into doing free work as incarcerated and convicted people. As Hernandez (2017) 
and White (2008) show, these forms of spatial organization are deeply rooted in geographic 
governance and urbanism  
Thus, scholars have connected the literature on anti-poverty and anti-homelessness to 
uneven development. Uneven development reveals how the planning and shaping of space for 
capitalist production and accumulation necessitates and produces differentiated geographies. 
Building on Richard Walker’s (1978) notion of geographies as mosaics, uneven development 
reveals geographies of difference where some sites are made through the extraction of resources, 
land, and people for the productive forces of capital accumulation while other sites are devalued, 
uninvested, or abandoned. With regards to spatial fix, uneven development becomes crystalized 
when geographies of value become valueless and thus dispossessed. At the same time, it is also 
evident when previously abandoned geographies became valuable in part through practices that 
contain people and extract resources.  
Skid rows and homelessness are both ideological and material formations of uneven 
development in urban landscapes precisely because they represent a margin of difference deeply 
etched within the urban landscape. In The New Urban Frontier, Smith (1996) describes 
gentrifying New York as a problem of development directly connected with shaping space 
through racist and classist approaches to support commercial and entertainment consumption and 
the aggrandizement of real estate and property ownership. These practices of development 
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however rely on forms of spatial control, and highlighting the battles of the Lower East Side, 
particularly at the site of Tompkins Park, Smith shows how burgeoning gentrification and the 
park as part of a larger problem of development that is related to the larger political and 
economic shifts in the city itself and parks as a hub of social resistance. The initial conflict that 
he traces has to do with evacuating not only the homeless but also the undesirable elements of 
the indigent community through the aesthetic lens of the developer and gentry. Uneven 
development is predicated on the need to contain and dispossess poor communities.  
As Guthrie asserted in the 1930s, poor downtowners had an opportunity out of this 
condition that required them to look for opportunities elsewhere; otherwise, they would continue 
to be affected by continual enclosure and dispossession. The history of skid rows and 
homelessness reveals much about their integral relation to planning and urban development. 
Urban renewal and center city reform in the history of capitalist urban environments has 
necessitated various practices of control. Below, I describe this in relation to the carceral nature 
of skid rows and homelessness as one of poverty management to support capitalist development. 
Thus, as this dissertation shows, poor, homeless Angelino early on had been a site in which the 
expansion of the carceral state and social services were directly tied to segregation practices in 
service of urban land and propertied development. As I describe below, scholars have shown in 
the realm of urban renewal and redevelopment projects since the 1940s, carceral strategies have 





Image  2 Map of Skid Row within existing Redevelopment plans of Downtown Los Angeles. Produced by Community 
Redevelopment Agency, LA. 2012. 
Urban Renewal and Redevelopment: Los Angeles and its Global Context 
First Wave: Social Reform and Economic Growth 
According to Wyly and Hammel (2001) urban renewal and redevelopment literature reveals 
three waves of shifts that have shaped major cities throughout the United States. This has offered 
a periodization of gentrification that offer a steady critique about urban dispossession, 
development, and the right to the city (Bounds and Morris, 2006). The first wave are urban 
renewal projects between the 1930s and 1960s.In large part urban renewal strategies came about 
as a form of social reform and urban revitalization. The effects of the Great Depression that 
stoked massive unemployment and poverty throughout the United States brought about the New 
Deal. The New Deal sought to change the material conditions of impoverished families through 
work-fare programs and the build out of public infrastructure, such as housing. Examples include 
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New York’s master builder, Robert Moses, who pioneered the construction of public housing 
because of federal funding. Blight, the visual manifestation of poverty of urban areas along with 
the people who live in these areas, has been a focus of social and urban reform. However, this 
reform stoked racial and class chasm throughout the US. Mindy Fullilove (2016) describes the 
extent of which urban renewal more critically understood as Negro Removal stoked mass 
displacement of Black people, poor people, and communities of color. The view to reform these 
racial and class groups produced widening segregation. These urban renewal practices sought to 
restore economic turmoil in US cities and generate the economy through urban renewal.  Along 
with building out housing came the clearing of dilapidated areas of the city and the construction 
of highways. Highway development helped to build out suburban areas in cities.  
Within this context, initial urban renewal projects in this period in Los Angeles fared as 
well as other cities in deepening inequity. However, LA was much different because of its 
disinvestment in public housing. First, while federal dollars brought to LA to help build out 
material support for impoverished families, most of these funds went to revitalization efforts in 
the core and to build out urban infrastructure for suburbanization (Laslett, 2015). Much of this 
shifted the focus of renewal efforts away from the core to build out a polycentric model of the 
city, where clusters of commercial and consumer activities throughout the County would be 
bolstered by suburban and urban core areas. As I describe in the next chapter, LA’s first urban 
renewal project, Bunker Hill, brought little aid to poor communities and deepened social 
inequity, leading to the formation of Skid Row, a site of social services and regular policing, to 
be the antidote to the problems of displacement and homelessness throughout the region.  
Second Wave: Urban reform, State regulation, Carceral Management 
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Backlash to the failed promises of urban renewal projects led to a more staunched 
approach at regulating urban redevelopment projects since the 1970s to be inclusive of low-
income communities. As such, the literature on urban development around the globe has focused 
on state regulation of development (Fu, 2016). Massey and Denton (1993) descries this in their 
book, American Apartheid, how urban renewal in the previous periods deepened the 
ghettoization of poverty. This showed the intersection of racial and class stratification in United 
States.  In Los Angeles, by the 1980s, social chasm proliferated throughout the region with South 
Central, East Los Angeles, and Skid Row forming as a corridor of poverty (see image 3) 
(Economic Roundtable, 2015). In this second wave of urban renewal, the focus on revitalization 
and securitization of suburban and urban cores becomes a focus. Mike Davis (1990; 1998) 
describes the forms of social control embedded in practices of containment zones of los Angeles 
social problem. Skid rows/homelessness, gangs, graffiti, become sites of containment for regular 
policing and surveillance that monitors these practices, making them harder to be produced, 
while also negating the social and economic problems that produces them. Strategies of 
containment are crucial to how the city approaches social problems. I provide an intervention 
into this work by a deep examination of Skid Row, how the strategy of containment operates 
with respect to renewal and redevelopment. As Mike Davis (1990; 1998) shows, this not only 
deepens social and spatial segregation, it makes it carceral, producing a landscape of carcerality 
that extends why scholars are deeming LA as the most carceral city of the world. Discuss Mike 
Davis’s work has made a mark on our global understanding of how regulating urban renewal and 
redevelopment has been a carceral practice.  
In this second wave, rather than state regulation of redevelopment, the brick and mortar 
development of urban renewal programs through the New Deal came to a ruin, as Ed Goetz 
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(2013) argued. These programs are being replaced through urban privatization projects that seek 
to remake public housing and low-income housing into mixed income residential structures, such 
as HOPE VI (Goetz, 2013). The goal behind these programs are another form of social reform: to 
do away with concentrated poverty. This mixed income and mixed-use buildings, however, are 
part of global visions of urban commercial consumption. While some of these massive 
development projects remain in place, as is the case in New York city, carceral management 
strategies loom large in all cities to manage poverty. As Smith (2002) argues urban revitalization 
is an economic growth model supported by liberal state policies. The state is an agency of 
revitalization rather than regulator of it, changing the dynamics of how we see gentrification 




Image  3 Concentrated Poverty in Los Angeles. Produced by the Economic Roundtable. 
Third Wave: State-Facilitated Renewal 
Thus, some scholars posit that we are in a third wave of urban renewal and 
redevelopment as a program where the focus is on privatization rather than social reform. As 
urban cores become more viable places to live because of global capital flows of finance and 
commercial consumption, they also become more securitized. This builds on the arguments made 
by Davis (1990; 1998) and others which show how these practices have made cities as carceral to 
support the widening privatization (Lippert and Walby, 2013). However, the financial crisis of 
2007-2008 revealed a set of tensions with the focus on real estate development and borrowing 
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across First World cities as a new form of redlining (Newman and Wyly 2006; Slater 2006; 
Wyly et al. 2010). Black and Brown people in the United States were given loans with interests 
they could never afford because the loan types were unjust to begin with (Saegert, Fields, and 
Libman, 2011). Like Fullilove (2016), Saegert and associates (2011) share that while white 
families were hit because of the financial crisis, the value of their homes decline leaving them 
with little assets in their homes, they were not hit as bad as communities of color. This leads to 
serial displacement connected to a longer history of colonial and capitalist development in the 
United States (Fullilove, 2016; Saegert et al., 2011).  In Los Angeles, the financial crisis paired 
with burgeoning redevelopment in the city resulted in displacement of communities of color and 
poor communities to the outer borrows of the region in the Apple and Antelope Valleys. This has 
also influenced and widened homelessness. As Dupuy et al (2017) describe int heir report, 
homeless people are incarcerated 7 times more than their fellow Angelinos.  
Carceral management, in LA, occurs today in that same manner as it did in the 1970s at a 
much greater frequency. Thus, the problem of urban renewal, seeking housing for poor people, 
and the attainment of jobs and goods that allow people to live make contestation over the city 
prescient. Social movements such as Occupy, and Black Lives Matter have come about to deal 
with the failed promises of the American Dream while also enlisting thousands of people in an 
anti-capitalist and anti-racist fight for freedom. In this dissertation, I build on the arguments of 
Mike Davis (1990; 1998) about Los Angeles, to show that within this historical arch of urban 
renewal and development, poor people contend with the violent effects of difference by 
challenging carceral management and property relations. Here I offer a story about how they 
contest the development of space rendering an alternative vision of the city. I build on the notion 
that a right to the city must focus on the abolition of capitalism and militarization. 
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Skid Row, Los Angeles 
This dissertation focuses on the uneven development of Los Angeles which has been deemed the 
homeless capital of the United States. The regulation of the homelessness and poverty plays out 
through the creation of Skid Row, serving as a trap woven within the Los Angeles urban fabric. 
This dissertation is the first historical examination of how Skid Row becomes a fixture of the 
city’s regional politics of development. LA’s Skid Row comes about as a carceral geography 
shaped by urban renewal and redevelopment plans or regional relations of property. Los 
Angeles’s first urban renewal project was the Bunker Hill Redevelopment Plan of 1956. This 
plan did not result in the creation of housing project development or sheltering systems, as in the 
case of other cities. Instead, much of the federal funds obtained to support urban renewal projects 
focused on redevelopment of entertainment and commercial development (Laslett, 2015).  This 
plan inherently policed poor downtowners, and as I show in chapter 2, “Forming Skid Row”, 
arrests for public drunkenness, historically attributed to poor people, became the number one 
reason for arrest in the region because of the Bunker Hill Plan.  
Reforms to the Bunker Hill plan led to the creation of the 1976 Policy of Containment, or 
Bluebook to contain Downtown LA’s homelessness by relocating services throughout the city 
center. This created a 50-block neighborhood known as Skid Row today that would include a 
three-block buffer zone from the rest of downtown. The plan restored 7,500 units lost from 
luxury conversions made by the Downtown Businessmen Association’s Silverbook. In so doing, 
the Bluebook saved and produced the highest concentration of affordable housing units in the 
city in downtown LA (Haas and Heskin, 1981; Spivack, 2008). The success of the Policy of 
Containment was significantly driven by redevelopment outside of downtown LA. The homeless 
population posed a threat to real estate development and the regional vision of slow-growth by 
Westside elites. With the Bluebook plan, homeless presence oozing into burgeoning citadels 
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needed to be contained (Los Angeles Poverty Department, 2016). While Westside elites saw to 
the securing of Skid Row, downtown elites’ methods of surveillance and securitization of 
homeless people were intended to keep them within the boundary. As Mike Davis (1990) 
describes, regulation practices were embedded into the built environment, including sprinkler 
systems implemented atop buildings to prevent homeless sidewalk dwelling by spraying water 
on them. Moreover, as I show in Chapter 4, increased policing turned Skid Row, LA into the 
most highly policed neighborhood in the country.   
Existing literature on the neighborhood’s development has produced limited conclusions. 
For example, Reese and associates (2010) examines Skid Row as a site of contestation to 
conclude that policing in Skid Row since 2006 has aimed to deconcentrate poverty. This research 
suggests that deconcentrating poverty has failed because non-profit philanthropy and shelters 
have been able to maintain the containment of services. Yet, this scholarship does not account 
for the role of not-for-profit organizations in maintaining forms of governmentality that can be 
penal. As Forrest Stuart (2014; 2016) examines, ‘mega-shelters’ or multimillion-dollar shelters 
in Skid Row contribute to the revolving door of poverty from the shelter bed to the jail cell. 
Thus, social services in Skid Row are a contributor to the wheelhouse of penal rehabilitation or 
punitive care (Willse, 2015; Kohler-Haussman, 2015). As I show through the dissertation, the 
propping up of social services goes in tandem with policing strategies. This redirects our view of 
Harcourt’s (2005, p. 5) ethnographic account of Skid Row where he describes policing as 
‘ancillary’ to the contested politics of the neighborhood. Instead, policing underpins the very 
containment of Skid Row itself. In the case of Los Angeles, Skid Row formed as a trap, a spatial 
fix to expand burgeoning redevelopment in the downtown area and Westside corridor. Such 
punitive aid extends the rehabilitative end of carcerality through neoliberal programs that aid in 
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the continuation of poverty through temporary housing and low-wage or wage-less jobs (Peck 
and Tickell, 2002; Peck and Theodore, 2008; Willse, 2015; Stuart, 2011a). This is indicative of 
the historic role of skid rows as institutions of capitalist development to control and manage 
surplus populations. Much of the previous research on skid rows describes how the regulation of 
the poor upholds capitalist development. In this dissertation, I describe how homeless and poor 
people’s resistance to carceral management critiques subsistence living and normative ways of 
being.  
 Understanding Skid Row as carceral, provides a more dynamic engagement with the 
possibilities and foreclosures of grassroots organizing. Existing literature on social activism in 
Skid Row has focused on the contemporary climate of policing and housing. Camp and 
Heatherton (2017) document how resident-based critiques of policing in Skid Row reveal how 
criminalization of poverty is normalized to service propertied elite interests. Recent ethnographic 
studies focus on how grassroots organizing in Skid Row document police abuse and implements 
housing rights. Stuart (2016) describes how homeless and poor residents are ‘copwise’: they 
employ everyday acts of circumnavigating police interaction and collective resistance by 
documenting policing or policing the police. Jordan Camp (2012) describes how contemporary 
regional and global politics of housing as a human right are part of Los Angeles's history of 
resistance. These studies have aided our understanding of urban contestation by examining 
grassroots strategies to counter policing and the role of homeless and poor people in making 
housing gains. Dahmann (2017) examines how people in Skid Row gain a moratorium on the 
conversion of the existing affordable housing in Downtown Los Angeles, saving and preserving 
over 7,000 units and reducing housing displacement. Most of the previous research on Skid Row 
focuses on the last ten years of grassroots organizing (Camp, 2012; Stuart, 2016; Dahmann, 
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2017, Dozier, 2019). This dissertation provides a historical view of the social life of resistance in 
Skid Row since the 1960s to bring to the forefront the legacy of abolitionist alternatives 
perpetuated throughout not only the formation of skid row, but also in the development of 
Downtown Los Angeles itself. Furthermore, previous studies attend to how people maintain 
housing or resiliency in the face of policing. This dissertation, however, excavates how homeless 
and poor people reduce policing and create alternative communities of care. 
Much of the scholarship that evaluates the urban landscape as a carceral geography, 
outside of the prison or practices of policing, focuses on the site of racial and spatial segregation 
in cities (see Moran, 2015 and Dear and Wolch, 1987). These have often been studies of 
‘ghettos’ and poor neighborhoods with little state aid often codified by anti-blackness and racism 
(Dear and Wolch, 1987). While this is an important aspect of poverty studies, an analysis of how 
political economies inherently shapes carceral geographies, this dissertation provides a relational 
view of urban development. Central to this dissertation is that social welfare and carceral 
strategies are developed and used to support regional property relations. Poor communities in 
downtown LA become a regional problem in need of spatial practices of control. The impetus to 
control space through traps supports urban renewal and redevelopment. As Woods (2009) 
argued,  
Throughout history, social-spatial enclosures have been used by dominant 
[planning and development] to establish stable control over specific territories and 
their populations. This process typically involves the reorganization of property 
relations through the destruction of collectively held property, the commons. 
Enclosures are maintained by a system of militarized regulation, physical 
boundaries, and social, political, and economic…” (p. 774)  
In the next section, I unpack how relations of property produce carceral approaches and 
outline a framework of contested development.  
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Contested Development: Property, Difference, and Resistance 
The sphere of urban property reveals a set of tensions in the development of space. Colonial and 
capitalist logics of private property underpin genocide and human violence in the interests of 
accumulating land, labor, and resources. In Cheryl Harris’s (1993) essay, “Whiteness as 
Property”, property is not so much made by material ownership of objects, but rather, property is 
a social relation built on customs. Property, in this sense, is a governing force that legitimates 
certain rights, assumptions, and ways to be. The customs and relations that shape property helps 
to form economic dominance and racial thinking. Harris draws largely on the shifting 
innovations of private property in the United States, starting her argument in the justifications of 
property that resulted in Native American genocide and land extraction as well as African 
enslavement to contemporary institutional racism through Affirmative Action programs. Harris 
draws out a theory of whiteness as property is embedded forms governance, and she shows how 
whiteness is reified as a mode of being that seeks to protect privilege through governance. In this 
sense, property occurs through its relations. Therefore, when legal and spatial forms of property 
are produced they form social relations of difference, hinged on race. Harris’s provides an 
analysis of racial thinking to show that modes of difference occur to produce the economic 
relations of property. The logic of racial thinking that shapes how people are governed in space. 
Racial thinking or difference could be understood as what Gilmore (2002) defines as “the state-
sanctioned and/or extra-legal production and exploitation of group-differentiated vulnerabilities 
to premature death, in distinct yet densely interconnected political geographies” (Melamed, 
2015, p. 80). Racial thinking produces geographies of difference through the organization of 
space predicated on producing violent and harmful human and extra-human differentiation. 
Private property, in the since of ownership over land, resources, and people, forms sites of 
spatial, geographic difference. 
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Property relations require an articulation of space to settle its assumptions or visions over 
social and spatial order. Through difference, property shapes spaces into carceral geographies. 
As Bonds (2018) describes, the harmful difference that arises from residential property, such as 
land ownership and real-estate development, is carceral. To maintain the exchange value of 
property, dominant property relations generate varying forms of surveillance, policing, profiling, 
segregation, dispossession, and containment. In a study of the West Village, Johan Andersson 
(2015) excavates how during rising property values, journalists, neighborhood organizers, and 
police in the white ‘gayborhood’ implemented Jane Jacobs’ “eyes on the street” that forcibly 
displaced queer youth of color and the infamous Black-owned queer bar, Chi Chi’s, through 
animalization, criminalization, and medicalization.  Thus, dominant property formations create 
carceral strategies—strategies that reinforce difference through harmful mechanisms. The for 
whom and for what ends property is shaped reveal the carceral articulation of space through the 
myriad ways in which containment and dispossession occur. Therefore, difference in the built 
environment upholds racial, sexual, and gendered notions of what belongs and doesn’t through 
the violent means of carceral management. 
However, Nicholas Blomley (2003) has thoroughly critiqued the pre-determined 
dominance of property relations. Blomley excavates insurgent claims over the built environment, 
from lots to department stores, to show how property is a relation. In this sense, the carceral 
manifestations of property must be organized and put into motion. Thus, Blomley argues that 
property is indeed unsettled. Blomley works to show that, though the literature on uneven 
development reveals how space is fixed into inordinate zones: informal settlements amidst a 
backdrop of high-rise development or the mobile homeless cart on the sidewalk next to the 
parked red corvette signals the uneven relations of property and the contradictions of capital. 
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That is, property can be wielded into a social relation to produce community and mutuality—an 
ethical move away from dominant property, ownership, and violence (Blomley, 2003; Roy, 
2003). 
 If the social relations that shape relations of property can be unsettled, by retooling them, 
then property represents a space of contradiction in capitalist development. Much of the literature 
on insurgent urbanism examine claims to ownership over space that make dominant relations of 
property fragile. Particularly, it has focused on the scale of the body or group relations through 
citizenship and how people have challenged the position of the inferior citizen position (Holston, 
2009). Insurgent citizens make sites of belonging through practices of resistance, challenging 
inter-relations of citizenship. James Hou (2010) has focused on the stream of infrared politics to 
describe how insurgent urbanism of public and non-public space occurs internationally.  As 
Ananya Roy (2017) describes, dominant articulations of property can be countered through the 
possessive politics of insurgency of the built environment.  
The focus on insurgent urbanism brings to bear how relations of dominance are reshaped 
by small acts of resistance.  Faranak Miraftab (2009) marks a closer relationship to the 
transformation of urban space through an engagement with what she calls insurgent planning. 
Miraftab describes how insurgent planning produces spaces of participation to subvert neoliberal 
governance by encouraging popular participation in invited spaces through the state and the 
shadow state, such as legal avenues and rights claims. Insurgent planning also emerges in the 
form of ‘invented’ spaces of collective determination and community that seek to alter spatial 
difference outside of the legal realm. They do so through the realm of property, challenging their 
evictions from shantytown by occupying and remaining in place. Furthermore, they illegally cut 
services such as water and heat back on resisting the notion of paying for basic human rights. By 
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inviting and inventing spaces of participation, insurgent planning challenges state production of 
exclusion and belonging. Miraftab’s contribution is important for the focus of this dissertation, as 
I am concerned particularly with rethinking property relations and planning.  
I want to suggest that insurgent urbanism has more to do with responsive challenges to 
difference that become engrained in the everyday but become a form of development itself. 
Clyde Woods’s (2017) notion of ‘blues development’ provides the most extensive analysis of 
how insurgent practices are forms of development. Specifically, Woods (1998) develops the 
notion of ‘blues epistemology’ to describe Black working-class people’s ways of knowing about 
the conditions and solutions to capitalist development. As Woods asserts, these creative and 
social critiques formulate a form of insurgent planning that reshapes the region. Woods points to 
how the formation of blues music that was birthed out of Mississippi and Louisiana occurred 
under the conditions of plantation capitalism—a form of spatial difference through notions of 
property both over land and people worked to both colonized native lands and bodies in North 
American and Western Africa. This occurred through various processes of containment and 
dispossession and shapes the ongoing development of these regions as new forms of containment 
and dispossession occur. Through his thorough analysis, Woods attempts to excavate that the 
Black working class populations, syncretically with other racial and ethnic groups, reshape the 
tide of dominant regional planning and thereby challenging and altering dominant development 
writ large. In addition to developing the idea of Blues Development, Woods (1998; 2017) also 
provides an excavation of tracks of capitalist development, particularly the Conservative Planter 
bloc and The New South/Liberalism bloc. These blocs, traditional forms of planning and 
developing the region, are continually produced in the development of the Delta region today. 
The importance of Woods’s analysis is that it adds to discussions of insurgent urbanism that 
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regional visions of working-class populations alongside the visions of dominant development. 
Woods saw that Black working-class visions of space shaped the region in contested ways even 
as dominant development strategies occur. By focusing on the forms of knowledge that are 
produced though cultural and social resistance, Woods blues epistemology offers a robust 
assertion about the politics of space. 
That is, if notions of property are shaped by social relations, then we must look at the 
processes that enact or refuse the violent extensions of difference. Woods (1998, 2017) offers a 
way of seeing the dialectical process of space itself through bottom-up and top-down approaches.  
In this dissertation, I advance a concept I am calling contested development which refers to the 
push-and-pull contradictions that occur when spatial difference is challenged or reproduced. 
Spatial difference is a form of violence where the making of space is predicated on forms of 
human and extra-human differentiation to shape geography. Through the politics of scale, the 
contentious process of difference can be seen moving from the global to the body, revealing 
degrees of vulnerability to harm and violence (Smith, 1992). In Neil Smith’s (1992) article 
“Counters of Spatialized Politics”, he excavates how politics in space occurs through scale. 
Using the homeless vehicle, a creative mobile housing unit for homeless individuals, Smith 
theorizes how insurgent spatial politics occur by subverting the practices of displacement 
imposed by dominant development. As such, Smith (1992) theorizes how spatial politics occurs 
at a variety of scale, expanding how we see the dialectical process of development. Smith 
identifies that the site of the body, home or domestic space, the city, the region, and the globe all 
reveal shifting dynamics of development that are interdependent in shaping politics. Thus, Smith 
articulates how the homeless vehicle subverts dominant development yet also revealing the 
ability for insurgent practices to contradict spatial difference. Contested development is a process 
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of showing how socio-spatial scale provides a useful approach at seeing the contentious spatial 
politics of racial capitalism.   
Contested development reveals the push and pull contradictions in the politics of space 
by offering how difference is challenged and reproduced through regional relations of property. I 
show contested development in two ways, first by excavating how we can see shifts in the 
dialectical relationship of carceral and abolition geographies through relations of property in 
what Andre Gorz (1967) calls (non) reformist reform, and 2) how the cultural production or the 
blues, both in relation to development and on its own terms, offers a robust understanding about 
how abolitionists alternatives usher in new forms of social relations to subvert the violence of 
difference.  
First, I am concerned with an analysis of the contradiction of spatial difference that 
hinges on the dialectic of the iterative process of the formation of carceral and abolition 
geographies. I excavate the everyday changes in urban planning and development to show the 
push-and-pull contradictions that occur when difference is challenged and reproduced. In using 
Skid Row as a case study, what is reproduced through difference are carceral relations of land, 
the built environment, and urban property. Looking at property relations in this way reveals how 
a dialectical politics of use-value and exchange-value in urban planning and discourse are 
articulated differently by propertied elite and the poor. For the elite and dominant planning, 
property is used as a technique to restore or resist spatial difference. Specifically, elite planning 
mobilizations around property restore difference through the spatial innovations that reproduce 
harm through conservative and liberal discourses. These in turn produce what André Gorz (1967) 
calls ‘reformist reforms’ that further expand the logics of property through carceral geographies. 
As I will show, the carceral management of the poor does not just occur through policing to 
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protect private property; it is also produced through the geographic zoning of Skid Row as a site 
of rehabilitation, resulting in millions of dollars to produce it as a site of aid that embeds forms 
of containment and dispossession.   
 The challenge to modes of property manifests as abolitionist alternatives. They often 
seek to challenge the carceral mobilization of difference by extending forms of collectivity, care, 
and community to combat the harmful effects. They are as what Gorz (1967) calls non-reformist 
reforms to space to produce transformative policy and practices that interrupt the continued 
development of penal systems, transforming them into life-giving alternatives. These alternatives 
more consistently contribute to grassroots visions of freedom. Throughout this dissertation, I 
utilize the term ‘non-reformist reform’ and Cindi Katz’s (2001; 2004) notion of ‘reworking,’ 
which serves as a verb for describing the challenges and transformations of dominant capitalist 
development, revealing how homeless and poor organizers debase dominant relations of property 
through abolitionist alternatives to show how both carceral and abolition geographies are 
produced. 
Second, I build out Woods (1998, 2017) engagement with blues epistemology to show 
how cultural practices contend with dominant development, producing abolitionists alternatives. 
In this instance, Woods notion of blues epistemology suggests that the history of the blues is a 
form of African American cultural production challenged plantation capitalism and the residue of 
its demise through this cultural form. The blues became a social and cultural articulation of the 
conditions of capitalist development and the alternative visions that move away from it. Through 
sound, literary practices, social activism and planning, Woods (1998; 2017) provides a way of 
seeing culture as an intervention into dominant development to produce alternative ways of 
being altogether. As Tricia Rose (1994) argues, “hip hop is Black urban renewal”, revealing 
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innovations of the blues to hip hop as a continuum of cultural resistance that posits new 
frameworks of neighborhood, community, and home that expand beyond a critique of carceral 
management of Black neighborhoods (p. 61). These practices, like insurgent urbanisms, revalues 
space towards the social and cultural agendas of communities. The scale of sound and music 
reveal how this insurgency has had global reach, as hip hop has made an impact on international 
working-class communities.  Relatedly, Katherine McKittrick (2006) leans on Black novelist and 
Black women slave narratives to show how Black women shift the prevailing geographical 
boundaries through insurgent place-making practices—thus re-imagining and re-valuing sites 
that are otherwise rendered useless. 
Leaning on cultural theorists, Stuart Hall and Raymond Williams, scholars have argued 
that we must also understand the social milieu of cultural production and how its lasting effects 
become imperative tools of urban and cultural transformation. In Spaces of Conflict, Sounds of 
Solidary, Gaye Theresa Johnsons (2013) draws out how the cultural resistance and coalition 
building amongst Black and Brown Angelino draws out a robust engagement with insurgent 
urbanisms. Steeped in the move away from forms of police containment, racist transport, and 
ghettoization of Black and Brown neighborhoods in Los Angeles, forming community through 
resistance and cultural production reshapes both engagement and production of the city. Johnson 
(2013) reveals a process she calls ‘spatial entitlements’, how people recreate their relationship to 
the urban landscape, allow people to share and congregate through cultural production and 
coalition building as a story of urban social movements. Relatedly, in Anthem, Shana Redmond 
(2013) shows how the organization of sound as a mode in which people make meaning. 
Redmond (2013) details the social and collective processes behind various Black diasporic 
anthems that have galvanized community, spirit, and the life-affirming values of the diaspora 
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amid social, economic, and political turmoil. Redmond (2013) offers an analysis that the social 
life of these cultural practices offers a greater understanding about the politics of culture and thus 
about offers new pathways of excavating the social life of cultural production. Engaging cultural 
practices is more than naming what they are or revealing the outcome of what is produced, but it 
is showing the process in which cultural practices are developed. In doing so, we can excavate at 
greater depths how cultural production and social resistance seeks to subvert dominance. 
Stuart Hall (2016) provides a Gramscian analysis to show how cultural resistance are 
counter-hegemonic formations. If cultural producers can be understood as ‘organic intellectuals’, 
according to Gramsci (1992), then they resist hegemonic ways of being and knowing. Hall 
(2016) suggests that they counter-hegemony even when they don’t directly produce a critique, 
showing how these practices incite alternative social formations away from dominant ways of 
being. Cultural resistance produces knowledge that give way to an opening to transform 
capitalism into something else.  Hall situates cultural production, such as Rastafarianism, to 
describe the lineage of this form of religious, social, and cultural practice in Jamaica, to reveal 
the forms of subversion to colonial and imperial pressures while also showing its contradictions. 
That is, as much as these ways of knowing produce cleavages for life, we must understand how 
they also adopt dominant ways of knowing. In addition, George Lipsitz (1988) argues that 
cultural production can reorder social order, forms of order that are inherently carceral that in 
turn shows the unsettled nature of hegemony. Robin Kelley (1996) engages in James C Scott’s 
(1990) notion of infrared politics to also provide a Gramscian analysis that everyday practices of 
resistance, whether it be clocking out on a time card late. In another example, Kelley (1996) 
describes how the run up to the Montgomery Bus Boycott in the Jim Crow south included a 
series of infrared practices that subverted segregation, like sitting in the front of the bus or 
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ringing the bell to get off at the next stop while not getting off to tick off the bus driver. These 
were practices that happened before a formal boycott campaign and are important for 
understanding how people challenge the everyday assumptions of social order.  
Throughout this dissertation, I show how cultural and political resistance transform 
carceral geographies into abolitionists alternatives.  These alternatives occur through practices of 
care, community, claims to residency, and control over the built environment. As insurgent 
politics overwrite dominant formalities of space, the practices I excavate use the built 
environment, notions of property, and the law towards the reduction of carceral practices. As 
such, they produce poor people’s property or the commons (Mitchell and Staeheli, 2007), that 
seeks to abolish the carceral elements of relations of property. These practices hold within them 
contradictions and throughout I offer how the contradictions they produce provide an opportunity 
to see how they toil with being human. As such, cultural and social resistance throughout this 
project challenge urban renewal and redevelopment that is facilitated by carceral management of 
the poor. 
Methods  
To trace the Contested Development of Skid Row I used archival and ethnographic methods. 
First, to understand the contemporary climate, I conducted an activist ethnography which 
focused on active participation in local organizing and interviewing.  Specifically, I partnered 
with the Los Angeles Community Action Network (LA CAN) and conducted participant 
observations in the summers of 2013 and 2014.  LA CAN is an organization that works to 
empower poor people to create decision making power in Los Angeles. During my ethnographic 
research, I participated in staff, housing, and policing meetings that occurred at the organizations 
site in Skid Row. I also participated in direct action, community organizing, and attended legal 
trials. At each observation, I took copious notes but later wrote only a daily journal of nearly all 
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interactions and pertinent occurrences of my participation. This method came about as the main 
mode of documenting daily observations during fieldwork mainly because of the expressed 
annoyance of a LA CAN staff member when I was taking notes with my iPad at a community 
meeting. It was clear that the presence of researchers in documenting the practices of organizing 
was welcomed, but the empiricism of ethnography through the practice of active notetaking 
through electronics was unfit in this environment. Thereafter, I stopped taking notes with 
electronics in hopes to build rapport as well as not to disrupt the organic atmosphere of the 
organization. In addition to electronics, this required me to put down my physical notepad and be 
a more fully engaged participant in the organizing practices of LA CAN. This meant me 
organizing for and towards their agendas. In addition to my observations, I interviewed 11 
people, nine of whom were homeless or formerly homeless and residents and organizers of Skid 
Row. The other three interviewees were general staff of LA CAN who have organized in the 
neighborhood for over a decade. These interviews allowed me to understand some of the 
contemporary problems that Skid Row residents sought to combat as well as provided an 
overview of significant policies, people, and groups that shaped the history of the neighborhood. 
Following the ethnographic research, I began conducting archival research in the summer 
of 2016. My main method for charting the history of the neighborhood was to use periodicals 
and newspapers as a basis for finding relevant legal, policy, and planning documents that shaped 
the development of the neighborhood. These newspapers were mostly found via online databases 
and allowed me to see month by month changes or developments of specific occurrences that 
were shaping the neighborhood. I used keyword searches such as “Skid Row”, “Downtown Los 
Angeles”, “homeless”, “vagrant”, “drunks”, and “redevelopment” as well as searched for 
significant policies I had learned of from interviews and observations. Furthermore, I looked at 
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these periodicals based on the particular time frame. Initially, I engaged in research between 
1970s to today, however, there appeared to be nuances up until the 1960s that I could trace that 
provided a fuller picture of the neighborhood’s development. I was able to access periodicals 
from afar reading them concurrently and even prior to my physical archival research at 
institutions in the LA region. I conducted research as USC, UCLA, Huntington Library, 
Southern California Library, and municipal archives which all had relevant material. My primary 
archival method was to sift through prominent collections held at these sites. With the narrative 
arch I traced from reviews of periodicals, I was able to search for instances of organizing, 
organizations, prominent public officials, and leaders of grassroots activism. Please see 
Appendix 1 for the list of archival collections I went through for each site.  From my 
understanding of the neighborhood’s history of social activism, including prominent grassroots 
organizations, I began my search by finding materials about the social life of this activism. 
Through UCLA, I found the most materials with actual planning documents and poetry by Skid 
Row activists in the 1970s and 1980s, for example. The Huntington Library and USC provided 
useful collections about planning and redevelopment. Throughout my archival fieldwork, I 
collected over a thousand documents that included correspondence, budgets, news clippings, 
policies, speeches, ordinances, and planning documents. Other ephemeral documents—such as 
music, albums, and photographs—I was able to access via YouTube and Facebook where I could 
download or view public pages or to review musical recordings.  
When I geared up to conduct oral histories to bolster the archival research, I had learned 
that residents and advocacy groups had already shared their stories. Specifically, the Los Angeles 
Poverty Department (LAPovD) an organization made up of mostly homeless and poor residents 
of Skid Row that produces performance theatre, museum, and archives about the neighborhood’s 
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history. had conducted 55 oral histories of the community’s most prominent leaders, contributing 
to knowledge about the neighborhood since the late 1960s. Not all oral histories took the form of 
a traditional interview where leaders talked about their personal experiences. Instead, they are 
quite unorthodox with some as group interviews and others as performance pieces. In one oral 
history, for example, I found a performance about the life of Robert Sundance, who I discuss in 
Chapter 1, the performance was gathered from indigent knowledge of Sundance as well as 
Sundance’s published autobiography. When skits were created around a prominent leader, they 
were often performed by 3 to 6 people. Each skit took on the voice or first-person narrative of 
the leader and surrounding discourse through interactions with residents or things said from an 
official text. These oral histories were performed as, what Augusto Boal (2000) calls theatre of 
the oppressed, a form of performative expression of experience to provide greater consciousness 
and solutions to social issues. LAPovD performed these skits outside in the Skid Row 
community. Another non-traditional form of oral history employed was through a group 
interview technique where members of LAPovD ask questions of the leader they are 
interviewing. Having one interviewee, the group interviews the leader where each member asks 
from a set of questions and or follow up questions about their work and trials in activism in Skid 
Row.  
Some of the oral history interviews act as therapy sessions or in some moments you can 
see the gendered nuances in the communities or neighborhood dynamics. Another interview with 
Robert Chambers’, a leader of the Homeless Writers Coalition a Skid Row poetry collective, is 
revealing. During the interview, Chambers’s melancholy about the future of his poetry activism 
in the neighborhood is taken up by the collective interviewers of about eight people in a 
supportive manner, encouraging Chambers to still go on in his activism on the Row. In another 
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dynamic, a verbal conflict between two interviewers, a transwomen and cis male occur, where 
the cis male does not allow the transwoman to ask her question, as he assumes the question is not 
related to the direction of the conversation. She refutes the interjection by the male demanding 
the validity of her question and her place in directing the interview. These nuances in LAPovD 
interviews not only illuminate the struggles of collectivity in Skid Row but also bring to bear the 
expansive nature of the interview form. Most of the oral histories, however, are conducted by 
LAPovD co-directors Henriette Burrows and John Malpede. While not the traditional academic 
form of oral history, these 55 interviews are dynamic, seated in questions of the present moment 
yet reflexive of the historical past. These oral histories were located at the LAPovD archive and 
museum. I began reviewing these materials in 2017. However, I then learned that these 
interviews could be retrieved online. Each oral history is transcribed with video of the actual 
interviewee. I selected a total of 25 of the oral histories to listen to because of the names of 
prominent leaders I read about in the archives and periodicals. These oral histories proved most 
relevant for the kinds of policies and stories I was tracing about the neighborhood. With each 
interview transcription, I coded what was relevant to the story I saw playing out on the ground 
through my review of periodicals.  
 Using the archival and ethnographic material gathered, I detail the dialectical politics that 
shape Skid Row. Another important element of my methodology is my subjective relationship to 
this research. I learned about the Los Angeles Community Action Network and their fight 
against what I had narrowly thought of as gentrification in the Spring of 2012 in a Community 
Organizing course taken with Karen Morgaine at my alma mater California State University, 
Northridge. Deborah Burton and Becky Dennison of LA CAN attended the class to talk about 
their work, and, at the time, I had been conducting quantitative research on whether social mix 
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occurred in gentrifying New York City neighborhoods for my McNair Scholars thesis. Upon 
entering the CUNY Graduate Center that fall, I began to turn to the question of housing and 
homelessness. Not only did I gain a grave sense of understanding about social inequality from 
LA CAN, I also learned about organizing and the importance of it to challenge the ever-present 
crisis that is racial capitalism. LA CAN provided me a deeper analysis of the trajectory of their 
problems as connected to regional and global history. I was introduced to two readers by 
Christina Heatherton, one co-authored with Jordan Camp, Downtown Blues and LA Human Right 
to Housing that were directly tied to documenting LA CAN’s work and projecting their struggle 
as part of a global turn in neoliberal governance experienced from South Africa to Canada. These 
readers introduced me to the Black radical tradition, including the work of Ruth Wilson Gilmore 
and Clyde Woods. This project is thoroughly indebted to LA CAN as a hub for both activist 
training and intellectual development. 
Finally, my positionality as a working-class Black Angelino with family members who 
have lived on Skid Row deeply inspired me to conduct a social history of Skid Row activism—
specifically, conversations with my aunt about my late paternal grandfather’s experiences living 
on Skid Row for nearly thirty years. Tom Dozier Senior was enthusiastic about the social 
activism in the neighborhood, particularly the work of Ted Hayes, whom I discuss in detail in 
Chapter 3: ‘But I majored in Hobo-ology’. My grandfather introduced my aunt to Ted Hayes. 
With my familial connection to the Skid Row neighborhood, the goal of my analysis is towards 
imagining their visions of abolitionist alternatives. As best as I could, I have let the stories of 
homeless and poor activists drive the narrative of the dissertation.  
Overview of Dissertation 
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In each chapter, I show the push-and-pull contradictions that shape Skid Row as a carceral and 
abolition geography. I show this specifically through the ways people are contained and 
dispossessed, while notions of safety, health, and security are implemented to shore up real estate 
property privatization. Throughout, poor and homeless people transform the carceral 
organization of the built environment, land, and property into abolitionist alternatives. In Chapter 
2: Forming Skid Row, I describe how public inebriation laws in the 1960 and 1970s, the number 
one reason for arrest in LA, were implemented to facilitate the city’s first urban renewal project 
in Downtown Los Angeles. I show how indigenous, Black, Brown, and white homeless men, led 
by activist Rupert Sipley/Robert Sundance responded through legal strategies and everyday 
resilience, reducing arrests for public drunkenness in half by 1977. The question of the public 
drunk and other Skid Row types is recognized by the state through an intentional effort to plan 
without policing through the provision of social services and care. However, I demonstrate how 
these strategies to decriminalize poverty result in new forms of containment and dispossession 
through the 1976 Containment Policy. I display the process in which this reform, thought of as a 
kinder and gentler treatment of the poor, makes Skid Row a hotbed of emerging punitive 
practices.  
By the 1980s and early 1990s, backlash to the Containment Policy of the poor to the 50-
block neighborhood not only criticizes the degenerative cycle of poverty management in Skid 
Row and the LA County region but goes so far to produce alternative visions of the city through 
praxis. I focus on these dynamics in Chapter 3: ‘But I majored in Hobo-ology’, detailing the 
creative means of critique through insurgent planning documents and poetry, as well as detailing 
the social life of these alternative visions of the city, how they come to fruition, and how they are 
foreclosed. Specifically, I focus on the effort of the Justiceville, Another Planet, and Homeless 
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Writers Coalition’s efforts to remake and envision the built environment, producing insurgent 
property relations through occupations, planning, and convening. This chapter focuses less on 
the ongoing infrastructural development of Skid Row and its institutions, such as shelters and 
residential hotel, and more on the formation of abolitionist alternatives that seek a way out of the 
spatial and psychological constraints of these programs which are thought of to be rehabilitative.  
As these insurgent alternatives falter, increased policing—both through private means 
and the state—are galvanized by propertied elite to support redevelopment. In Chapter 4: ‘We 
have the right to personal effects’, I detail how this led to Skid Row becoming the most highly 
policed community in the nation. As policing reemerges as a central strategy of development, 
homeless residents and organizers respond through a right to property, claiming that both their 
belongings and selves belong to and shape Skid Row as a community. I detail how their claim to 
a right to property reduces policing and produces transformative reforms that reduce policing and 
create housing. Revanchist policies and practices, however, initiate degenerative reforms in the 
name of health to further Skid Row as a containment zone. I detail how Skid Row becomes an 
important site to understand the criminalization of poverty through the work of Los Angeles 
Community Action Network as well as the Los Angeles Poverty Department. Their creative 
determination projects a vision out of carcerality for the LA region and the globe.  
Forward  
In what follows, I detail how urban renewal and redevelopment shape carceral politics of Los 
Angeles region, forming Skid Row, and igniting abolitionist alternatives. If what Harney and 
Moten (2013) incite in The Undercommons is true, these abolitionist alternatives attempt to find 
a new society, a new way of being, shaping and making place. As such, these practices reveal a 
process of contested development, challenging institutions of unfreedom while also bringing 
forth a praxis about how to live otherwise.  
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Chapter 2: Forming Skid Row: The Homeless Drunk, Police Reform, and Poverty Containment, 
1960-1983 
Downtown Los Angeles and Skid Row Types  
Rupert Sipley and his girlfriend Helen arrived in downtown Los Angeles from the 
Standing Rock Sioux Reservation off a freight train in the summer of 1960. Rupert and Helen 
were among many Native Americans part of the United States’ 1956 Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA) Relocation Act. The Act was popularized as an assimilation program that relocated 
indigenous populations to urban centers for the opportunity to gain vocational skills, mingle with 
the general population, and pursue the American Dream. However, the Act was a land grab. By 
relocating/removing Indian people from their lands, the federal government used it to produce 
infrastructure, such as dams, but the land remand part of native ‘reserves’. Upon arriving, Rupert 
and Helen attempted to gain assistance for housing and work through the BIA, only to learn that 
the office was closed and never to reopen. The couple arrived with no cash in hand and a 
dependent appetite for alcohol. When Helen left Rupert after his first arrest for public 
inebriation, he made his home on the streets and alley ways of Fifth and Wall Street, the core of 
Skid Row.  
Downtown Los Angeles was the largest urban Indian population in the country in the 
1960. In a depiction of indigenous downtown life, Kent MacKenzie, release his docudrama film, 
The Exiles in 1961. One of the first and few accounts of Native Americans life in urban areas, 
MacKenzie attempts to give a sense of place to Native American displaced to cities. MacKenzie 
produces an affective engagement with the indigenous population to portray the experience of 
what he calls the exile. The film focuses on Yvonne Williams and Homer Nash, a man and 
woman couple, who struggle to find themselves in their new urban landscape. There, people 
have little access to jobs and live in slum housing. MacKenzie attempts to portray the daily life 
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of an indigenous city, with the active participation of the Native American residents as actors in 
the production of the film in which they try to share their real, everyday experience in 
downtown, captured through the American frame of a portrait narrative of individualized 
practices of producing place. However, the story brings out a larger question of the collective 
experience of this ‘new’ indigenous urban LA: cramped quarters of people living in housing 
units too small for their occupants; gender violence of sexual assault and rape; and police abuse. 
The docudrama, thought to be a “rare visual archive of the Indian experience,” has been 
criticized by scholars. For example, Laura Fugikawa (2015) criticized the film for portraying 
tropes of drunk Native Americans and dysfunctional relationships. However, the characters in 
The Exiles who attempt to portray their everyday life in downtown, work to reveal the small acts 
of resistance and escapism. These serve as practices of resilience in the face of abandonment and 
dispossession. Throughout the film, the characters cycled throughout downtown, attempting to 
make home.  
When Sipley arrived in 1960, Frederick Usher, a businessman and music enthusiast, 
recorded two Black homeless artists’ “Rural Blues” sound in a back alley of Skid Row. Usher 
found these thought to be vagrants after having a business meeting in Downtown Los Angeles. 
Eddie ‘One String’ Jones and Edward Hazelton—one from Texas and the other from South 
Carolina—while having a business meeting in downtown Los Angeles. Fascinated with One 
String’s instrument and sound, Usher solicited a recording session in Skid Row. During the 
recording session, Jones describes the creation of his one string banjo, reminiscent of the West 
African instrument the Goje, his banjo s made from scrap wood, the string came from a broom, 
the tin bucket is used to amplify the sound, and the empty half-pint sized bottle of whiskey to 
“send the sound” through. Jones touted himself as a ‘highly talented instrumentalism.” When 
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attempting to create another session with One String, Usher “checked the county jail, where the 
trail led, but there was no record of Eddie ‘One-String’ Jones.” By the time he received a collect 
phone call from One String asking for $3.00 to come back into town, Usher had found another 
artist, Edward Hazelton, a harmonica player who recited old blues songs along with songs of his 
own. Hazelton used music for therapy as he tried to make sense of his life experiences, for 
example, in his song ‘Poor Boy Traveling’ recalls that his father threatened him to leave home. 
Even though his sister begged him not to go, he has been on the road traveling since without rest.  
The cultural productions facilitated by MacKenzie and Usher provide insight into 1960s 
downtown Los Angeles. The common tropes of the vagrant, wanderer, wino, and exile regarding 
indigenous, Black, Brown, and white poor people dispossessed in Los Angeles were often 
engulfed in forms of poverty management. Such discourses of the urban other often rationalized 
the forms of poverty management. These forms were punitive in nature. To be a poor, 
unemployed vagrant drunk veils both the conditions that shape their dispossession as well as 
their small acts of resistance to combat them. At the everyday level, alcoholism and music are 
strategies of infrared politics – small acts of resistance – to LA’s uneven development. Without 
adequate housing and job opportunities, people created life through practices both harmful and 
liberating. For Sipley, to be drunk meant a daily occupation in escape from the invariable 
problems of being native and engaged in a cycle of serial dispossession. Similarly, the characters 
in The Exiles show a state of life for urban indigenous tribal populations to be in melancholia and 
play can be a form of escape from the vulnerabilities of harm also experienced daily through the 
cramped living quarters. By the mid-1960s, most indigenous populations in Los Angeles went 
back to their reservations and designated territories, and a small few migrated to Long Beach at 
the onslaught of displacement from the city core.  Even in these cases, the practices of drinking 
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and alcoholism show instances of volatile community interactions. Both in the film and Sipley’s 
autobiography, discussions of rape among drunks were common. They bring to bear the 
structural and interpersonal elements of political economic violence. The practices of Jones and 
Hazelton portray the ways in which play through music is a form of escapism through ingenuity. 
To take an empty whiskey bottle and scrap, and turn it into music, or, as in the case of Hazelton, 
to take the sorrows of family dispossession and turn it into a meditation on loneliness, 
exemplifies how transforming everyday harm into acts of creative agency is often overlooked 
when considering what practice or action leads to larger acts of resistance. Even as Jones is 
cycled through the jail cell to the hospital to skid row, he maintains his dignity; as he states to 
Usher that he alone could win a crowd with his music. However, the infrared politics that helped 
people make do and thrive amid urban abandonment were met with new practices of 
dispossession to make way for a “New Downtown.” 
In this chapter, I describe how poverty management through arrests and incarceration of 
people for public drunkenness was facilitated by and helped enable burgeoning urban renewal 
projects. I describe how the city’s first-ever urban renewal project, the Bunker Hill 
Redevelopment Plan, included a plan to revitalize distressed housing and curtail alcoholism that 
resulted in increased arrests and further criminalization of poverty in Downtown Los Angeles.  
Homeless and poor drinkers along with people who did not drink responded to 
incarceration by creating non-reformist reforms. I follow the story of prominent of Robert 
Sundance/Rupert Sipley here (who changes his name), and signal how his legal activism to 
abolish laws against of public inebriation led to the reduction of policing. As a result, new forms 
containing and dispossessing the poor in downtown LA occurred to enshrine urban renewal and 
redevelopment projects. Specifically, “The Policy of Containment” was formed, putting Skid 
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Row on Los Angeles’ map, making it a site of social services and poverty management or a 
“service-dependent ghetto” (Dear and Wolch, 1987). I add to this discussion but outlining how 
Skid Row came into being but as connected to regional relations of property through the political 
of urban renewal and redevelopment.  
Urban Renewal and Criminalizing ‘Alcoholics’ 
Burgeoning redevelopment sought a different fate for these skid row types. The “New 
Downtown,” or the Bunker Hill Redevelopment Plan (BHRP), was the first intensive urban 
renewal project in Los Angeles and started in 1955. The project planned to build skyscrapers 
matched by a revitalized downtown commerce to support a commuter workforce from the 
growing suburban communities on the westside and valleys made by the recent infrastructural 
development of highways in LA. For the most part, the plan envisioned that white people would 
come to downtown for their white-collar jobs in the newly developed office buildings. In 
addition, some would even decide to live in luxury housing in the city’s core. This development 
strategy was matching both the automobile driven feature of the region’s development as well as 
suburban sprawl, which promoted the ongoing white flight from the inner core. Embedded in the 
plan, however, was an effort to eliminate blight codified by racial, class, and ableist renderings 




Image  4 This is an image of Bunker Hill in Downtown Los Angeles. The Black and White outline is the Bunker Hill area. Inside 
the area is a description of the significant commercial and residential areas in the early 1960s and how the area would be built 
out. Image retrieved from https://ericbrightwell.com/2015/12/12/california-fools-gold-exploring-bunker-hill/, April 22, 2019. 
 
To eliminate blight is to renovate the existing built environment, to tear down and build 
new buildings, and most importantly, to rid the area of alcoholism. All these elements meant that 
poor people, regardless of whether they were drinkers, would be physically displaced from the 
area. The BHRP was operated by the Community Redevelopment Agency, a government 
institution that was produced under the California Redevelopment Law enacted statewide in 
1946. The California Redevelopment Law was funded through federal urban renewal programs 
and through the powers of the Community Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles (CRALA). 
The provided governmental authority in redevelopment agencies the powers to enact policy, 
ordinances, and control over the built environment to overwrite the presence of blight, which was 
thought of as a health and safety issue in cities. Through exclusive governmental privileges, 
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CRAs throughout California were given the power to ensure the completion of urban renewal 
projects. The CRALA was put into place in 1948, and through the Bunker Hill Redevelopment 
Project—the most massive project it had undertaken at that time—the agency focused mainly on 
a strategy of land banking, which is buying and selling properties while using powers like 
eminent domain to claim certain properties.  
The dilapidated structures that made up the distressed areas of Bunker Hill were occupied 
by white, indigenous, Black, and Latinx populations. The newly instituted regulations under the 
CRA, agencies were required to provide relocation assistance for people whose homes would be 
displaced by renovations and reconstructions. Unfortunately, most of the records of the numbers 
and figures of affordable housing units in Downtown Los Angeles during this time and number 
of those displaced are inconclusive (Jones, 2017). The CRALA was required to replace the 
housing stock, and by 1965 BHRP had relocated 4,500 people. In the documentation of the 
Bunker Hill Project, 60% of those unhoused were then given money to find housing elsewhere. 
This money, however, did not guarantee that people could find adequate housing.  By 1965, 
there were a total of 6,000 people living in the BHRP area that needed to relocate, with a total of 
2,424 payments made in the amount of $24 to relocate (CRALA, 1965). 
 BHRP identified both threats to health and safety justified the designation of blight and 
acknowledged that renewal processes lead to displacement; but, written into the plan as well 
were efforts to reduce the presence of alcoholism within the project area. The need to rid the 
blighted area from alcoholism meant the enforcement of policing. Specifically, public inebriates 
or homeless drunks, were often forcibly removed throughout the downtown area through 
California penal code 647(f), which made being drunk and drinking in public illegal. The 
criminalization of drinkers (detailed above as a form of escapism for poor populations) became 
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an important aspect of the debate in the efforts to reduce policing in the downtown area as well 
as considerations of alternative, ‘humane’ approaches to public inebriation. In the following 
sections, I detail the use of punitive aid that constituted public inebriates’ experiences, 
specifically through the autobiography of Sipley, which offers a thorough discussion of the 
policing of homeless drunks. I then provide details about homeless people resistance to this 
practice, which helped to reduce policing while also initiating reformist reforms. 
Policing Homeless Drunks 
Life in Downtown Los Angeles was what you might call ‘the new social order.’ 
The in-and-out-of-jail order.” - Rupert Sipley (Gaede and Gaede, 1994, p. 247). 
 
By 1975, public inebriation was the number one arrest in Los Angeles. In his autobiography, 
Rupert Sipley (see Gaede and Gaede, 1994) details the treatment of poor alcoholics, revealing a 
larger carceral network of poverty in 1960s and 1970s downtown Los Angeles. From the time 
Sipley arrived in Downtown in 1960 until the time he left, he would spend 226 days in jail, every 
year, for the duration of his ten years. Frequent arrests of alcoholics were part of the daily 
activities of redevelopment-centered policing. A Black homeless resident, Charles Majors, was 
arrested and incarcerated more frequently than Sipley at 117 arrests in one year and was 
incarcerated a total of 354 days of the year. Indeed, the dominant policing practices targeted 
individuals were deemed drunk by the discretion of the officers, though many of the people 
arrested were residents who had little opportunity for survival in downtown. As such, the goal to 





Image  5 This is a map of Downtown Los Angeles and the significant sites that I detail throughout this chapter. Produced by 
Deshonay Dozier and Celeste Winston. 
In the first stage of arrest, homeless and poor drunks would be picked up off the street by 
police in droves, particularly in a drinking haven known as Devil’s Triangle, as well as through 
officer visits to saloons. B-Wagons, or paddy wagons as they are also called, transported large 
numbers of homeless men to the central jail drunk tanks. The “drunk tanks” were cells crowded 
with up to forty people, no furniture, and one single toilet. At the time, there was no public 
council or lawyers for drunks, and, as a result, 98% pleaded guilty. After pleading guilty, 
homeless drunks would be tracked into three different forms of carceral detox: being sent to 
hospital, remaining at the jail, or being put to work.  
Detoxification conditions were harsh. During detox from the large use of alcohol, 
individuals frequently experience DTs, delirium tremens. DTs are an intense form of alcohol 
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withdrawal that can last for two days or longer. DTs can be fatal if a person does not receive 
proper care. Sipley shares that, “the DT’s killed my brother Roland that way. In 1961 he was 
taken to LA general hospital where they strapped him down and he died. The family was told an 
artery broke in his stomach and he bled to death, but it was the DTs that really got him” (p. 213). 
Proper care primarily involves the use of benzodiazepines to reduce the bodily and psychic 
elements of DTs so that a patient may rest. Those who survive without proper treatment often 
experience DTs endures a painful process of tremors, shakes, and even seizures as well as 
overwhelming mucus that may require the need for fluids to be expelled from the body. 
Hospitals often tie down or restrain those with DTs to stop them from possible ‘irrational’ 
behavior—a response to the typical mental and psychic delusions that result from DTs. Sipley 
describes it as when the spirits come, where the demons that relate to the results of the addiction 
appear, requiring the individual to often speak to or air out what is aggravating them (Gaede and 
Gaede, 1995). In the second form of detoxification, jails will homeless drunks in the tanks and 
other facilities that can restrain the physical effects. Sipley writes:  
“When you came into the DT tank they would put you on a board and tie your 
arms and legs to it. Then they’d lay you down in rows with the dozens of other 
guys on the floor, and you just stayed there sweating and shaking. It doesn’t smell 
too bad, because you seldom piss or crap when you got the DT’s, but that sinus 
stuff was a problem. When the fever and sinus breaks loose your nose runs, and 
they wouldn’t let you spit that stuff out… that goddam sinus stuff goes into the pit 
of your stomach, which is the center of the nervous system, and it makes you 
sicker than hell. If they’d let you spit, it would make it a lot easiest to get through 
the DT’s…The biggest problem in the DT’s is your heart, especially if your tied 
down, because you can’t fight back. You just lay there and those spirits come 
right at you. You’ve got to be able to hit at the bastards. Later, the jailers in LA 
learned to only tie a guy own by one leg and one arm so he could swing and kick 
and protect himself from the spirits.” (p. 212-213) 
Part of experiencing spirits, according to Sipley, was that many in the holding cell would be 
subject to witnessing people’s detoxification. In a rather comical account, Sipley describes how a 
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former boxer, St. Germaine, experienced the DTs and, affected those in the holding cell thus 
revealing the somewhat chaotic nature of carceral detox: 
“All of us in here with him were scared to death, because St. Germaine was a 
strong sonofabitch and he was swinging wilder than hell. We were climbing under 
the tables and beds, anything to get away from him. Every now and then, just like 
he was in a real boxing match, St. Germaine would hear the end-of-the-round bell 
and sit down in his corner. Then, at the next bell, he’d be back in the ring boxing 
and swinging like mad at Sugar Ray. And after a bit, he’d hear the bell again and 
sit down in his corner just like before. He went fifteen rounds in that 
championship fight, and all of us were breathless by the time the final bell 
sounded. He could have knocked any one of us fifteen feet with a hit.  
The next day us guys were screaming at the guards to get us the hell out of that 
cell because St. Germaine said he had another big fight coming up in Madison 
Square Garden that night. The cops decided to take him to the county [hospital] 
DT tank, but he thought those cops were going to take him to the firing squad 
because of their uniforms. When they came for him, St. Germaine walked around 
the cell saying goodbye and shaking hands with all of us. …then he suddenly 
turned around and just sluffed the hell out of the nearest cop. They weren’t going 
to shoot him without a fight. Hell no, he was going to go down swinging, by god. 
It was a hell of a hit, and damn near took that cop’s head right off.” (p. 223-224) 
Drunk tanks at the jail and county hospital, which were used to detoxify alcoholics, enacted 
forms of bodily and spatial confinement.  
Often, municipal courts would assign 90 to 120-day jail time for offenders of the 
misdemeanor to the “slave market,” as Sipley states (see Gaede and Gaede, 1995, p. 226). The 
slave market, often written about by scholars regarding the experience of skid rowers during this 
period, is a labor market created through the incarceration system where individuals work in 
service the jail. They occupy many jobs, not only through social service work to benefit the city, 
but also through jobs that support the running of the jail. Sipley himself had several jobs: 
working the cafeteria, cleaning, concessions, and other odd jobs. Job placements were 
determined by the LAPD, and Sipley was assigned to be a cashier where he was able to steal 
some of the money. Once he was out, he used the cash for a drinking binge with fellow skid 
rowers. After the years of incarceration over long periods of time, the punitive medical treatment 
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of being on the DTs, as well as in the ‘slave labor,’ Sipley took legal action to make arrests for 
public inebriation unconstitutional.  
After one DT, Sipley decided to rename himself as Robert Sundance: 
“…then something strange happened. All of a sudden I was no longer Rupert 
[Sipley]. For some reason my name was Sundance, and I was standing in the open 
sunlight outside while Rupert was in the cell. I knew I could get away but I didn’t 
want to leave Rupert…the following night…a bunch of Indian AIM 
guys…wearing the AIM uniform: red bandanas, Levi’s jacket and pants. They 
looked like big, tough, mean Indians, ready to kick ass. And they were on my 
side, those AIM guys were coming to get me out.”.  
Sipley changed his name to Robert Sundance and initiated a practice of indigenous resistance: 
“this country belongs to Indians, and it is time for Indian pride” (Gaede and Gaede, 1995, 235). 
By reclaiming the colonial past, Sipley provoked one of the most monumental suits to reform 
policing during his time. Using the name Sundance, he saw his effort as part of a tradition of 
Indian pride.  
Redevelopment and Police Reforms  
In 1975, the Sundance class action lawsuit revealed that 55,000 people were arrested for public 
drunkenness, making it the number one reason for arrest in Los Angeles. Sundance was not the 
only person who sought to go against the routine practices of punitive aid. During the decades 
long time in and out the ‘system,’ he wrote many habeas corpus documents for himself as well as 
for fellow drunks. Sundance wrote a letter to a prominent judge who eventually sent it to the 
Center of Public Law. While the case was not of interest to senior attorneys, a new employee, 
Timothy Flynn, took up the case, which led to Sundance v. the Municipal Court. Here, 210 
people arrested for drunkenness advance and accordingly costs the city $6.3 million to ‘banish’ 
this population from the downtown area as a result through the criminal justice system (Pete 
White quoted in Roy, 2017). Filed in 1975, the case was ruled in favor of Sundance by the year 
1983, which was a victory for showing how the policing and incarceration of public drunkenness 
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in the center city was inequitable. This suit effectively reduced arrests for public inebriation in 
the mid-1970s as arrest were down to 1,100 occurrences in 1978.  
Sundance also sought to abolish the law of public inebriation at the state level, and, 
through his local legal action, initiated a chain reaction of response among local and state 
government and developers. By putting policing practices into question and delegitimizing them, 
a larger regional critique about redevelopment strategies took center stage in LA politics in the 
1970s with a focus on Downtown Los Angeles. This included the Central Business 
Redevelopment District Plan (CBDRP) as the antidote that would, once and for all, revitalize the 
entire downtown core. With a silver cover, the CBDRP, infamously known as the Silverbook, 
sought to complete the urban renewal ventures of Bunker Hill using a vast plan to redevelop 
nearly the entire core with additional office and retail space, parking, luxury residences, and 
other commercial real estate. Controversy arose about Skid Row, as the new map drawn in the 
Silverbook limited it to a one-block radius and refashioned it as a reception area for people to 
gain information on where to receive services in Los Angeles. The development plan was 
originally proposed in (1972) and supported by then-mayor Richard Yorty. Yorty had urged for 
the elimination of Skid Row, believing that doing so would help restore commercial, industrial, 
and governmental use of the downtown area.  
Shifts in a regional approach to redevelopment occurred after the election of Tom 
Bradley as mayor in 1973, changing the conversation about Skid Row. Contestation about 
subsidies for redevelopment grew among property owners, developers, renters, and anti-
displacement activists alike. First, while Silverbook was initially approved through the city 
council in 1972 it was not implemented. Tom Bradley opposed the plan and extended a 
moratorium on all CBDRP development upon his election as LA’s first Black mayor in 1976. 
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Bradley was often thought of as a staunch supporter of the Westside and Valley elites and in 
support of the polycentric vision of LA urbanism. As such, he disapproved of the plan that would 
amplify downtown redevelopment.  
The initial plan of the CBDRP was passed through City Council in 1975, with a 12 to 1 
vote. The plan was very thin and included only limited information about how development tax 
tools would be used. A larger question of the CBDRP became how this planning endeavor would 
implement Tax Increment Financing (TIF) given recent reforms at the state level. Furthermore, 
with the cities recent use of Tax Increment Financing models in the early 1970s, many became 
concerned about the property tax implications, particularly in creating an unfair system of 
subsidies for development. TIF is a financing tool used to fund redevelopment projects. TIF 
oriented development projects in Los Angeles used assessed property tax values in the project or 
redevelopment area proposed as a revenue stream fuel redevelopment and infrastructural 
improvement costs (California Association of Local Economic Development, 2019).  The value 
of the property and thus the assessed property tax can be collected during and after the 
redevelopment project.  This is unlike previous uses of TIF that occurred in California in the 
1950s and 1960s where federal renewal grants stipulation of matching grant amounts where done 
by selling bonds that would be paid off through future property tax revenue. In the 1970s, 
reforms to this form of TIF practice occurred because of California’s Proposition 13, a tax revolt 
that limited the percentage of assessed tax value on property values, as well as backlash to the 
urban inequities deepened by redevelopment. Instead, redevelopment would be financed through 
the incremental increases in property tax revenue generated from either ongoing or completed 
projects within a redevelopment area. Given the ostensible powers of the California 
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Redevelopment Agency, many feared that there would be limited oversite over the possible 
dispossession of incumbent residents of the downtown area.  
  The use of tax increment financing became widespread in the LA county and region. In 
their report, California Redevelopment Law, released in 1979, the LA Community Design Center 
states that in “1972, there were only 24 development projects in LA County, and many of these 
…began as federally funded projects. Presently 107 (1977) projects have been approved by local 
legislatures” (1978, p. 18). The amount of redevelopment projects tripled given the reformed TIF 
policy.  At the time, out of the 107 redevelopment projects “92 [of these] projects appearing on 
the tax rolls in LA county for fiscal year 1976-77, 73 [of the projects] were producing tax 
increments. Twenty-three of these projects are currently producing over [one million] in tax 
increments. The two projects producing the largest amongst them were the City of LA’ Bunker 
Hill redevelopment project and the City of Industry’s civic Recreational Redevelopment project” 
(1979, p. 19). This report was the result of a convening the LA Design Center’s hosted was to 
dispel myths about how TIF being used, as well as to galvanize a forum of prominent county-
wide leaders active in the debate around redevelopment in the region. As the Bunker Hill 
Redevelopment Project generated over $11 million in TIF, policy makers, developers, 
homeowners, and public unease was about how downtown elites would take advantage of the 
tool with the new Central Business District Redevelopment Plan. The forum hosted 100 
participants who met for 16 hours in 1977. The Center lumped these leaders into three 
categories: anti-development, pro-development, and reformist. First, anti-development leaders, 
who included residents and businesses suggested that community development should be in the 
hands of private market. They shared the belief that systemic inequities are short-term and long-
term market forces self-regulate these inequities. Second, pro-development leaders, who 
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included businessmen, land developers, and redevelopment officials, suggested that the private 
market causes many unresolvable inequities. They argued that redevelopment “has the potential 
to include the needs, such as low-income housing, that the private market doesn’t seem to meet. 
At the same time, it can serve the needs of business in facilitating commercial and industrial 
expansion, which benefits the entire community by increasing the tax base” and that “there are 
rip offs in any game” (Design Center, 1979, p. 59). Third, reformist leaders agreed that the 
private market causes the unresolvable inequities but questioned the record of CRA in dealing 
with inequities in housing particularly. The reformist approach sought to rehabilitate residency 
because of redevelopment laws, rather than eliminate or displace them through commercial 
industry development. For example, Sherry and Ed Passmore of the Citizens’ Coalition on 
Redevelopment Abuse voiced their support of residential rehabilitation rather than the 
construction of shopping centers (Design Center, 1979, p. 62).  
Given the overwhelming confusion about the auspices of the CRA authority to implement 
TIF, in addition to the lack of transparency about the process of the CBDRP, Tom Bradley 
extended a moratorium on a CBDRP. In addition, Councilman Bernardi filed an initial lawsuit in 
1975, stating that the environmental impact report on the result of the CBDRP was thin, and 
illegal. That is, the actual measure to be put in place to provide rehabilitation or relocation for the 
poor was not provided thoroughly in the report, particularly in respect to how the CRA would 
remedy this problem. Bernardi was not happy with the result of this lawsuit, filing two more 
lawsuits about definitions of blight, non-blight areas, and the ability to utilize TIF-generated 
revenue funds for redevelopment projects.  
In addition to these efforts, Bradley also implemented a Citizens Advisory Committee, 
which is a form of governance that provides both oversite and avenues for thorough investigation 
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into vital city matters. This committee brought to view public discourse about Downtown Los 
Angeles. The Citizens Advisory Committee was compromised of 19 members who were elected 
by each City Council representative as well as five appointees made by the mayor. Bradley chose 
Harold Katz to chair the committee. A Certified Public Accountant, Katz had been known for his 
involvement with community leadership and redevelopment projects on the Westside. Just before 
becoming chair, Katz was the former president of the Century City Civic Council, a council of 
westside elites and residents who successfully fought metro rail expansion and suffered a heart 
attack due to these efforts. Katz would join the Committee and, together, thoroughly review the 
implementation of TIF through the CBDRP.  
With Katz leading the effort, the mostly pro-redevelopment committee took to tackling 
these concerns; they deliberated for over six months and submitted their list of recommendations 
in July 1976. Their goal was to limit the development of the city center to avoid becoming a 
high-density core like east coast cities. In his public testimony at a city council hearing, Katz 
stated that Skid Row “… serves as a major threat not only to its own inhabitants but to the re- 
vitalization of the business district on Spring St. and the Broadway retail area” (Donald, 1976). 
Similar public discourse loomed about the nature of the CBDRP throughout the public hearing, 
with a focus on demystifying TIF while also focusing on Skid Row as a problem. Their 
recommendations were quite thin as the County’s Chief Administrative Officer Harry Hufford, 
stated:  
“the office monitored several of the committee meetings and commends the 
dedication of most of its members to fully investigate the issues arising from the 
CBD plan. It is unfortunate that much of that effort was wasted in light of the 
committee’s failure to address several key issues in their final report. The 
committee discussed at some length the following issues but chose not to include 
them in their final report: referendum, project boundaries, justification for 
including major portions of the central city that are clearly not blighted, the 
financial feasibility of the redevelopment plan, state law reform, checks on the 
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power of eminent domain, definition of blight, the relationship of the agency to 
the city council and checks on the agency, and the fiscal impact on affected 
governmental agencies. The committee felt it was not within their purview to 
make recommendations on several of these issues; however, they did find it 
appropriate to recommend specific increases in social services which law may not 
be financed by tax increment funds.” (Hufford, 1978) 
As Hufford demonstrated, the results of the Citizen Committee’s report hardly engaged with the 
powers of the CRA as a strong authority over making changes to the built environment, 
including their ability to impose eminent domain. The Committee stated that addressing the 
powers of the CRA were out of their hands and that they prioritized focusing on the feasibility of 
the CBDRP. Not everyone agreed the Committee was insufficient in responding to or solving 
solve policy. In fact, the Central City Association, an association of business and property elites 
of downtown LA, was entrenched within CRAs staff and influenced the direction of the 
downtown redevelopment process, described it as an intensive form of government oversight. 
They state in their newsletter the following: 
Under the limiting provisions recommended by the planning committee, the city 
council retains all necessary controls on an annual basis. The CRA will provide 
the council with a work program for each year, along with a proposed budget, as 
well as an annual report of work completed, along with costs. The controls are 
such that no blank check will be provided the CRA on any facet of the project. In 
fact…not one piece of property can be purchased; not one piece of property can 
be sold; not one public improvement can be constructed; not one business can be 
relocated; not one dollar of tax increment funds be committed…without the 
approval of the City Council. 
As part of oversight measures, the Committee created two additional committees that would be 
the presiding body over CRALA’s implementation of Silverbook, a countywide committee and a 
local, central city, committee. These committees along with city council would approve any 
fiscal move on the CRA. The Committee gave a cap of $750 million allocation cap for TIF over 
the course of the project’s 20 years. This was proposed by Bradley, along with a $75 million cap 
in TIF assessments annually. While the plan boasted that it would not exceed this, the project 
areas that were rebounded by the Committee proved that it was in favor of allowing the 
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maximum TIF assessments to be obtained. The rezoned project included areas that were not 
blighted but were renewed under the BHRP to gain more revenue from TIF assessments. This 
revealed that the presiding committee was in favor of redevelopment in the Central area. 
Whereas discussion of downtown redevelopment has been described as a Westside versus 
Downtown elite battle over the vision for Los Angles, the Committee made clear that the goal to 
revitalize the LA County region was favored by participants. Furthermore, the question of the 
implementation of TIF was brought to a county-wide discussion through the CBDRP. As a 
result, the Committee sanctioned the implementation of TIF and the ability for municipalities in 
the county to continue to use them for revitalization.  
Questions of blight were another important part of the conversation about TIF use 
brought up by the Citizens Committee. During their community forum about the California 
Redevelopment Law, the LA Design Center provided a cohesive definition of blight as a value-
laden description of a project area dependent on the views of property ownership, residents, and 
developers. As such, project areas allowed developers to receive TIF revenues from property 
taxes during and after the revitalization period.  Part of this discussion meant that, when 
considering areas as blighted, the goal should be not to eliminate these areas as described in the 
original Silverbook plan but should instead be to contain these areas. The central concern 
brought through the LA Community Design Forum and the Citizens Committee was the impact 
of redevelopment on the poor. While “there have been 7,201 housing units constructed in 
redevelopment in LA County…information is not available on the relative numbers of low, 
moderate- or high-income dwelling. Furthermore, there are no figures on the effect of CA 
redevelopment law on the net gain or loss in the housing stock” (Design Center, 1979 p. 22). As 
a result, it became unclear how solving blight was serving the poor or improving the dilapidated 
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conditions of those who occupied the housing stock. As aforementioned, the BHRP relocated 
primarily by providing money for relocation; one-to-one unit replacements for people in the 
affordable or slum housing they occupied was not a mandatory policy or practice. The county-
wide discussion of blight came to a solution that renewal projects will rehabilitate project areas 
that are considered blight.  
In the case of CBDRP, Skid Row served as the initial battleground for questions about 
what it means to eliminate blight or to rehabilitate areas of blight. With a policy of containment 
birthed out of the discussions from the Citizens Committee in 1976, Skid Row would be 
rehabilitated through an effort reestablish the boundaries of the neighborhood that supposedly 
had been lost because of the public inebriation battle that halted the policing of the 
neighborhood. The policing that functioned as an onslaught of the public inebriate was done in 
service of redevelopment. The Sundance case was filed at the time that the CBDRP was under 
deliberation and created a reduction in policing. By 1981, arrests for public inebriation went 
down by 50%. Along with the efforts to produce actual civil detoxification programs rather than 
the system of incarceration, the regional landscape of property worked to reestablish new forms 
of poverty management by extending the rehabilitative end of carcerality – producing forms of 
social services that contain people based on the belief that they will be rehabilitated back into 
mainstream society. By reestablishing a physical boundary to zone poverty and rehabilitation, the 
solution for the physical containment of the neighborhood as a public benefit became a liberal 
strategy to justify redevelopment and carceral practices.  
The Containment Policy 
In addition to the creation of oversite through the CBDRP, the city maintained its commitment to 
the growth of social services by focusing on the Containment Policy and a program for public 
inebriation in response to Sundance case. A larger discussion about the need to provide actual 
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civil detoxification resulted from the public discourse that Sundance and others generated in the 
county at the time of the case. A new wing of the CRALA, the Skid Row Development 
Corporation (SRDC), was created by the Citizens Advisory Committee. Headed by Martha 
Brown Hicks, the SRDC implemented the Containment Policy, facilitating the move of 
residential hotels and SROs to Skid Row, developing parks and public facilitates for the 
homeless, providing rehabilitation programs for poor alcoholics, and making the boundary 
between Skid Row and the west and North sides, specifically, more definite.  
The need to make the boundaries of Skid Row became a significant element of the 
development of Skid Row institutions and services. In their report, the LA Community Design 
Center found that Skid Rows most populated streets were 5th Street, 7th Street, and Main Street. 
These streets included the housing stock available to poor residents, skid row type businesses, 
and other social services. The goal was to both relocate services to 5th and 7th Streets (but not 
Main Street), and implement forms of public amenities for the homeless, which would ultimately 
include two new public parks for the homeless nearby. The amenities are considered a form of 
detraction of homeless people from Pershing Square—Downtown’s main open space located in 
the Central Business District. In addition to creating parks, the Containment Policy planned to 
detract the homeless from the restroom at Pershing Square, the only public restroom that the 
10,000 residents could access. Through the new policy, three restrooms would be created—one 
at a park and another at a centrally located program or social service. This would keep the 
homeless within the Skid Row boundary, becoming an oasis for the poor.  
However, Main Street posed a problem. Because of the mixed zoning of Main Street, 
which includes residential hotels, social services, as well as commercial businesses thought to 
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service or cater to wealthier habitants, the boundary of the neighborhood posed a problem to 
existing redevelopment. As stated in the Design Center’s report: 
The Skid Row edge at main street is poorly defined. Development of a buffer will 
be difficult because the major housing concentration is on or near the edge, 
because main street functions are complex, and because central city commercial 
and office activities are so close. Conversations with skid row residents revealed 
that during the heyday of the spring street financial district, derelicts did not cross 
main street because they knew they would be questions by the police. though 
police discouragement might be necessary to establish a buffered edge at main 
street, the design center recommends less stringent measures. In addition to 
provision of amenities within the row as described above, measures such as 
loading off garbage cans to discourage scavenging and brightly lighting streets 
now used for sleeping should be encouraged (1977, p.73) 
Through the physical containment, a focus on minimizing policing through infrastructural 
elements such as new trashcans, lighting the streets, and other amenities to diminish skid-row-
type behavior, such as public inebriation, was implemented. In addition, the propensity for police 
enforcement was thought of as a necessary evil was discussed, but strategies for proper protocol 
for policing this edge was not.   
Along with the focus on a policy of containment, a joint effort to reduce the presence of 
public inebriation through rehabilitative mechanisms, rather than through criminalization, was 
established. Just before the lawsuit, Sundance published an opinion piece published in the LA 
Times. Like his autobiography, Sundance details the conditions of arrests and detoxification for 
public inebriates, revealing the inhumane approach to solving alcohol addiction. Sundance’s 
letter sparked a conversation at the county-city level, stoking the creation of the Task Force on 
Public Inebriation. Ongoing studies by the county, conducted as early as 1961, documented the 
conditions of public inebriation, but the main solution or approach had been policing. Public 
inebriation was a focus of urban renewal agendas, and sparked interest in solutions that force the 
removal of drunks from the built environment. At the time, only one rehabilitation program 
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existed through county funding funneled through Volunteers of America which serviced the 
Salvation Army’s Harbor Light detox program.  
 The urgent need for an amicable solution to pubic inebriation was also made evident in 
another legal case that detailed instances in which public inebriates were ‘sold’ from the county 
hospital to a hospice program where the institutions were able to exploit existing funding streams 
from having the inhabitants. They reached a court settlement of nearly $500,000. This showed 
that hospitalization costs for public inebriates were triple that of LAPD costs, generating 
conversation and thus requiring a solution to public inebriation that did not criminalize nor 
hospitalize. Furthermore, as is illuminated in Sundance’s autobiography, neither approach was 
humane. The focus for rehabilitation meant a reliance on shadow state organizations and 
providers given the history of existing government approaches. 
The task force focused on developing research about the implementation of a county-
wide detoxification program, and their discussions reveal the perspectives of different agencies 
or sectors. In a letter by police chief Daryl Gates, he writes in opposition to both the aspects of 
the lawsuits as well as the propositions of the county-city officials: “the ‘total decriminalization 
of public inebriate laws is not acceptable to law enforcement” (Flynn, 1980). Gates deemed it 
unacceptable because the police force wanted to ensure they would be able to process individuals 
who had warrants against them and recognized the history of public inebriates’ opposition to 
detoxification, and the typical cycle of release back to the streets only to then be rearrested. 
Though the police proposed that stopping arrests posed a problem, Ed Edelman, county 
supervisor and co-leader of the Task Force, pushed that forms of rehabilitation must be instituted 
to decriminalize arrests, so that a more humane treatment of public inebriates. While most of the 
public favored decriminalization, the effort to create a countywide public inebriation program 
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was deemed infeasible by the task force. According to Harry Hufford’s briefing on what it would 
take to create the countywide program, he stated that the total savings from a switch to a 
rehabilitative versus criminal approach would save the county $740,000. Furthermore, there was 
little guarantee for a “success rate of detox for public drunks who make up only 5% of the total 
alcoholic population” (Hufford, 1981).  
A civil pick-up and drop-off program, where public inebriates were taken to the Public 
Inebriation Center, was implemented to curtail arrests and provide homeless drunks with proper 
treatment. Through this program, public inebriation arrests decreased by 75% (Hufford, 1981). 
However, as the Sundance verdict delegitimized arrests for public drunkenness, the resultant 
reforms maintained policing practices. Public inebriates could be arrested and processed for 
warrants, yet, they would be dropped off to the Weingart Center (explained in detail below). This 
reform was not favored by Sundance who fought to make public inebriation, penal code 647f, 
unconstitutional, delegitimizing it as a form of legislature.  
Nevertheless, the county and city began to implement experimental/pilot programs as 
suggested by Hufford’s briefing. Throughout the two years the Task Force convened over the 
implementation of a county-wide program, various alcoholism programs were implemented. 
Four non-profits created a consortium program under the umbrella of Public Inebriation Program 
(PIP). With a $1.5 million grant from Law Enforcement Agency Association (part of the LAPD) 
on the table and the donation of the El Rey Hotel from the Weingart Foundation created PIP.  
Along with this funding and the facility, the county contributed $3 million to the project. With 
these pots of money, the Weingart Rehabilitation Center was formed and implemented the PIP. 
The result of the project, with the renovations from the building, cost $9 million to create a 
transitional housing program and services for poor alcoholics. 
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 The then Central City Businessmen Association (CCA) opposed the implementation of 
the Weingart Center because the Skid Row boundary lines situated near the Little Tokyo and 
their related redevelopment agendas would be muddled by the increasing presence of the 
homeless. As Simon (1980) succinctly described it, “Skid Row's aggravated state, plus the 
spillover of public inebriates throughout the central business district, derives principally from 
restraints imposed in March 1978, on police and the whole of the criminal justice system.” 
Because of the legal victory made through the Sundance case, downtown development interests 
would consistently mark Skid Row as a problem area needing policing and regulation.  Like the 
Main Street edge of Skid Row, the formation of the new programs to enshrine the neighborhood 
as an oasis for the poor with minimal policing, but with surveillance, was refuted by property 
elites. Despite opposition, the Weingart Center opened. One of the first projects that resulted was 
the relocation of a prominent shelter, the Union Rescue Mission (URM), located close to the new 
redevelopment area near Civic Center, followed by the development of the park. However, the 
CCA would, as I describe in Chapter 4, influence the implementation of private and state-
sanctioned policing of Skid Row. 
Conclusion 
Sundance was an unlikely hero. He was a known drunk, and highly revered by Skid Row 
activists at the time, but not given nearly enough credit for producing non-reformist reforms to 
improve the treatment of public inebriates. Sundance vs. the Municipal Court led to recovery 
programs for the poor and expanded Skid Row into a regional service center for public 
inebriates. At the same time, these non-reformist reforms did lead to Sundance’s vision to make 
arrests for public drunkenness illegal nationally in the US. The policy and programs that 
Timothy Flynn, Sundance’s lawyer, as well as the county and city worked to implement were 
programs barely involved Sundance or his fellow plaintiffs and Skid Rowers in identifying what 
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solution to public inebriates could look like. What does this mean in the remembering of the 
story of Skid Row’s formation? While it is important to discuss how the reforms to 
neighborhood as a site of punitive aid (which reconfigured the neighborhood as a geography of 
confinement) did not end policing, it also important to discuss how these reforms enshrined 
policing as a central component of city service strategies for the poor in downtown LA. 
Specifically, it met the elites’ need to render the poor invisible from certain parts of downtown 
while also ensured that the police became a central agency serving the poor and their supposed 
needs. The history of the police reforms that Sundance sought adds to the literature and 
understanding of the Skid Row neighborhood’s formation as a site of containment, one that 
attempts to rebuild new mechanisms of policing through punitive aid. Notably, the need to 
eliminate policing of the public inebriate was made by the fact that policing the poor for their 
conditions of poverty was dehumanizing. However, solutions did not solve poverty; rather, they 
managed its visible presence, and produced programs that would lead to rehabilitation for the 
public drunk.  
Additionally, police reform incited a larger question about redevelopment strategies, one 
that suggested that containing and rehabilitating populations in blighted areas would be the main 
strategy for redevelopment thus allowing those pro-development and reformist policies to be 
appeased. In the case of Skid Row, non-reformist reforms occurred through the creation of 
transitional housing for poor alcoholics.  At the same time, this was necessitated by the need to 
make Skid Row an oasis for the poor, a geography where they would not escape and instead 
would make community so to not spread throughout other Downtown areas. Newly installed 
bathrooms, parks, and services also worked to form Skid Row. To make Skid Row a viable place 
in the eyes of the elites meant it had to be formed as a site of confinement and of poverty 
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management. This meant is could not address larger questions about the propensity of poverty 
throughout the region—what leads to it, and how to undo it through avenues such as guaranteed 
income or producing more whole communities—and so produced a band aid version of Skid 
Row. This point in Skid Row’s formation is representative of LA more largely at that time—how 
it develops, its production and its regression. Specifically, the neighborhood becomes a site that 
produces regional questions about how LA is developing through elite visions of the city. As I 
will show in the next chapter, youth and adults that cycle through Skid Row as the ‘new 
homeless’ make bold critiques about the neighborhood offering alternatives visions and place-
making practices for Los Angeles.  
We learn that the redevelopment of Los Angeles comes with the securitization of 
downtown redevelopment is planned; it institutionalized the carceral management and treatment 
of the poor. As Mike Davis (1994) extends in Ecology of Fear Los Angeles planning, with 
respect to poverty and social problems because of deindustrialization and the leaving aerospace 
and military industries in the region ignites forms of spatial containment. As such, Skid Row 
becomes an important fixture in the region where notions of fear matched with practices of 
surveillance and containment enshrine it as a contradiction in the region (Davis, 1994). While 
this seems like a lesser evil, it helps to further produce conditions of containment. As is 
demonstrated the next chapter, continued creative and social resistance persists, providing new 
visions for the development of Los Angeles and the continued dispossession of Black 




Chapter 3: ‘But I majored in Hobo-ology’: Homeless Resistance to Carceral Homelessness, 
1984-1997  
In 1984, Freddie Starr released an LP called “Skid Row” featuring an unnamed female MC under 
Parliament Records. The song emanated out of the Black youth cultural scene of electro-hop 
music, pop locking, and disc jockeying in the early 1980s. As a genre specific to South Central (a 
place famous for its jazz and gospel tradition), electro-hop laid the ground for the more 
popularized gangster rap that would arise later in the decade. Most often thought of as music that 
wanted “something 2 dance 2,” “Skid Row” features as one of the most lyrical in a genre with a 
play on beats and storytelling (Jimenez, 2011). Starr and MC Jane Doe describe how the land of 
sunshine, Los Angeles, California, also maps within it a problem: regional strategies to contain 
and dispossess the poor. The LP drops in a pivotal year in Los Angeles history: the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) released its first national report on the 
sheltering of the homeless signaling Los Angeles as the homeless capital of the US, while at the 
same time the city was hosting the Summer Olympics, revealing unjust priorities.   
The California Homeless Coalition released its report Trickle Down Tragedy (1984) that 
same year describing how the homeless population had grown to nearly 90,000 in the state. The 
Reagan administration gave $19 million of the $140 million federal emergency funds to 
California. The funds, however, could not be used to build housing; they limited its use to food 
and clothing provision. The urgent need for housing solutions expanded as the regional counts of 
LA’s homeless population grew to the homelessness number to 30,000 (Waters,1984; Serlin, 
1985). Further, the racial composition of LA homelessness was changing from being largely 
white (42%) to increasingly Black (37%), Latino (14%), and Asian (5%). The homeless 
population included whole families and those who were mentally ill, Vietnam veterans, Black 
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youth, gay youth, and the newly jobless. By 1988, Black people made up 47% of the homeless; 
17% were Latino and 4% were other, while White homelessness was down to 32%, according to 
the LA Partnership for the Homeless (1987). Towards the mid-1990s, South and East Los 
Angeles would formulate a corridor of poverty, with Skid Row as a funneling point. Speaking to 
the conditions of everyday poverty, the MC’s critique how capital breeds differentiated 
geographies: “I know that I am po’ but I didn’t want to go to Skid Row” (Smith, 1984, 2, Freddie 
Starr).  
This chapter traces the social and creative critiques made by homeless activists and their 
supporters between 1984 and 1998. In this chapter, Black homeless activists become experts or, 
as Freddie Starr puts it, “I’m a doctor, I’m a lawyer, I’m a PhD, but I majored in hobo-ology” 
(Smith, 1984, 2, Freddie Starr). The condition of homelessness and poverty, although not chosen, 
becomes a site and field of study. Throughout this ‘hobo-ology’ is a thick description of just how 
carceral-oriented solutions to social and economic crisis form. These critiques provide an 
analysis of how the development of social services and policing as mechanisms of aid are 
deleterious on the livelihood of poor people. This problem is analyzed through insurgent 
planning documents, poetry, and alternative space making practices to evade the forms of 
pathology and criminalization.  
 Black homeless and poor residents intervene in carceral strategies as an ongoing practice 
of development ethics. These practices can be understood through what Denise da Silva (2014) 
calls a ‘Black poethics.’ Engaging in a Black feminist poethics as a theoretical approach to 
studying homeless resistance offers “guides for the imagination” (p. 94). That is, this dissertation 
documents the form of ethics that homeless people produce about their conditions. Colonial and 
capitalist renderings of ways to be are untangled where alternative ways to be are made. I 
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describe homeless creative and social resistance as ‘po’ethics,’ merging the “po” of Black urban 
vernacular for poor as the worksite of critique. Here, homeless resistance produces a set of ethics 
to traverse dominant planning and safety nets of poverty. Specifically, they untangle the scalar 
shifts in Los Angeles’s regional urban strategy of containing poor residents to support 
burgeoning redevelopment in the city center and coastal citadels. Homeless resistance not only 
excavates these shifts through creative means, but also works antagonistically against them. 
Moreover, their poethics engages in changing regimes of urban poverty with the rise of the 
crack-cocaine epidemic, revealing how state devolution of welfare is replaced with incarceration. 
In so doing, homeless po’ethics over the built environment invariably reshape the urban 




Image  6 Map of Downtown Los Angeles that detailed significant actors and sites of disruption and development in LA County 
related to the contestation detailed in this chapter. Produced by Deshonay Dozier and Celeste Winston. 
  If as Tricia Rose (1994) signals, “hip hop is black urban renewal” out of abandonment, 
the electro-hop song “Skid Row” conjures the neighborhood as a site of damnation and 
deliverance from the harm of economic dispossession (p. 61). As Freddie Starr yearns, “skid row 
skid row, get me there; skid row skid row, get me on” (Smith, 1984, 2, Freddie Starr). Skid Row 
functions as a point of departure to put forth alternative place making practices through creative 
collective. In the previous chapter, I detailed how the Sundance class action lawsuit reduced 
policing in the downtown area yet ignited the Policy of Containment to contain homeless and 
poor residents in downtown into what is now Skid Row. In this chapter, cultural production and 
poor people’s place making practice challenge containment by conjuring alternative plans for the 
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city via visions of public space, cooperative city living, and frameworks of community and care 
amidst changes in the structural management of the poor. These alternatives are not perfect, and 
Black, Brown, and white homeless activists alike, seek to produce place amid carceral 
management. I explore the impetus for their alternative place making practices as grounded in 
the need to evade forms of criminalization and pathology that come about in the development of 
Skid Row.  In what follows, I describe the intentional communities of Justiceville, Another 
Planet, and Homeless Writers Coalition, and how their alternatives came into being as well as 
how they were foreclosed.  
Penal Welfare Policies and the Cycle Syndrome  
During Christmas season of 1984, homeless activists formed Tent City, a landed occupation of 
the County Board of Supervisors’ lawn, to protest penal welfare policies and funding cuts. 
Watching an interview of one of the activists on the evening news from his home in suburban 
Riverside, Ted Hayes, a Black man from the South, decided to head downtown to learn what was 
going on for himself. The next day, Hayes was on the front of the Los Angeles Times being 
dragged out of the Board of Supervisors chambers by the LAPD. Hayes was among homeless 
activists who protested the closure of Tent City. With more than 34,000 families eliminated from 
AFDC rolls from Reagan cuts earlier in the decade, many relied on local aid, with General Relief 
being a primary form of cash assistance one could access regionally. Minor violations, such as 
submitting paperwork late, led to people being evicted from monetary and housing relief for 60 
days. The penalty led to nearly 2,500 people a month on the streets (Connell and Dolan, 1985). 
Elsewhere the figure is 5,000 in the legal suit and local newspapers. I use the 2,500 number as it 
appears most frequently in local discourse. Tent City demanded the county abolish the 60-day 
penalty, but the city did not meet the policy demands of Tent City. They responded instead by 
creating ‘Plywood City,’ a temporary plywood shelter that housed 138 people. Plywood City was 
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Mayor Tom Bradley’s strategy to call attention to the new Skid Row as homeless shelters and 
missions were closing and relocating from the central business district to central city east (Goetz, 
1992). However, with nearly 300 people who had been evicted from Tent City, in addition to the 
existing homelessness, revealed that Bradley’s Plywood City was a band aid solution to the 
larger problem of homelessness. 
Tent City revealed the limits to state responses for aid and protection of the poor. As 
such, homeless activists sought to create community within and outside the state capacity. That 
night after his arrest, Hayes decided to devote his life to homeless issues leaving his wife, four 
kids, and brief stint as a minister in Riverside to be homeless on Skid Row (all the while visiting 
his family on the weekends). Ted Hayes daughter Joanna Hayes became the 2004 Olympic Gold 
medalist for the 100-meter hurdle. With a nomadic community of homeless people, Hayes would 
lead a twenty-year “odyssey” towards a vision of community at the axis of land and economic 




Image  7 "Cycle Syndrome" by Justiceville. Found in Tom Bradley Administration Papers.  
The image contains small circles that are connected. In each of these small circles are forms of Skid Row programs and services, 
such as, government programs, private programs, Single Room Occupancy housing or Residential Hotels, Shelters, Missions, 
Vouchers. These enjoined services are the rehabilitative vision for homeless. Homeless people cycle through these forms of aid 
and represent the small dots that connect homeless people to these forms of services. The circle on the far left represents 
Transitional Housing that helps to funnel people into the mainstream society, with potential access to jobs and housing; however, 
homeless people can also become Outsiders, as indicated on the far-right circle of the cycle, leading them to an alternative vision 
of living that is explained through EGIP.  
Those who were a part of Justiceville had an analysis of the homeless problem as one of punitive 
aid.  In a document written by Hayes, he draws out how the solutions to homelessness in Los 
Angeles produce a ‘cycle syndrome’ (see Image 7 above). Single room occupancy housing or 
hotels, vouchers, missions, shelters, private and government programs, transient/transitional 
housing led to a cycle of poverty. This cycle minimally rehabilitates people into the mainstream 
or ‘conventional existence,’ and more consistently contributes to continued marginalization 
through the making of social ‘outsiders.’  He argued that mainstream living within the region’s 
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homeownership ethic, rental market, and declining political economy led to participation in a 
“plantation rat race” (Justiceville, 1989, p. 5). Such a race was tied to overpopulation in the 
metropolis and density that produced various forms of urban violence. While Hayes pointed to 
overpopulation, he outlines (as seen in Figure 2) the conditions of urban violence as linked to 
economic dispossession. To escape this conventional existence and the slow violence of mostly 
Black people in LA County, Justiceville sought to see to the fruition of another LA.   
 
Image  8 Justiceville's depiction of urban rat race and the plantation rat race. Found in the Tom Bradley Administrative Papers. 
This image represents urban violence as constructed by Ted Hayes. By using the notion of overpopulation thus suggesting that 
urban areas create social deprivation, Hayes outlines the forms of self-destruction of urban violence that occur through the 
various circles that contain terms within them, such as crime, jail, drug abuse, and homelessness. I use this map to show the 
urban problems they saw as important indicators that suggests the need for an alternative city. A main element of EGIP is that 
they saw more opportunity outside of the urban core to create a cooperative community. 
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‘EGIP’: The Path to a New LA 
The vision to escape conventional existence, urban violence, and the cycle of penal aid would be 
a new city. EGIP or the Exodus Genesis Initiative Plan, would be the antidote.  EGIP would 
unfold in three phases that would see to a new planned city. Ted Hayes in conjunction with 
commentary from Justiceville participants penned the three phases of the EGIP plan and sent it 
to the Mayor, County Board of Supervisors, and the United States President, George H.W. Bush. 
 The first phase of EGIP would be to take these outsiders into a Transitional Land 
Community, with the acronym TLC riffing on the adage tender love and care (see Image 9). The 
TLC would use available city land temporarily for 6 months to two years to be the staging 
ground to develop a model of community amongst homeless people and their supporters. This 
community would feature housing structures that look like geodesic domes and include toilets, 
showers, kitchens, and places to dwell with a semi-democratic structure (see Image 10). Second, 
the goal of TLC is to produce Cluster TLCs that would ultimately lead to a planned city that 
would be a national and global model. While the main requirement would be the acquisition of 
land, TLC sought to produce a self-sufficient economic community. That is, those who are a part 
of TLC would be trained in technological skills that would lead to the propping up of a biodome, 
aqua farm, and a geodesic dome manufacturing facility to produce the planned city. Justiceville 
consulted Windstar and Aspen Co. for technological assistance in producing a biodome that 
would cultivate pollution free produce for those in the TLC as well as for sale outside of the 
TLC. For the aqua farm, Justiceville had consulted with Africa Tomorrow Inc. on the 
development of a land-based aqua farm to raise tilapia. Lastly, the geodesic domes, a central 
component of the new city vision, would be developed by TLC members to create the structures 




Image  9 EGIP and the phases for Transitional Land Communities. Found in Tom Bradley Administration Papers at UCLA. 
The EGIP plan is a four-part phase vision to create alternative land communities for homeless people and people who want to 




Image  10 Dome village prototype with Ted Hayes living inside of it. Found in Tom Bradley Administrative papers at UCLA 
A central element of EGIP was the creation of geodesic domes that would cultivate the life-style and mobility of the domes to 
withstand the various transitions on the way to the final phase of a planned community. 
 EGIP is a futuristic platform to evade systemic harm and breed sustainable alternatives. 
As Hayes writes: “…the ‘homeless’ have become America’s new pioneers, America’s new 
settlers. As a society we must create the practical alternatives and begin to utilize the Land, 
Resources, and Technology to build permanently planned communities. Communities where 
citizens, doctors, teachers, together with the elderly and the unwanted of society, take control 
over their personal future. Los Angeles is the first model to bring about this first child. And, the 
rest of the nation will follow” (Justiceville, 1989, p. 7). The vision forward, for Justiceville, is 
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one of experimentation. EGIP reveals Los Angeles as a frontier to retool land and resources 
away from urban violence. The language of frontier, settlers, and pioneers may appear to be akin 
to colonial logics, but Justiceville’s vision must be grounded as Afrofuturist. Afrofuturism is a 
political and creative movement that insists that Black people will be in the future.  For 
Justiceville, EGIP acronym rifts from the country and historic backdrop of Egypt as a sense of 
superior Blackness. Seeing themselves as a benevolent community towards a supreme or higher 
form of urban organization, Justiceville was interested in evading prevalent violence in Black 
communities. This violence was connected to the political economy that birthed drug addiction 
to homelessness to gang activity. 
In a thorough spread about Ted Hayes’s influence, Los Angeles Times reporter Cathleen 
Deckey (1987) describes Hayes as the face of Los Angeles homeless issues. As Deckey (1987) 
writes, Hayes’s “golden oratory” allowed him to reel in a wide audience and following. 
However, many were ambivalent if not antagonistic about Hayes’s leadership. His ability to have 
a following of homeless people led to mixed reception amongst nonprofit agencies. The 
Coalition for Homeless People of Color were particularly cautious as Justiceville’s EGIP was 
reminiscent of a Jim Jones’s Jonestown. The relevance of Jones to Hayes’s plan should not be 
understated when considering the conditions of Black Los Angeles. Jim Jones’s cult in which 
nearly 900 Black Angelinos participated and subsequently died seemingly offered a better way 
of living. Hayes was not asking people to “drink the Kool-Aid,” however.  “Don’t drink the 
Kool-Aid” is a Black vernacular phrase about not falling for what people may think as cool, hip, 
or the way to go as a result of the Jim Jones mass murder of 918 Black people in Guyana by way 
of a fatal, chemically treated drink  Furthermore, EGIP served as a launch pad to evade urban 
violence much of which was experienced by the growing Black homeless population. 
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In what follows, I describe the material manifestations of Justiceville that attempt to 
materialize the EGIP plan. First, I describe how collective determination from Tent City led to 
the creation of a Justiceville shantytown/encampment that formed the connection between justice 
and land. I then describe the Trek for Justice that challenged regional landed and propertied 
difference, including the last stop of the odyssey, Dome Village. In each formation, Justiceville 
provides insight into the rationale behind EGIP, particularly why they found that creating another 
city was possible. In each, I describe how they contributed to this vision to put forth their thought 
of a true solution to end homelessness. 
 




In 1985, a shantytown appeared in Downtown Los Angeles (see image 11) in response to 
the closure of the Tent City. Justiceville took over an unused vacant lot. About 73 people 
occupied the area, building makeshift structures of housing from scraps of metal, wood, tires, 
and steel bins. Justiceville got private companies to donate ‘porta-potties.’ The shantytown 
included a square where dwellers regularly cooked meals, communed together, and had regular 
meetings often run by Ted Hayes about the issues of keeping the town together. Efforts to evict 
the shantytown by nonprofit organizations led inhabitants to rent the lot from owner, Earny 
Dorzaki of the American Fish Company, for a dollar a month. However, renting was not enough 
to quell eviction pressure from nonprofit and philanthropic organizations. Public health concerns 
shared with Dorzaki led him to cave to officials’ directive to evict the group. Justiceville did not 
leave without a show, as Dorzaki and inhabitants planned a police eviction where the closure was 
broadcast on TV, receiving a broader public view. The shantytown was re-enacted and made for 
They Live, the 1987 alternative film that critiques post-modern urbanism of elitism and 
surveillance. They were also included in the documentary films Down and Out in America by 
Lee Grant, Open Air Asylum by Phil Reader, and Trouble in Paradise by Gary Glaser. Glaser’s 
Justiceville documented the closure of the shantytown in real time. In addition, Skid Row 
homeless activists, including Hayes, were featured on the very last episode of the Black sitcom 
‘227’ called ‘No Place like Home’ focusing on the spiritual elements of making home. By 
creating community and alternatives outside of the social service industry, encampments became 
political acts of congregation that moved outside of the general formation of homeless 
encampments. Justiceville inhabitants would move to freeway overpasses, pedestrian 
underpasses, and parks recreating a Tent City 2 and Justiceville 2.  
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Sequels to Tent City and Justiceville and other encampments, such as Love Camp, led to 
a crackdown on homeless protest encampments and street poor. In 1987, these evictions occurred 
in preparation for the visit of Pope John Paul II. Within the same year, police had been 
hypervigilant of homicides by the Skid Row stabber who later committed suicide. The city 
moved these encampments, along with parts of Skid Row, to an urban campground, popularly 
known as the Dustbowl Hilton, that would hold those caught in street sweeps due to the eventful 
enforcement of anti-homeless ordinances. The campground was promoted as a partnership 
between protest encampments, nonprofits, and city officials, and, in a two-week span, the 
infrastructure of the encampment was developed just east of the downtown Union Station to 
serve 600 people with toilets, showers, canopies, clothes, food, and cots. Most of the 200 people 
registered by the third day of the campground were from protest encampments. A deal between 
protest encampments was that they would actively participate in the governance of the 
campground, but this was halted as the Salvation Army took the managerial role of the 
encampment. Here, homeless activists saw the campground as an opportunity for not-for-profits 
to get in on doing protest occupation themselves, as the encampments garnered attention to 
regional injustice. The City’s campground lasted for eight months and would have been shorter if 
it was not for protest by the various protest encampment groups.  
The campground reflected a larger issue around unity among homeless activists as well 
as efforts to create division among homeless population. Specifically, there were four 
contingents in the camp, Justiceville with the display of Ted Hayes within a geodesic dome as 
plans for a homeless future, Love Camp that was created by whom to provide jobs for homeless 
residents that latter moved to riverside with the closure of the camp, an organic hub that rallied 
for more resources amongst nonprofits within the camp that did not receive tents, and those who 
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were on cots with no closing. Over 70 people in families with mothers and children were placed 
in housing during the encampment. Many were left to their own devices. To create awareness 
and unity within the campground for another vision forward that would push the city, Justiceville 
threw a concert with electro hop artists who also produced the theme song in Gary Glaser’s 
documentary Justiceville. Their performance along with others did produce vibrancy but also 
revealed the inability for unity among camp members. As some thought it was a waste of time 
and resources. 
After the closure of the Urban Campground, and in protest to the ill-fated responses of 
the city, Justiceville inhabitants conducted a two-month long march called the ‘Trek for Justice’ 
in 1987. ‘Trekkies’ marched down the affluent Westside corridor to the niche communities of 
Beverly Hills, Santa Monica, Malibu, Pacific Palisades, and Venice. Their march sought to learn 
how affluent communities’ have been able to sustain themselves. Justiceville minimally 
employed a critical analysis of social and economic inequality. By trekking, building a path and 
bridge between downtown’s poor and the affluent corridor, however, lens an indirect analysis of 
regional segregation and property relations. These same affluent communities that influenced the 
formation of Skid Row through the Policy of Containment become the same neighborhoods that 
Justiceville march through to show how homeless and poor people have little ability to undo 
their social an economic position. In so doing, moving the problem and fight against 
homelessness outside of the city core amplified the problem about regional propertied difference. 
Trekking through the corridor also presented a challenge to Not in My Back Yard (NIMBY) 
statements that led to the Policy of Containment by shielding forms of poverty from affluent 
areas. During their trek, Santa Monica was the most apprehensive to their endeavors. At the time, 
the Santa Monica homeowners’ associations lobbied for the removal and relocation of a service 
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center in the mid-1980s. With the presence of Justiceville in Santa Monica, the police evicted 
their occupation within a day. While in Beverly Hills, Justiceville was met with coffee and 
donuts given to them by the police. In mid-Wilshire area, Trekkies were guarded off certain 
property by real estate investor David Adams – whom Justiceville members later convinced to 
support their vision (McMillan and Renwick, 1993). In Venice, Justiceville camped out for the 
longest duration of any site. This was possible because of Venice is well known within the 
region as carrying a large presence of the homeless mixed with alternative culture. While 
Venice’s homeless population is not as big as in the downtown area, Justiceville’s effort made a 
statement about the problems of inequity throughout the region. During their occupation, a storm 
blew away the Trek for Justice encampment. After hearing about it via local newspapers, Yoko 
Ono, donated funds to Justiceville to resurrect their encampment in Venice. These brief 
occupations in parks within these small wealthy communities called attention to regional 
injustice.  
The Trek for Justice was not an isolated event in getting support of regional elites. Early 
on, Hayes developed a relationship with ARCO Oil, the Los Angeles based oil company and an 
elite landowner and developer (Davis, 1987). Councilman Ernani Bernandi donated office space 
to Justiceville where they developed their plans. Support from the UCLA planning department, 
led by Professor Leo Estrada in Fall 1990, produced a partial survey on homeless persons’ 
willingness to be a part of the EGIP vision. The survey was administered to 70 people at the 
Union Rescue Mission (URM) in Downtown, Santa Monica, and Hollywood, and found that 
almost all were willing to be a part of the Justiceville vision, which included housing, food, 
medical care, and job training. Based on four questions, respondents were willing to move, even 
to bunk up with roughly five persons, to receive their basics. After Hayes lost the bid for mayor 
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as an independent, he became a Republican and developed a rapport with new Mayor Richard 
Riordan.  
 
Image  12 Image of Ted Hayes (or other resident) watering the Dome Village center grass. Retrieved from Google images. 
Hayes cozying up with ARCO and other elites led to some material gains. Dome Village opened 
in 1993 on the outskirts of downtown Los Angeles (See image 12 above). ARCO Oil Company 
donated $250,000, and permits were passed to get it up within a month.  It would serve as the 
first iteration of EGIP’s transitional land clusters. With 20 fiberglass domes, each 20-foot-wide 
at $6,500 dollars each, inhabitants had a communal office space, bathrooms, showers, kitchen, 
and a laundry room. Dwelling spaces included a closet and were furnished with donated beds, 
dressers, and chairs. Small patches of grass, flower beds, and trees made the center area, “Little 
Arco Plaza,” mimicking Arco Plaza erected in 1972 in central city, along with streets such as 
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“Justice Way.” One prominent feature was a pint size dome for the village dog, Coco. On 
opening day, inhabitants wore white jumpsuits, symbolizing a genesis, and how the village 
would be a transitional phase on the road to EGIP.  
Dome Village’s 24 inhabitants on opening day, 18 men and 6 women, were mostly from 
Justiceville’s long odyssey. Residential life included the regular maintenance of the village, 
including the cleaning up of the surrounding area. The village received praise from the 
neighboring businesses, United Postal Service, and Holiday Inn. However, residential life 
presented difficulties around Hayes’s leadership along with various interpersonal issues 
associated with creating community. Almost all original Justiceville members had left or were 
told to leave in the first months of Dome Village, as Hayes states: “What we were dealing with 
was straight-up wild-bunch people…now it has changed somewhat. It still may take some 
pushing to keep these people on their toes, but they’re on a better track” (Renwick, 1994). Nearly 
50 people had cycled through the program in the first year.  Those who stayed felt that Dome 
Village should be viewed from a stance of patience, as Dome Village resident, Jerry Eisan states:   
It takes patience. People expected everything to work as smoothly as it was to 
build these domes, but we’re not dealing with materials here, we’re dealing with 
people. And all people have their own problems. We went through some of the 
hardest times I think-I hope- this village will see, so the only place to go now is 
forward (Renwick, 1994). 
While the creation of Dome Village was supported by private funding, state funding helped in 
times of crisis. Justiceville’s rent at the time was $2,500 a month. With the assistance of County 
Supervisor Yvonne Braithwaite Burke and Councilwoman Rita Walters, public funds of nearly 
$22,500 helped to pay the rent along with other expenses in the first year. Dome Village was 
thought of as a cost-effective approach to housing the homeless, according to David Adams, a 
developer who saw the utility of building domes over apartments as the latter is too expensive. 
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The will from those at Arco was that, “anytime you want change,” said Carlton Norris 
community affairs manager of Arco, “you have to begin with something unusual…this is an 
experiment” (McMillan and Renwick, 1993). While elites saw it as a success, others saw it as a 
first, not final step. As scholar Jennifer Wolfer explains, “the danger would be if the public or 
politicians see this as a cheap solution to housing” (McMillan and Renwick, 1993). Without 
adequate funding streams, monetary needs weighed on members. Specifically, residents chipped 
in $50 a month from the cash assistance or food stamps they received to contribute to food and 
other expenses for the village.   
Dome Village secured financial resources and state capacity to start its first phase of 
EGIP, yet the question of the poor having access to urban land and property could not be 
understated. The parking lot Dome Village sat on led them to the vulnerability of tenancy. In 
2006, Hayes’s “big mouthed” Republicanism led the liberal leaser’s rationale to evict the 
Village. Yet, rising property values in downtown was more than enough rationale for the leaser. 
Furthermore, discussions of expanding Dome Village to sites in Inglewood and other areas came 
up against NIMBYism. Despite this, Dome Village lasted for 12 years, with eight years of 
activism that made it a reality. Along the way, Justiceville could not penetrate the limits property 
ownership that so shaped their everyday reality as poor and homeless. As a result, EGIP and 
Dome Village produced real gains at reworking the built environment with the advent of carceral 
strategies of managing homelessness  
Another Planet: Insurgent Publics 
Clyde Casey moved to Los Angeles in the early 1980s as a white homeless artist also known as 
the ‘Avant Guardian.’ His artistry in Los Angeles figured as mobile sound units, with various 
scraps of metal, used and make-shift instruments. Moving and playing sound, Casey attracted an 
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audience, oftentimes of artists and some businesses. He was hired as a security guard by theatre 
and arts nonprofit director Scott Kelman to watch over the Wallenboyd Theatre. Casey used 
sound to ward off the negative vibrations of addicts and thieves. Across from the theatre was a 
vacant gas station, and Casey made art space for Skid Rowers out of it. 
  Opening early in 1980, Casey paid nearly $200 a month for the gas station to serve as a 
“homeless cultural center.” For Casey, “Missions feed the stomachs and the spiritual nature 
somewhat. But when it comes to feeding the mind, the missions don’t, and that’s basically what 
this energy’s all about. Feeding the imagination” (Breslauer, 1989) (See image 13). By creating a 
site of imagination, Another Planet evaded the ‘vibrations’ of the service industry and the 
indoctrination of the missions. In addition, living on the streets provided little escape from the 
realities of police harassment and open drug use. Open 24/7, Another Planet served as a drug free 
zone for a population without shelter, creating a place where people can feel and be heard, rest, 
and expand their mind. Another Planet’s daily activities included the routine viewing of 
Koyaanisqatsi, the 1982 counter-cultural film, with a title in the Hopi language meaning "a state 
of life that calls for another way of living" (Breslauer, 1989). The film played at sunrise and 
sunset, as Casey states:  
I wanted to show that tape because it depicts life out of balance as it is and I want 
this energy to be separate from that- a balance somewhere.” This energy, the 
energy of Another Planet, to be balanced somewhere or to create some sort of 




Image  13 Artists performing in front of Another Planet. Found https://dola.com/events/2017/1/19/the-avant-guardian-life-on-
another-planet 
The film is a metaphor for the ethics of Another Planet. The space is an intervention in the 
problem of modern life as one of imbalance. Los Angeles as a region presented imbalance where 
overdevelopment and neglect reveal inequity. To create balance meant to make place. As Parrish 
Nelson, Another Planet regular states: 
I came here and had a couple of existential conversations, spent the whole night 
talking. This place fits me, the spontaneity. There’s equality here, with no real 
authority figure in the conversations. It’s open-minded. How frequently does that 
happen anyplace else? Maybe on the road or in some good classrooms, but it 
doesn’t happen often in normal life (Breslauer, 1989).  
Not only did it evade ‘normal life,’ it became a respite from mainstream rehabilitation, the social 
service industry, and everyday subsistence. Thus, Another Planet sought to evade carcerality and 
material inequity and excess. 
 Forms of play and creativity were part of life in Another Planet. Dominoes, chess boards, 
checkers, darts featured as mechanisms of mind expansion. These games were a site of publics, a 
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deep engagement with fellow homeless neighbors that bridged community through wit and play. 
Games were paired with jam sessions and poetry readings: “People come over and wild and zany 
things occur: two-way jam sessions on instruments we’ve created, and that kind of thing,” 
according to Nelson. Another Planet produced culture to feed the mind, expanding the problem 
of homelessness from materiality into a practice of a life of purpose through creative production.  
Out of the ashes another planet will rise 
Later in the year, Another Planet burned down to the ground. Clyde Casey had made a trip to 
visit friends outside of California, and under the care of other members of Another Planet, a fire 
broke loose damaging the site. Another Planet’s demise was also that of the artists; those who 
made it home had used it to store belongings. These belongings included poetry, plays, and 
personal items like pictures. Barbara Frost along with other frequent users sought to recreate 
Another Planet, hosting regular poetry and jamming sessions called “Visions” at San Julian Park 
with support from Scott Kelman. While EGIP described the homeless as the site of the new 
frontier to create something out of the ruins of modern life, Another Planet sought to create 
alternative publics because of widening alienation. Two visions emerged: 1) embed a version of 
Another Planet every twelve blocks in the city, where neighbors in various communities can get 
together and create an alternative space running 24/7; and 2) to create a city version of Another 
Planet elsewhere in LA. Clyde Casey and a business partner visited Amboy, California, a desert 
ghost town which would cost “only a million dollars.” It would be a 24/7 ‘Burning Man’. 
Burning Man is an annual community and art city created in the Nevada desert. The goal is an 
experimental community with a focus on arts. While these larger visions did not manifest, 
Another Planet was seeking a way out of conventional city life.  
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The Homeless Writers Coalition: Writing State Dispossession and Devolution 
The Homeless Writers Coalition is the most comprehensive extension of what Another Planet 
aimed for: a communication center. Regular street poets of Another Planet joined together to 
create a poetry collective. The founders were Southern Comfort, Dino, Alexander, and Russ, 
Black homeless men and men living in SROs and residential hotels, who produced poetry 
anthologies with Skid Row residents and activist in Los Angeles and other cities. Through my 
archival research, I collected three anthologies which had several series: The Word, Sidewalk 
Visions and the Homeless Writers Forum. I also bought a poetry album called Sidewalk 
Prophets. In total, I reviewed six anthology documents retrieved from the SA Griffith Collection 
at UCLA. These anthologies include poetry; letters to family, the neighborhood, the president, 
administrators, and letters by the editor; essays on social services that serve as political 
ethnography; skits; short stories; and event advertisements. The Homeless Writers Coalition 
(HWC) also convened outside of the pages. Robert Chambers, the longest running organizational 
president, hosted a radio show every Sunday through Pacifica Radio’s KPFK—local to Los 
Angeles in 1994. In addition, organizational meet ups, poetry readings, and theatrical 
performances of member-produced plays occurred in Los Angeles. HWC grew from being 
mostly Black homeless men to include a mix of Black and non-Black women, both housed and 
unhoused. Anthologies included entries from homeless activists throughout the nation, including 
New York, such as the infamous Jack Hirschman of the National Union of the Homeless, 
Philadelphia, Massachusetts, and San Francisco. The pages became a site of homeless and poor 
discourse about the problems, desires, and conditions that affect their lives. HWC believed that 
making place for artistry and creativity went hand in hand with producing viable solutions to 
homelessness. As such, creativity as determination was a community ethos that came up against 
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the difficulty of their practice. As Mundon Ryder (1989) states in the editorial letter in their first 
anthology, The Word: The Voice of an American Third World Community:  
…Where do you draw the line between difficulty and determination? Difficulty is 
evidently real, and is easier to calculate the ability of completion. Whereas, 
determination is spiritual. And like anything spiritual, it runs thru the heart and 
soul of a man. Determination is susceptible and vulnerable, just as the kind of all 
human beings…Since this group of thought to be misfits and degenerates, have 
assembled together under my guidance. Yes, I am a man with a dream, but more 
so a man with a belief. A belief that the voice of the distraught should be viewed 
from resident representatives of the distraught community (p. 2).  
By being representatives of Skid Row, the HWC saw determination as the spirit of their practice. 
What is, perhaps, most reflective of this determination is the graphic of the first anthology, The 
Word (See image 14). Despite these odds, they portray the aesthetic of their creative production: 
the lone street light beaming a light down on a chair with a typewriter propped up on a crate. 
This practice was to provide a space to discuss various viewpoints of their condition. They found 
that, if “the voice of an American third world community” was left invisible, violent and harmful 
discourses about the homeless and poor would occur. In his Village Voice essay, “Killer Radio,” 
reproduced in the Homeless Writer’s Forum, Len Doucette, a formerly homeless Angelino, 
responded to a regional talk show host’s sentiment to put “homeless people to sleep like dogs,” 
and describes the sentiment of listeners who phoned in and employed Nazi Germany language to 
support the mass killing of the homeless (Homeless Writer’s Forum, 1992 p. 13). Outrage in the 
homeless services and community development industries occurred, prompting Doucette’s 
response about the implications of regional discourse on adequate aid about the homeless. 
HWC did not seek to produce a pre-determined ethos for each writer to then contribute to 
the anthologies, but rather a robust viewpoint from them as a self-identified third world 
community. As such, they took their contributions in the production of their work seriously. 
They were not interested in a “dogmatic, didactic” view, but rather to “delineate, to portray, and 
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in good art, show in a way that is unique, and hopefully enlightening,” as Robert Chambers 
describes (Homeless Writer’s Forum, 1992, p. 3).  
 
Image  14 Cover of the first issue of Homeless Writers Coalition anthology " The Word". Featured the lone typewriter and light 
of a non-imaged homeless writer in the dead of the night on the streets of Skid Row. Found in the S.A. Griffith collection at 
UCLA 
Their creative production birthed a soul striving to combat the odds. These odds are material and 
artistic. All editorial letters by HWC presidents discussed this, and Robert Chambers writes most 
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extensively about it as the longest running president. One of Robert Chambers’ editorials in 
Homeless Writers Forum (1996) opens his letter with a photocopy of a note from Bobbie, a 
deceased woman. Bobbie’s note to Chambers is about the necessity to keep producing poetry. 
Bobbie, herself, lost two novels she had written in her time on the street from the disposal of 
belongings. Street artists were susceptible to random street sweeps. Those living in residential 
hotels or single room occupancy housing, like Chambers, dealt with random lockouts and 
evictions where landlords would dispose their belongings. These belongings included art, 
personal valuables such as their last remaining pictures of relatives, and identification papers. At 
times, losing valuables was debilitating. Chambers had not been able to write himself, and with 
the spirit of hope that Bobbie left in her note, Chambers wrote a play using the legal pad she left 
behind. This play was later produced by the Ebony Showcase Theatre located in Downtown LA. 
The Ebony Showcase Theatre was later closed and demolished by eminent domain in 1998 by 
the Community Redevelopment Agency of LA.  
The difficulty of their practice, however, reflected the inadequacies of social services 
who touted that they supported the poor. In “Silver Ghost,” Robert Chambers’ editorial in the 
Homeless Writers Forum (1995), described the difficulty in getting the anthology out, as they 
received road blocks and non-assistance to print, use computers, and to produce their poetry. 
Their determination moved passed the accolades, applause, and recognition they received for 
their practice as they found this attention patronizing. In “Whose Life Anyway?” Chambers 
describes how the ‘homeless artist’s’ ability to create “shapes their reality” (Homeless Writer 
Forum, 1994). That is, it moves beyond their physical needs as homeless people. As Chambers 
states, it’s “more than domes,” and about how “we lose a little of our culture, a little of our 
humanity” through the destruction (Homeless Writer Forum, 1994). Their collective 
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consciousness about the strength of their creativity was that “a significant segment of a little 
realized but thriving culture in [their] generation” where “documentation of an historic era of 
[their] lifetime” was occurring (Homeless Writers Forum, 1995, p. 4). Therefore, the difficulty of 
their practice was an issue of the direction of their generation at large. Moving past this difficulty 
meant a fervent spirit in the continuation of producing art and their poetic revelations to answer 
questions about significant social issues within the era. In what follows, I synthesize their 
critiques about scalar regional shifts seen on Skid Row: carceral homelessness and the drug 
crisis.  
Carceral Homelessness  
It appears that there is truly a New State Order in the mind of Pete Wilson. A New 
State Order that omits the real issues for the sake of personal gain…A new State 
order that mangles the crippled, perverts the poor, leaves those without with far 
less…they will be forced into other lines of survival. Food lines, clothing lines, 
and critical lines where they give you a number and I.D. card handed out by the 
’California State Corrections,’ just trying to make ends meet. (Southern Comfort, 
Commentary, Homeless Writer’s Forum, p. 20, 1995) 
Writing before and within the 1992 Los Angeles riots, observations of federal and state cuts by 
members of HWC reveal the making of a hostile society. A society where state strategy of aid 
produces carcerality. As Southern Comfort explains, devolving welfare leads to forced or 
planned incarceration. Realignment at the state level trickled down responsibility for homeless 
care at the county and city level. Geographically and institutionally, HWC describes the ways 
dependency on Los Angeles’s homeless care becomes bureaucratic:  
I went through [Chrysalis] twice in search of a job. They are supposed to help you 
get a job. They are funded. They give you a newspaper, a cup of coffee, a phone 
call, and a bus token. I needed leads. Having gone on nearly a hundred interviews 
I knew I needed help. Having been out of work for several years I knew I needed 
more connections, incentives, leads. After going through their stringent 
requirements (three job workshops, having all the proper papers, and ID’s) I got 
nothing, no solid leads. It was required that you make contact with your case … 
and if you miss more than a week of so you were required to start all over again 
through the same workshops training sessions. I never got called to work on their 
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specific development project as well, street clean-up crews, or the hotels. Why? I 
was considered a high risk since I'd gone through a rehab program, my long 
unemployment history, and my age, and my failure would have helped them with 
their statistics for their supporters and grants. I began to notice their staff has grew 
quite large; I never saw anybody I knew from the streets, just a bunch of new 
people from outside the community; ‘experts,’ people who tell other people [what 
to do]. (Robert Chambers, editorial, “Silver Ghost,” Homeless Writer’s Forum, 
1995, p. 10). 
Robert Chambers signals how service organizations provided little ability to rehabilitate people 
into the labor force where perceived risk becomes a rationale and ploy for economic fault lines. 
Most importantly, Chambers signals that existing social services and institutions are bureaucratic 
structures that function as “people who tell other people what to do” (Homeless Writers Forum, 
1995, p. 17) As federal and state funding decreased in the 1980s and 1990s, the need for local aid 
increased.  This led to institution building throughout the county in the 1990s. Early in this 
chapter, I described Tent City which formed to “abolish” the 60-day penalty a policy that locked 
people out of receiving cash assistance and housing for two months or indefinitely for minor 
violations, and, as a result, exacerbated homelessness. In 1987, the county voted in a 2 to 3 ruling 
to uphold the penalty, revealing that occupations, sit-ins, and support of county supervisor Ed 
Edelman were not successful in halting the penalty.   
Reforms were sought through a legal suit led by the Legal Aid Foundation and City, 
which charged the County of causing fiscal constraints on the City because of the penalty. The 
suit culminated in the early 1990s with two reforms: 1) to the 60-day penalty, and 2) better 
cohesion between the County and City. First, the penalty remained in effect with case workers 
being required to give warning notices. While General Relief had increased almost every year, in 
1989 Los Angeles County was paying $312 a month, less than 27 counties in the state of 
California.  The suit encouraged and created an increase in General Relief to $341. This increase 
would allow people to at least be able to pay for monthly rents in residential hotels. Second, the 
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suit led to the formation of a County-wide agency, the Los Angeles Homeless Services Agency 
(LAHSA), intent on increasing cohesion in the service provision throughout the County. As 
federal aid for homelessness dwindled, the need for fiscal cohesion to best service the homeless 
population to expand regional capacity was more important. Nonetheless, LAHSA was a 
bureaucratic structure that functioned as “people telling other people what to do.” In his essay 
“Slow Development at LAHSA,” Robert Chambers provides an ethnographic account of 
disappointment in the agency.  
Everyone at the meeting seemed in a semi-state of shock. Those that could, 
stormed out in anger and tried to put on brave faces. LAHSA meetings are always 
emotionally charged gatherings. Afterall, the stakes are high, much higher than I 
think most board members realize. Those that have been homeless realize the 
urgency, people dying on the streets from hypothermia, emotional deprivation, 
and crime. We want changes now. (Homeless Writer’s Forum, p. 17, 1995). 
In their eyes, the formation of LAHSA revealed that elitism would be a barrier to grassroots 
resistance. Specifically, LAHSA rejected homeless representation leading to anger about the 
urgency of putting forth bottom up solutions. While Len Doucette, who wrote ‘Killer Radio,’ 
later became the first homeless representative of the LAHSA board, the Board was apprehensive. 
Minimal input from the homeless and community leaders revealed the influence of state control 
and redevelopment over the scope of the agency might be jeopardized. As Justiceville and 
Another Planet sought to evade the carceral nature of social services that enforce penal practices, 
HWC conducted political ethnographies to show that shifting bureaucratic formation of homeless 
problems did not curtail actual implementation of solving homelessness. 
The Drug Crisis 
The crack-cocaine epidemic of the early 1980s and 1990s birthed a public discourse that 
demonized Black people. Public discourse reproduced images of Black deviance in accordance 
with ‘tough on crime’ policies that would come down the pike. On the axis of drug use and 
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gangs, Los Angeles took center stage as the epicenter and largest retail center for cocaine 
(Murch, 2015). As Donna Murch (2015) suggests, much discourse in Los Angeles about this era 
focused on Black middle class and elite discourses that often matched up with dominant white 
discourses of Black deviance. As such, middle class depictions of the problem were maintained 
by the geographical and income difference amongst Black Angelinos. While Black middle class 
provided a forum of discourse for what Clarence Lusane (1994) calls the drug crisis, this 
discourse serviced regional notions of Black deviance. There is a need to engage in Black 
working class Angelinos’ discourse on the drug crisis (Murch, 2015). In what follows, I provide 
a synthesis of how HWC poetry, short stories, letters to family, and other writings provide social 
commentary about the drug crisis. This discussion slips into and attempts to move away from 
Black criminality. 
Cocaine and crack were the “devil walking among God’s angels and doves,” according to 
HWC (Sidewalk Visions, 1989). Drugs are demonic. The white cocaine powder was often akin 
to whiteness, and as an uncontrollable, if not ubiquitous force, cocaine was akin to moments of 
obstruction. In “We’re Under Siege,” Alexander describes how cocaine and crack are a form of 
war on the entire US. Cocaine is a form of forced submission and subdues –a driver of insanity 
for a whole nation. They saw their efforts as connected to Los Angeles regional politics. In his 
poem, “Walk with Me,” Dino focuses on Black Los Angeles, particularly the ways in which drug 
use was also seen within a continuum of issues such as the rising rates of HIV/AIDs and the rise 
of gangs. In their discussion of Skid Row, artists reverberated racial and class oppression. In 
“Gladys Park” Russ Garner gives social commentary on Skid Row public space to reveal the 
torment of a population that nourishes “the grass, watered by tears of Anger, Shame, and Guilt, 
becomes an altar upon which self-sacrifice of soul is the last act of revenge” (Sidewalk Visions, 
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1990, p. 3). These sites or tormented publics also become a site of collective self-medication 
where “the sun penetrates and burn holes in tattered flesh, causing leaks of pride and virtue, 
which, like the sands of Time, are lost forever” (Sidewalk Visions, 1990, p. 3) Here, drug use is 
looked at as a forced individual and collective act connected to Skid Row as a site of 
imprisonment of spirit, virtue, and pride. Women, often mobilized as fallen, grotesque, gritty, 
and nasty are utilized to portray the ultimate disdain of the conditions of living on Skid Row and 
drug use. The pain and emotions of sadness or the blues thread throughout writings on the drug 
crisis. To observe and to write about this crisis are powerful forms of collective healing and 
meaning making. From their positionality, describing what they see and feel elucidates an energy 
towards a will for change. 
However, alcoholism and drug use are part of “any dysfunctional society,” according to 
Eben Eldridge, in his poem, “Thanks Lew.” Here, members worked to demoralize while offering 
a dialogue about the nature of addiction itself. In his poem, “Do you suffer from addiction?” 
Alexander states that society automatically thinks of drugs and alcohol as addictions, but there 
are “many, many forms” of addiction, and as such, he critically interrogates social notions of 
addiction (Homeless Writers Forum, p. 13, 1995). Addiction to Alexander is a habitual activity, 
and this can be seen through even “seemingly positive obsessions becoming negative” such as 
working. While people can get addicted to homelessness, this is a “false sense of freedom when 
actually you are merely a token on a long chain of service providers who have no interest in your 
self-improvement but merely exploit your existence to validate [their] own” (Homeless Writers 
Forum, p.13, 1995) Their analysis of drugs and homelessness is understood in relation to the 
stronghold of social service rehabilitation. For those in poverty, solutions to addiction often 
perpetuate or trap them into a greater system of neglect.  
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Being trapped by social service rehabilitation in Skid Row spills over into regional forms 
of enclosure. In his essay “Our Great City” Dino writes, “I’m talking about the homeless, the 
poor, the alcoholics, the drug users, and the common working class that’s trapped in South 
Central Los Angeles, on Skid Row and in East LA” (Sidewalk Visions, 1991, p. 2). Dino is 
mapping the corridor of poverty, a geographic difference etched into the Los Angeles regional 
landscape. Comparing this section to the Los Angeles “suburban home watching it all on T.V.,” 
Dino relays that the problem is something that seems detached until “your children and babies 
are dying from the same sickness that’s killing my people: drugs, gangs, and the little side effects 
they produce” (Sidewalk Vision, 1991, p. 2).  Mapping the larger social issues as connected to 
political economic geographic ghettoization and abandonment, Dino explains that the role of 
gangs and drug use that match the current terror in these communities are not made by the 
community themselves. Thus, Dino challenges the criminality of these communities and 
connects drug-use as a more expansive issue of society, not just the poor. 
In other poems, there is a discussion with the struggle to overcome drug use. In Henry 
Clark’s “I am Blessed,” he states “I had great fears of what it would be like to give up my habits 
and stop smoking crack. I lived a life for many years, just doing what I wanted, and shedding a 
whole lot of tears…so now, I am blessed today, beyond my own belief, and I give all of the 
praises to God, oh, what a relief” (Sidewalk Visions, 1989, p. 1).  Here, giving up smoking crack 
was connected to a belief in God, and for most of the poets, belief in God as an avenue of life 
was described as a solution.   
This belief is important as much of the HWC talked about spiritual degeneration of a 
population as much as the conditions of their lives. Drug dealers were vilified by members of the 
Homeless Writers Coalition, as Garner states, “peddlers of instant joy weep for the strong and 
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feed like vultures on gratification of the weak, using “smoke” and flesh to promise that feeling of 
oneness and belonging” (Homeless Writers Forum, 1995, p. 7). Often in their narrative of drug 
dealers, they are thought of as “bottom feeders” or “Skid Row Skeezers,” those feeding on the 
pain of others.  
The discussion of the drug crisis includes a discussion of gangs. Gangs for the HWC are 
thought of as the misdirection of young Black male youth. In his Untitled poem, Southern 
Comfort highlights gang participation as a practice of being ‘color blind’ and “playing a deadly 
game” (Sidewalk Visions, 1990, p. 3). In his rhythmic poem, using red and blue as distinctions 
of groups of people leave these youth colorblind to the idea that they are kin. Through these 
forms of violence, they engage in intercommunal activity. This idea is particularly talked about 
within the context of Blackness: “same skin as you” (Sidewalk Visions, 1990, p. 3). Throughout 
the poems about Black male youth, poets attempt to make an intervention in this direction by 
focusing on the need to “educate our black young brothers about the true meaning of life 
“(Sidewalk Visions, 1990). As gang violence and drugs come to be the main feature of war on 
drugs and tough on crime politics in the late 80s and early 90s, the Homeless Writers Coalition’s 
turn to the effects of cities, and inner cities specifically, as carceral regimes. This picture of 
violence of young Black men is akin to genocide. In “Every Time I see a Picture,” Robert 
Chambers writes, “every time I see a picture of a child in a coffin in Watts, I want to push the 
button, I realize man doesn’t deserve to live, I want to purge this blue planet, vaporize its evil, 
make this place debris, scatter it through the universe, as dust” (Homeless Writers Forum, 1995, 
p. 8).  
Yet, in Robert Chambers’ editorial, he recognizes the intergenerational conflict of the 
youth and gangs. Observing two youths on the bus, Chambers hesitates and then fails to deliver 
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an important message: “I want to do something, to offer them something, to ask them to live!”  
His hesitation was his assumption where he “figured these kids had probably been pushed around 
and told what to do enough by people who really didn’t care about them but only about their own 
personal comfort and safety” (Homeless Writers Forum, 1995, p. 2). At the time these teens were 
up against the discourse of gang membership or youth as super-predators under Clinton 
administration rhetoric. Other interventions to stop gang participation were put forth in poems. In 
‘The Killer,’ Mahoka Zawadi writes “can’t you see, wanna be free, betta free G!” (Homeless 
Writers Forum, 1996, p. 10). Their efforts to uplift those involved in gangs was couched within a 
larger understanding of state repressive practices on the Black community. Here, Zawadi 
encourages disaffiliation from gangs to interrupt the violence brought on by state and 
intracommunal forces, agent orange, prisons, human rights violation, prison sentences.  
The critique of gangs, however, relates to a crisis of temporal and political shifts in the 
Black community. Roland X describes it as a “drug genocide,” and this sentiment of mass 
violence was part of a larger continuum of degeneration of radical social movements. His poem, 
“When Time Stood Still,” describes the drug genocide within a larger sequence of violence 
against the Black community, along with the allied communities of struggle where “colors 
becoming sisters and brothers” (Homeless Writers Forum, 1996, p. 4). Roland X provides a 
genealogy of resistance and state repression show the ways in which the contemporary 
repression of a drug genocide attempts to have time stand still. That is, it attempts to halt the 
initiatives of the underside in changing the course of time, the direction of the future. The 
importance of remembering utopian visions of these areas is to see continuity of repression and 




Changes in the treatment of the poor in downtown Los Angeles in the 1980s and 1990s birthed 
cultural and social resistance to widening poverty and carceral solutions. As a result, Justiceville, 
Another Planet, and Homeless Writers Coalition produce abolitionist alternatives of community 
and care. While they do not focus on reducing the carceral development of Skid Row, they seek 
to produce alternative mechanisms of living, community, and care based in changing their 
everyday lives. In so doing, they indirectly shaped the history of Skid Row’s development, 
having an undeniable mark as shaping Skid Row as a community of residents who care for 
themselves and others. 
In the song, “Skid Row,” the artists Freddie Star and MC Jane Doe compare Skid Row to 
Beverly Hills, to show uneven development that shapes the conditions of continued containment 
and dispossession of Black Angelinos. While redevelopment and property relations shape the 
creation of Skid Row itself, where the Westside and Downtown affluent corridors securitize 
property accumulation, it shows Skid Row as part of a regional stronghold of widening 
segregation. That is, in the 1980s and 1990s, the South and East corridors of the LA region, of 
which Skid Row is a part of, mark a geography of difference in race, poverty and opportunity. 
By showing the geographic differences instituted by redevelopment, this chapter outlines some 
of the creative and social critiques that revealed segregation built into the urban landscapes as 
carceral. This is visible through Justiceville’s notion of the ‘cycle syndrome,’ is how the 
institutions of Skid Row offered minimal rehabilitation back into mainstream society and instead 
expanded marginalization. Similarly, HWC critically examines the formation of bureaucratic 
structures, such as LAHSA, that they saw as imperfect solution to the problems of 
criminalization and poverty. They show that the urgency for real solutions are being met with the 
infrastructural development of state management of the problem, continuing the cycle syndrome. 
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They saw these as systems of carcerality rather than rehabilitation into “conventional existence.” 
This produced a po’ethics of development, where the necessity to traverse capitalist renderings 
of space challenges regional homelessness and punitive poverty, while also attending to the 
normative or conventional mechanisms of social life as central to the creation of urban violence.  
What is criticized are both the conditions that lead to people being dispossessed from their 
communities to Skid Row as well as mechanisms that routinely make people’s lives on Skid 
Row more unlivable. 
Futuristic, these creative organization produce place and make place out of Skid Row. 
For Justiceville, they produced an alternative, nomadic community that sought to create EGIP, or 
the Exodus Genesis Initiative Plan. Through a series of landed occupations and protest 
campaigns, Justiceville birthed Dome Village—a twelve-year housing and service place that 
focused on mental health and collective determination. While the larger vision of EGIP was 
cooperative economics, their agenda to create systems outside of “conventional existence” and 
the “cycle syndrome” were limited by the regional regime of NIMBYism and property 
ownership. In addition to Justiceville, Another Planet and the formation of a Homeless Writers 
Coalition became alternative places for creative production. Seeking solace outside of carceral 
homelessness, Another Planet was birthed as a site of mind-expansion. While Another Planet 
was closed due to arson, the formation of HWC allowed homeless people to communicate about 
their conditions and produce consciousness about ways out of It. Their poetry, performance, and 
song provided a space of care and community reconciliation with the effects of drugs as a form 
of repression and its connection with widening punitive aid. This expands Hayes’s notion of the 
cycle syndrome to mark increasing penal systems that HWC analyzes during the 1990s. These 
efforts work to untangle the criminalization logics at play with discussions of the poor in the era. 
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In so doing, they call into question how despair is mapped by penal logics and offer ways out of 
it, even if only temporary. 
As Ruth Wilson Gilmore explores, abolition geographies come from the “humble premise 
that freedom is a place” (2017, p.227). As such, while these practices are “provisional,” these 
groups make place through occupying public land, renting land, creative place making, and 
convening through the pages of anthologies. Their po’ethics of homelessness and carcerality 
signals dissension among the groups but also the semblance of approach between resistance 
efforts in Skid Row and beyond. These po’ethics transform land and the built environment for 
their spatial determination aims, traversing, as da Silva (2014) suggests, by working against and 
within the perverse logics of private property. This occurred through Justiceville’s landed 
occupations. In addition, Another Planet also reworked this, occupying the gas station past their 
eviction notice. Lastly, HWC provided insurgent knowledge on the issues of Skid Row, at times 
converging with penal logics around drug use as well as diverging from them and towards 
reconciliation for the community.  
Justiceville, AP, and HWC did not always agree with each other’s approaches and 
worked separately from one another. First, Ted Hayes is an unlikely leader and many people did 
not like his approach, including HWC. HWC felt that the domes were an ill-fated step at solving 
the homelessness problem. They felt that their problems were bigger than housing but about the 
restructuring of society itself. However, their visions of restructuring society contradict their 
narrative, as Chambers’ describes that “it’s not about domes…it’s about jobs and homes” 
(Homeless Writers Forum, 1994, p. 2). This shows that there were more personal nuances in 
their rejection of Justiceville. Conversely, Ted Hayes did not see the utility of focusing on 
creative practice. In large part, the vision for another city, according to Justiceville, required state 
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backing and monetary support. This was not easy to achieve, and it was not until they received 
private funding from ARCO, that their efforts came into being. However, this came at the cost of 
Ted Hayes confusing political stance, not only for members of Justiceville, but Hayes impact on 
Black Angelinos. Because HWC grew out of AP, I could find little disagreements between them, 
and instead saw a natural progression of what AP was which was a cultural hub for homeless 
people. However, because HWC main writers and contributors were Black men, I imagine that 
there may have been some social tension between Clyde Casey and white artists with poor artists 
of color. This was the case with regards to the formation of Justiceville. Because Tent City’s 
Homeless Organizing Committee comprised of mostly white activists, Ted Hayes and Harry 
Frank band together to form Justiceville. However, Harry died in a somewhat suicidal fight with 
a fellow homeless person. Harry had been discontented with the organizing of Tent City leading 
to Hayes and Frank’s collective work together. While diverges exists between these entities, as 
they did not wholly work together, they represent a comprehensive form of neighborhood 
resistance that put redevelopment and the Containment Policy into question.  
Justiceville, AP, and HWC still exist today but in more fragmented ways. Ted Hayes is 
still carrying the vision for a Homeless, USA after the closure of the village in 2006. His anti-
immigrant stance in recent years has led many Skid Row activists, mainly white activists, to be 
apprehensive both to his legacy and continued activism. However, Hayes’s focus on Black 
liberation has been seated in the fact of the rising population of Skid Rowers as Black and their 
continued presence in the area today. Another Planet’s Clyde Casey relocated to New Orleans. 
Though he is not creating another AP, Casey continues his mobile sound unit along the city’s 
Bourbon street, impressing and engaging people to make sound and raise the vibration. Casey 
has recently been remembered as an important figure in Downtown Los Angeles through the 
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documentary The Avant-Guardian, which chronicles his artistry and activism. Moreover, a recent 
25-year reunion of Another Planet occurred in 2016 where they reproduced the site. Lastly, 
Robert Chambers is continuing to carry the torch of HWC. His tent sits outside of LA CAN’s 
new office space on Sixth and Gladys, with the sign of the ‘Homeless Writers Coalition’ on 
cardboard. He continues to produce poetry and galvanize Skid Row artists today. 
In his essay, “Skid Row, 2000 A.D.,” Norman Colbert (1996) of Homeless Partnership 
asks, “what can we do to make the Row a normal community by the year 2,000?” (Homeless 
Writers Forum, 1994). This statement in the 1994 issue of Homeless Writer’s Forum perhaps 
foregrounds what is to come. In the next chapter, I describe how propertied elite strategize 
private and state sanctioned policing to contain and dispossess homeless and poor residents to 
bolster burgeoning redevelopment, making Skid Row the most highly policed community in the 
United States. I also detail the hard-won strategies to reduce policing in Skid Row. Unlike the 
story of Sundance, I describe how policing strategies require legal and spatial non-reformist 
reforms. At the turn of the century, homeless organizers and their supporters staged a community 
struggle to collectively determine the possibilities of Skid Row as a site of community despite 
carceral approaches. In the next chapter, not only does Skid Row morphs into a global site of 





Chapter 4: ‘We have a right to personal effects’: Reducing Policing through Homeless Property, 
1998-2018 
In 2011, Deborah Burton was charged with eight counts of assault and battery for blowing a toy 
airhorn. Ms. Burton protested safety walks that the police, propertied elites, and shelters 
implemented to criminalize homelessness in Skid Row, Los Angeles. These entities charged Ms. 
Burton, a Black woman, grandmother, and Skid Row organizer nearly two years after the 
incident claiming the vibration of the airhorn caused ear injury. The nearly 40 people in 
attendance at the verdict hearing in the summer of 2013 were on edge. As the juror read the first 
‘not-guilty’ of all eight charges, a heaping gasp of relief resounded in the crowd. By 2008, Skid 
Row became home to roughly 15,000 residents, 70% of who are Black living in the 50-block 
eastern district of Downtown Los Angeles. Since the late 1990s, new policing tactics have 
shifted neighborhood politics of development. Policing has occurred to service elite development 
visions of a Downtown 2020. These policing practices have made Skid Row the “most highly 
policed community” in the country (Dahmann, 2012).  Grassroots resistance led by Skid Row 
residents, like Deborah Burton, have claimed a homeless right to property. These strategies make 
gains at reducing policing. On the way to these gains, the police and propertied elites implement 




Image  15 Far left: Mai Lee, Communications Director of the Los Angeles Mission, Estella Lopez of the Skid Row Business 
Improvement District, Lieutenant Shannon Paulson of the Los Angeles Police Department. On the right, Deborah Burton of the 
Los Angeles Community Action Network. 
 The strategy to claim a right to property through the fact that the homeless own their 
possessions, in addition to claims over the built environment in Skid Row, are an effort to resist 
ongoing containment and dispossession brought on by new policing practices in the 
neighborhood. Throughout this chapter, I discuss the organizing of the Los Angeles Community 
Action Network (LA CAN), an organization founded in the late 1990s to uplift poor and 
homeless people’s rights to decision making power in Downtown and South Los Angeles. I show 
how LA CAN produced non-reformist reforms that combat ongoing policing by significantly 
reducing policing and directly challenge elite development interests produced by developers, not-
for-profit service organizations, and state officials. I describe how their resistance resulted in the 
LAPD and private propertied elites strategizing iterative policing tactics to make policing 
‘equitable.’ I show how this occurs from the late 1990s to today. At every step of the way, LA 
CAN and residents challenge these police innovations producing transformative reforms that 
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reduce policing and produce housing. Most of the chapter outlines how Skid Row’s carceral and 
abolition geography shifts are based on reforms to policing. Before closing the chapter, I detail 
how LA CAN and the Los Angeles Poverty Department (LAPovD), a theatre company and 
preservation collective made of homeless and poor Skid Row denizens, are producing creative 
and social visions of urbanism by challenging policing and elite development nationally and 
globally.  
 
Image  16 Map of the significant actors and locations in Downtown Los Angeles that spatializes contestation in downtown Los 
Angeles. Produced by Deshonay Dozier and Celeste Winston. 
 ‘No Jim Crow in Skid Row’: Restoring Real Property through Policing 
Disorder as a result of leaving personal property on public sidewalks in an area 
interferes with the uses of real property in the area, produces a hiding place for 
illegal behavior to be conducted, threatens the viability of the neighborhood, 
increases citizens fears and lowers the social norms in the area thereby reducing 
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the quality of life. (George Kelling Expert Testimony, Cervantes v International 
Security Services, Inc. BC220226 (2002)) 
Restoring & Reworking Real Property 
The newly formed Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) created a “huge shift” in spatial 
regulation of homeless people in Downtown Los Angeles in the late 1990s (Becky Dennison, 
personal communication, 2015). BIDs used a third of their expenditures to contract private 
security guards who enforced anti-homeless ordinances. Reese et al. (2010) have shown that BID 
expenditure for guards have been nearly $12 million dollars in the 2010 publication, and possibly 
have increased even more since then. These guards implemented broken windows policing 
practices, which target low-level offenses such as sleeping, lying, sitting, and storing property on 
city sidewalks (Wilson & Kelling, 1982; Vitale, 2005; Harcourt, 2005; Brooks, 2007). With 
these laws and broken windows policing practices, the mostly white guards disciplined homeless 
behavior in Skid Row through citizen arrests, detainment, assault and battery, destruction and 
confiscation of homeless property, harassment, and false grounds for imprisonment. They used 
force through bodily tactics such as wrestling, using chemical agent sprays, and threatening to 
use their nine-millimeter handguns for non-compliance. Not only were residents’ property 
dispossessed, but some were unlawfully detained and imprisoned by BID guards (Reese et al., 
2010). 
Through Armando Cervantes et al. v International Security Services, Inc., and the 
Central City East Association homeless residents cited violations of property rights. As an expert 
witness, George Kelling, quoted above, is reflective of BID’s policing rationale: that the 
homeless and their property are a crime. Keiling’s sentiments seek to restore regulation practices 
that guards of the newly formed BIDs of Downtown Los Angeles institutionalized in the late 
1990s. BIDs, seeking the support of Keiling’s theory, justifies these practices through the 
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creation of propertied difference. Challenging this framework, residents cited violations of 
property rights by painting BIDs security as not a real police force but rather a group of private 
citizens who service real estate and business interests. Reforms of private policing followed: 
more nonwhite guards were hired, handguns were removed, and sensitivity training for guards on 
the plight of homelessness was provided (Dickerson, 2001). Yet, the Skid Row BID, also known 
as the Central City East Association (CCEA), opened a 20,000-square foot storage facility 
donated by a board member and downtown developer to contain up to 500 individuals’ property 
in storage bins each the size of a 60 liquid gallon trash bins. The facility also included a 
voluntary drop in center for homeless people to store their belongings. The facility restored 
confiscations by innovating the treatment of homeless belongings. As guards continued 
confiscating homeless property, these practices were limited to the hours of 11am to 4pm. 
Furthermore, neighborhood practices of “my brother’s keeper,” a practice of homeless residents 
to watch out for each other’s, were limited to no more than 15-foot radius through the court. The 
legal arena provided an opportunity for propertied elites to restore the stripping of homeless 
dwelling practices by routinizing the removal and storage of homeless property. While the legal 
strategy to rework private policing resulted in pay-offs to residents and questioned the legal 
stature of private enforcement of anti-homeless laws, reformist reforms of private policing 
practices were galvanized.   
Restoring Real Policing 
The private regulation of homelessness on Skid Row was celebrated by William J. Bratton who 
became Los Angeles’ Police Chief in 2002. Specifically, Bratton consulted the Skid Row BID 
about the problems of the neighborhood as well as attended their neighborhood safety walks. 
Safety walks were protested by LA CAN and other grassroots organizations. These Safety Walks 
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were the site in which Deborah Burton was charged with blowing a toy airhorn. With Bratton, 
the Skid Row BID gained state support for their policing agendas (Goetz, 1992). As early as 
2003, LAPD began their “soft” enforcement of broken windows policing (Reese et al., 2010). 
The spatial agendas of racialized enclosure and dispossession were exposed to the local news 
media by an LA CAN video documentation program in 2005 (described below). Specifically, 
through an in-motion patrol car, two LAPD officers hummed the theme song to the television 
situation comedy, Sanford and Son, called “The Street Beater.” Sanford and Son portrays 
fictional Black characters, Fred Sanford and his son, Lamont, who run an at-home salvage and 
junk-yard business in Watts, California just south of Skid Row. The officers, who had 
confiscated homeless residents’ property with the help of municipal garbage truck, 
representationally mimicked character Lamont who, in the opening credits of the show, uses an 
old pickup truck to salvage unused or trashed objects throughout Los Angeles’ city streets. The 
police officers dehumanized the already uneven geography of homelessness by equating their 
practice as an effective practice of saving the city streets, yet their actions equated homeless 
belongings as junk and destroyed it. Airing on primetime news, city officials stated that they 
would reform policing practices because of the Sanford and Son video (Stuart, 2011b).  
Months later, Skid Row denizens were met with the full-scale implementation of 
Bratton’s broken windows policing policy the Safer Cities Initiative, better known as the 
Homeless Reduction Strategy. With a $6 million annual budget, Safer Cities Initiative made Skid 
Row the “most highly policed community” in the U.S., adding 75-80 officers to police the 
neighborhood (Dahmann 2012; Blasi 2007). In the first two years of Safer Cities Initiative, 
LAPD conducted 19,000 arrests, issued 24,000 citation as well as incarcerated 2,000 residents, 
and dismantled 2,800 self-made housing units (Blasi 2007; Blasi and Stuart 2008; Heatherton 
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2009; Dahmann 2010; Camp and Heatherton 2012). Furthermore, not paying fines or appearing 
in court for issued citations resulted in warrants for arrest. Citations and arrests for jaywalking, 
littering, sleeping, and sitting on sidewalks resulted in fines up to $1,000 and incarceration at six 
months or more. The criminalization of homeless people went hand in hand with the 
dehumanization of their belongings:  
We had watched a woman running after a truck, a dump truck, screaming and 
screaming, "I need to get my mom’s out of there”, “I need to get my mom’s urn 
out of there”, “I need to get my mom's ashes out of there”, and they didn’t even 
think twice. This woman, top of her lungs screaming, telling another human being 
that "my mother's ashes are in there” that grounds me in this fight because if you 
are, quote-on-quote, not allowed to get your mother, that means that the people on 
the other side of the equation don’t give a damn about anything that you have to 
offer. You’re not even human to them and you don't deserve anything. (Pete 
White, personal communication, 2013) 
Residents would have to start all over when their belongings were confiscated and destroyed as 
their personal identification, medication, money, laptops, radios, blankets, tents, and other 
valuables, such as ashes, were dispossessed. This exclusionary practice of “racial banishment,” 
as Pete White conveys (Roy, 2017), displaces homeless livelihood. Critiques of these policing 
practices link them to historical practices of banishment in United States that residents and 
grassroots organizations refute, demanding: “No Jim Crow on Skid Row!” (Helfand & Winton, 
2007). 
Reworking and Reforming State-Sanctioned Dispossession 
Grassroots organizations, lawyers, and residents implemented collective and legal determination 
over their neighborhood to rework state-sanctioned policing. First, LA CAN’s Community 
Watch program implemented audio-visual documentation of policing both by private entities and 
the LAPD. The program builds on the legacy of Black Power movements’ efforts to protect the 
community from harmful police interactions. Community Watch does three intervals or more of 
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policing the police a day, five times a week. Producing a database of police interactions and 
misconduct, as Forest Stuart (2016) explains, Community Watch has documented over a decade 
of interactions on Skid Row. It has also been a central means of producing documentation for 
legal recourse against policing. Furthermore, the legal and spatial organizing of Community 
Watch became central to reworking dispossession through supporting legal cases and organizing 
community resistance. For example, the Sanford and Son video was a result of these practices, 
and subsequent videos have become significant evidence for legal prosecution of due process 
and human and property rights violations (Stuart, 2016). Along with this, ‘Know Your Rights 
Training’ serves as a platform to garner neighborhood determination through the transferring of 
knowledge and information about the police practices for accountability. While a homeless 
organizer I interviewed called Community Watch a form of “cheap insurance,” Community 
Watch has served as a resident-based institution of community control over the built 
environment by protecting homeless property and civil rights (Joe Thomas, 2013, personal 
communication). 
Second, a wider agenda of litigation resulted in the 2009 Jones settlement. Citing cruel 
and unusual punishment, Jones resulted in non-reformist reforms while also restoring policing. 
Specifically, claiming that the city needed to “house keys not handcuffs,” Jones mandated the 
City to create 1,300 single room occupancy (SRO) units for the roughly 1,500 to 2,500 people 
living on the street. This non-reformist reform brought units to residents in the form of SROs 
even though they are still relatively expensive based on the income received from welfare 
programs. However, the Jones case mimicked the reforms gained in the Cervantes case to restore 
anti-homeless policing. LAPD could not enforce anti-homelessness laws between 9pm and 6am, 
halting the ability for LAPD to dispossess residents during street sleeping hours. This shows that 
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the same reforms of Cervantes in response to private policing were mobilized through the state-
sanctioned policing challenged in Jones restored policing practices.   
 ‘They Tag-Teamin’: Halting Dispossession and Reworking Police Reforms 
 
Image  17 Tony Lavan commentary on Lavan Injunction in Community Connection, neighborhood newspaper, image courtesy of 
the Los Angeles Community Action Network. 
Despite the Cervantes and Jones ruling, residents, LA CAN, and lawyers began to rework 
policing practices of property dispossession through the Tony Lavan et al. versus the City of Los 
Angeles suit. The class action lawsuit cited the lack of due process in the treatment of homeless 
people’s belongings documented through Community Watch. In 2011 the Lavan Injunction 
halted the City from removing and destroying homeless property. Lavan, however, opened an 
arena for strategies to innovate policing procedures. In court transcripts, presiding Judge 
Gutierrez of Lavan signals the uneven procedural treatment of mobile property or vehicles 
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comparing Skid Row’s homeless red carts that allow residents to move their belongings 
throughout the neighborhood to a red convertible: 
THE COURT [JUDGE GUITTEREZ]: Let's say…I drive up in a red convertible. 
I park where it is illegal to park because of street sweeping. The signs warn me if 
I leave my car there during street sweeping, it could be towed away and 
impounded. Clear sign. I ignore the sign. Instead …I go into Starbucks to get my 
latte and I use their Wi-Fi. The City then comes to take the car. They can take the 
car, right, but they can't put it into a crusher and destroy it, can they?  
MS. WENDY SHAPERO [CITY ATTONERY]: No, they can't. There are 
procedures that are available.  
THE COURT: Why aren't those procedures available in this case?  
MS. WENDY SHAPERO: What is disputed in this case is that personal property 
even was taken and immediately destroyed…What happens is either trash or 
things that pose immediate health and safety hazards; those are the items that are 
taken. (Lavan v City 11-2874 PSG  639-640)  
By comparing state procedures for a red car being caught in street cleaning sweep, the Judge 
describes that the city’s lack of due process in the confiscation and disposal of homeless property 
is inequitable as there are procedures for all kinds of property. City attorney Wendy Shapero, 
however, correlated homeless belongings were indistinguishable from trash; she states that 
homeless property poses health and safety hazards. This discourse, however, is part of a larger 
strategy to appeal the injunction by excavating safety and health risks. “Tag teamin” or tactical 
partnerships between city attorneys, LAPD, and the Skid Row BID worked to produce a 
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discourse that homeless residents’ belongings were unsafe and unsanitary (Deborah Burton, 
personal interview, 2013). In the following sections, I describe how these tactical partnerships 
attempted to circumnavigate the Lavan Injunction by producing a health scare as well as 
spatializing the ‘equitable’ treatment of homeless property. Grassroots strategies, however, 
reworked these discursive practices by formalizing homeless property as collective determination 
and care. 
Producing a Skid Row Health Scare 
Tactical partnerships between city attorneys, LAPD, and the Skid Row BID a) stopped picking 
up trash, cleaning sidewalks, and maintaining public restrooms in the neighborhood, and b) 
mobilized sensationalized news reports about a tuberculosis outbreak in the neighborhood. First, 
the city produced public discourse in local news media outlets to reveal that the “trash build up” 
in Skid Row was a result of overcrowding of homeless residents and homeless personal 
irresponsibility. The discourse painted that the City’s fear to clean up Skid Row was because of 
the Lavan Injunction, which halted their ability to distinguish between homeless property and 
trash. This linked homeless property as unsanitary. To get “third party verification” of sanitation 
risk, the City solicited an inspection from the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
(DPH) (Gorman, 2012; Vaillancourt 2012b). The Department of Public Health’s final report 
cited that human feces, urine, and excessive trash was not attributable to residents but to the lack 
of City’s management of waste and mandated the City to clean up. Second, news reports of a 
Tuberculosis outbreak followed as an alternative method for linking health risks to homeless 
property. Specifically, a supposed outbreak of a Skid Row-specific strain of Tuberculosis was 
reported in the media. In Los Angeles, and throughout the history of urban development and 
renewal, tuberculosis and disease has been used as a pathological and criminalizing rationale for 
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the removal of poor populations (CITE) movement of Skid Row residents and their belongings 
throughout Downtown would spread the disease arguing for the need to quarantine and contain 
residents. Dramatizing this, the Skid Row BID sent out their private cleaning crews in hazmat 
suits to perform that cleaning up the neighborhood warranted severe health precaution (Roberts, 
2012).   
Reworking the Skid Row Health Scare 
By claiming residency and community, residents counter-mapped these tactical practices of the 
health scare. LA CAN’s 2013 report, The Dirty Divide, mapped the numerical difference in the 
provision of trash receptacles as well as the maintenance of public restrooms throughout 
Downtown LA. Their report found that more of these amenities are found in the wealthier and 
whiter parts of the downtown neighborhood (Los Angeles Community Action Network, 2013). 
The Dirty Divide circulated through local news media, the DPH, and other county agencies, 
making visible the performed health risks were part and parcel to an uneven distribution of waste 
management in downtown, while also countering the methods of discourse to produce carcerality 
through notions of unsanitariness. Residents and volunteers of Original Gangsters (OGs) n’ 
Service’s Funky Trash Collective had been reworking the uneven waste management of the City 
since the early 2000s by maintaining and providing trash cans and cleaning streets for and by 
residents. As these neighborhood determination aims continuously reworked the discourse that 
cast Skid Row as unsafe and unsanitary, public officials sought to appropriate. Waste 
management became a “hot topic and the councilmember preceding over Skid Row created a 
Trash Ad Hoc Committee inviting OGs n’ Service to consult the implementation of automated 
and wire trashcans (Karl Scott, personal communication 2013). Holding the district accountable, 
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LA CAN continuously mapped the provision of trash receptacles and public restroom 
maintenance calling attention to when these services were inadequate at Council hearings.  
To rework the discourse about tuberculosis, LA CAN and other grassroots organizations 
hosted the DPH for a townhall. The Department of Public Health confirmed that, while there was 
an ongoing investigation of tuberculosis in Skid Row, there were no immediate health risks, and 
that tuberculosis was reported “all of a sudden” in the media (Los Angeles Community Action 
Network, 2013). Furthermore, the DPH dispelled the myth that tuberculosis can be contracted 
from homeless property or clothes (Karl Scott and General Dogon, 2013). Additionally, the 
deployment of cleaning crews in hazmat suits by the Skid Row BID was protested, and LAPD 
intervened to stop the cleaning efforts. These reworking strategies not only showed that Skid 
Row is a community of homeless residents who care for its sidewalks but also attempted to 
detach a discourse that homeless property was unsafe and unsanitary. The efforts to appeal the 
injunction were unsuccessful (Scott and Dozier, 2013). 
Reworking Dispossession and ‘Equitable’ Procedures 
We ain’t scared of no Mayor,  
We ain’t scared of no Chief,  
We ain’t scared of CCEA,  
Cause they ain’t nothing but thieves. 
- Los Angeles Community Action Network protest chant 
The Lavan Injunction restricted the City from touching homeless property. However, the Skid 
Row BID and their private security guards could. To demonstrate reformed policing strategies 
that would appease the judge presiding over Lavan, the City partnered with the Skid Row BID to 
implement strategies of homeless property impounding. This would be done through the Skid 
Row BID storage facility created out of the Cervantes suit. In 2012, the City increased the 
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number of storage bins 500 to 1,100.  Residents experienced an increase in the removal and 
destruction of their belongings by private security guards, often with LAPD facilitating the 
process.  
Image  18 Property Not Abandoned” sign created by LA CAN and distributed to neighborhood. Image courtesy of the Los 
Angeles Community Action Network.
Using the context of the Lavan Injunction, grassroots organizations and residents implemented 
strategies to formalize homeless property by demonstrating the legal ramifications of 
confiscation and removal as theft. LA CAN distributed “property not abandoned signs” for 
residents to post on carts and tarps (see image 18). These signs included municipal codes that 
constituted the removal or confiscation of homeless property as theft and grand-theft auto. To 
mediate discourses that homeless property and trash presents as ambiguous, residents neatly 
contained their property to not be mistaken as trash. Private security guards did not confiscate 
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belongings with plastic placards (see image 19). Further, at the sight of Community Watch, 
guards would stop their confiscation practices. As homeless resident TC explains, homeless 
people “have the right to personal effects” (personal communication, 2013).  In addition, 
residents implemented practices of ‘my brother’s keepers’ by watching out for one another’s 
property and at times verbally resisted the private security practices stopping confiscations. 
 
Image  19 Homeless residents’ red carts and belongings covered with tarp and 'Property Not Abandoned' signs. Photo by Author 
Protest at the county-wide homeless service agency ‘put on record’ how these tactical 
partnerships were illegal as they negated the injunction. While public testimonies and disruptions 
occurred at these meetings, the agency continued to fund the BID even though fearful of legal 
recourse (Dogon, 2013). In 2014, lawyers and Skid Row grassroots organizations filed a suit 
against the county agency and Skid Row BID. In so doing, these actions publicized the 
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connections between the City, the police, and Skid Row BID as part of a longer-term strategy to 
delegitimize the ‘equitable’ policing practices.  
LA CAN, OGs in service, the Hippie Kitchen, and a host of lawyers curtailed the use of 
health and safety to minimize the confiscation of homeless property. As a result, they were met 
with innovations in policing. After the Lavan ruling found that the treatment of homeless 
property was cruel and unusual, and without necessary due process, it allowed for the city to 
reform how they manage homeless property. In 2015, the city implemented Operation Healthy 
Streets. The city conducted the routinized closure of neighborhood blocks, one at a time, at 
certain hours of the day to conduct street cleanings of the neighborhood sidewalks, picking up 
unclaimed property, and searching homeless belongings to find threats to safety. This meant that 
when the city found feces or buckets of urine due to the unavailability of bathrooms, they sought 
to justify the need for continued policing in the neighborhood. On Community Watch, LA CAN 
conducted an observation of these street closures and residents shared the inconvenience it 
posed, including the fact that street sweeping occurred during normal business hours when they 
would normally be at work or finding work, disrupting their daily routines. Those that were 
present for the sweep moved their property until the cleaning was done, but those who were not 
would have their items confiscated. It is no doubt that LA CAN and others sought to curtail this 
strategy. Extending their Dirty Divide campaign, they were able to get more bathrooms and 
trashcans placed in Skid Row. In the city’s attempt to publicize their provision of these goods on 
Skid Row, the gave organizer, General Dogon, an award for his community service around the 
trash issue in 2017. Approaching the podium, General Dogon willfully accepted the award all the 
while to rip the award in half. As Dogon stated, “the City is a day late and a dollar short in 
providing these services for the homeless.”  
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 “You can’t kill ‘Africa’!”: Alternative Development Visions of Skid Row and Beyond  
In 2015, Charly ‘Africa’ Keunang, was shot to death by the Los Angeles Police Department on 
San Julian street in Skid Row. The occurrence was over property. Keunang’s verbal and physical 
resistance to the search and seizure of his belongings unnecessarily resulted in the five officers 
tackling and shooting him to death. Still reeling from the protest and eruptions in Ferguson, 
Baltimore, New York, and other cities from the killings of Black people, Skid Row featured in 
national press for its concentrated poverty, mental illness, and homelessness with the killing 
being viewed nearly 100 million times on social media. “You can’t kill ‘Africa’!” became the 
rallying cry and campaign of residents, organizers, and supporters to reclaim the life of Keunang, 
who was the third homeless and poor victim of murder by the police in Skid Row in the last 
decade. Residents’ cry that ‘Africa’ cannot be killed not only memorializes the life of Keunang 
but also projects the futurity of Black people in Los Angeles and cities worldwide. Their critique 
of ongoing urban policing strategies to dispossess poor people reveals the slow violence and 
normalization of criminalization. Former co-director of LA CAN, Becky Dennison, describes 
that “with policing, there’s no end game” (personal communication, 2013). That is, as urban 
resistance continues, it must involve efforts to combat policing.   
 The non-reformist reforms that resulted in reducing policing in Skid Row go hand in 
hand with challenging elite development of the city through practices of memory making and 
performance. In 2014, the Los Angeles Poverty Department (LAPovD), an organization created 
in the 1980s to give voice to poor and homeless Skid Rowers through performance theatre and 
poetry, created an exhibit in 2014 entitled “Bluebook verses Silverbook” displayed on Main 
Street, the gateway into Skid Row.  The organization had gathered two important documents that 
determined the fate of the neighborhood. The Bluebook, that marked the Policy of Containment, 
as stated in the interviews and discussions at community town halls, saved the neighborhood 
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from being completely wiped out by property interests. These interests, property elites in the 
Westside and Downtown, as discussed throughout Chapter 2, sought to wipe out the existing 
population of poor people of multiple races from the core for their vision of a new downtown. 
While in Chapter 2, I describe Sundance’s story which leads to the reduction of the number one 
reason for arrests in LA that targeted homeless and poor people under the guise of public 
drunkenness, LAPovD’s remembering reveals this story as a battle between wiping out the social 
services is significant for the everyday survival practices of poor people accessing Skid Row and 
its services. As a result, LAPovD describe that the containment policy maintained social goods 
for the poor, safety nets that would have not existed, if it was not for non-profit and social 
services to preserve the neighborhood amidst urban renewal and redevelopment agendas in the 
1970s. Memory making practices today are done to galvanize the community’s long history of 
creating transformative solutions to criminalization.  
Challenging the carceral solution, LAPovD has produced installations and theatre 
performance s to narrate against redevelopment politics in downtown Los Angeles, shining a 
light on grassroots alternatives for urban development. In Fall of 2017, LAPovD provide a 
political exhibition through artifact, performance, and play to illuminate how urban planning 
occurs, often shining a light on the role of racial, gendered, and classist dimensions in shaping 
space. Another exhibit entitled The Back Nine displayed how urban space gets made by elites on 
the golf course. The Back Nine describes how urban planning occurs on the nine golf course 
holes, where the politics of land use planning and policy are intimately sketched through urban 
contestation between elite and poor visions of the city. I attended the exhibit of the miniature 
golf course of nine holes, each providing a discussion about Los Angeles’ housing crisis, and 
policies that shape it and produce continued homelessness. Like LA CAN seeking to understand 
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how to gain the right to property for poor people through their belongings, LAPovD is 
deciphering the issues of development and making the problem of Skid Row a central question 
of or about urban land. Through the Back Nine, the participant is given the opportunity to be 
critical power players or people who have decision making power to shape the neighborhood, 
allowing for a discussion of the pathways in which the value and intentions for the development 
of land gets made. Like in all game theory, the focus is to win, and to win by the abilities of 
capital in getting the most for the money and the returns by turning profit through navigating the 
difficult yet possible barriers of land zoning. The golf course mural on the wall is the layout of 
Trump Golf Course in Palos Verdes in LA County. Through a scalar critique of development, 
LAPovD highlights the impact of Trump, the landlord President, to problematize the elite scape 
of the golf course as a site of open space and play for elites to show the strategies to make urban 





Image  20 The Back Nine golf course. 
Each participant in the miniature golf course is put in the seat of the elite, giving them their 
perspective of how urban land politics create dominance. At each of the nine holes are details 
about LA land and housing policy related to Los Angeles city, downtown LA redevelopment, 
and Skid Row. Participants are given a score sheet allowing them to track which holes they enter. 
The first hole describes the Containment Policy, and the measures that resulted in the formation 
of Skid Row. Building from the Bluebook exhibit, the Back Nine expands on its critique of 
propertied elites in the formation of Skid Row through an engaged pedagogy of the golf course 
to show how elites win through the logics of property.  
The exhibit was accompanied with five performances of the Back Nine theatre skit about 
prominent elites in shaping the Downtown area, mainly “financier Steve Mnuchin, City 
Councilman Jose Huizar, economic development director Jan Perry and developers Geoff Palmer 
and Tom Gilmore (dubbed "Tom Buildmore" in the script)” as well as a puppeteer of Donald 
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Trump. The site of the Trump golf course and decisions about the future of LA, downtown, and 
Skid Row are the central dialogue of the play. Throughout, LAPovD excavates land use and 
zoning policies that have produced gains for elite control of the city as well as policies that limit 
the effects of development on poor and working-class Angelinos. The Back Nine occurs within 
the context of resident-based efforts to create community control through the formation of a 
neighborhood council. Spearheaded by the neighborhoods’ self-proclaimed city mayor, General 
Jeff, implementing the council has received many challenges. As LAPovD states in their zine 
about these challenges:  
…Skid Row had its first election to create its own Neighborhood Council (distinct 
from the larger Downtown Neighborhood Council). The vote lost 860 to 840 but, 
get this, the DNC had pushed to create, for the first time in the history of L.A., an 
online voting system for this vote. 850 of the “no” votes were cast online. In 
addition, a shadow organization using the BID’s letterhead and mailing-list sent 
out e-mails urging people to vote “no”– distinctly illegal. The local organization 
has recommended that the vote either be thrown out and a Skid Row council 
created, OR a new election be held. We’re still waiting to see what the 
Neighborhood Empowerment Commission chooses. (Los Angeles Poverty 
Department, 2017) 
Within this context of tactics to curtail the neighborhood council, General Jeff commissioned the 
creation of a mural of the neighborhood. (See image 14). The mural attempts to problematize the 
creation of Skid Row yet makes clear its presence as part of LA, with the use of the official city 
seal above the painted mural. As a mark of LA, “The Last Skid Row mural” has garnered city-
wide attention to the importance of anti-displacement campaigns in the neighborhood. In 
addition, residents are also developing a community plan, such as an anti-displacement tool. 




Image  21 The Last Skid Row, mural commissioned by General Jeff. 
LAPovD and LA CAN are part of a regional and global vision of alternative 
development. A regional Share the Wealth platform, created in the early 2000s, is an alternative 
development paradigm of various grassroots organizations within Downtown and South Los 
Angeles, including Skid Row, to push the city towards equitable revitalization. The principles of 
the platform cited are: no displacement, affordable housing, employment, affordable public 
transportation, accessible green spaces for all, and equal access to formal and informal decision-
making arenas. However, with the onslaught of policing strategies implemented by BIDs and 
aggrandized by the LAPD, anti-criminalization was added to the initiative as an attempt to curtail 
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the policing practices that shepherded redevelopment agendas. Such an alternative development 
agenda to thwart policing practices is not without revanchist strategies to repress resistance as 
seen in the case of Skid Row organizer Deborah Burton. The gains at the local level produce 
abolitionist reforms albeit ‘provisionally’ for the unforeseeable ‘end-game’ of policing and 
carceral strategies. In this sense, the long road to abolition requires a continued practice of 
vigilance against criminalization and policing. Thus, these practices to end policing are also part 
of regional and global strategies to produce an alternative urban future.  
This alternative urban future is projected through global approaches. In 2008, United 
Nations Special Rapporteurs Raquel Rolnik and Doudou Diene visited Skid Row for an 
assessment of human rights violations on housing and racism. Diene’s report stated that the 
enforcement of “minor law” violations produced vulnerabilities to harm and violence increased 
rates of incarceration exacerbated homelessness (Diene, 2009). Furthermore, Raquel Rolnik’s 
report connected regional property relations that shapes LA as the homeless capital (Rolnik, 
2008). These manifestations brought about the sharing of strategies to combat neoliberal urban 
governance with the Western Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign (Camp and Heatherton, 2012). That 
is, as governance across the globe employs liberal notions of inclusion to veil militarized 
governance, informal settlement movements and homeless people have mobilized a global 
critique about urban development, policing, and limited access to social goods. In addition, LA 
CAN’s 2012 “Operation Skid Row,” an outdoor music and activist festival, brought thousands of 
people gathered to see Public Enemy perform “Fight the Power,” resounding the infamous 
protest anthems against policing, incarceration, urban neglect, and the wage-gap that foreshadow 
contemporary neoliberal urban strategies (Dahmann, 2012; Hardy, 2012; Camp, 2012). As a 
global anthem of the African diaspora (Redmond, 2014), Public Enemy’s music and LA CAN 
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recant racial enclosure and dispossession that resemble the experiences of the mostly Black 
homeless denizens of Skid Row.  
Conclusion  
The case of Deborah Burton shows the importance of seeing and hearing grassroots resistance. 
Just as the court cleared after the not-guilty verdict, one of the jurors stated as people entered the 
halls: “keep fighting!” It was clear to LA CAN and other grassroots organizations that Ms. 
Burton’s trial was a repression of organizing. Two other Skid Row organizers who were a part of 
LA CAN had been charged for protesting and documenting police conduct. In one case, 
organizer General Dogon halted a retaliation tactics that would have led to a third strike 
conviction and life behind bars. Ms. Burton’s case signaled how their efforts to delegitimize and 
reduce the policing of homeless property were working. Given this, the vision for and 
implementation of an alternative urban future are what these practices endeavor to make 
possible. LA CAN had significantly reduced policing in Skid Row, yet, homeless arrests have 
risen since 2016 (Dupuy et al., 2017). In Los Angeles, 87% of $100 million to homeless services 
is put in the pockets of the police department. As Dupuy et al. (2017) convey, homeless people 
are arrested 17 times the rate of the total population of the city, with most homeless persons 
arrested being Black and Latino.  
However, collective resistance to policing in Skid Row produce a scalar alternative vision 
of urban space. These alternatives add to our understanding of subaltern urbanism revealing how 
ongoing poor people’s movements seek to decrease militarization. These insurgent practices 
engender non-reformist reforms that contest the carceral manifestations of regional property 
relations. As grassroots visions of development expand, they have positioned the need for and 






Chapter 5: Conclusion:  Contested Development and the Future of LA 
What is, so to speak, the object of abolition? Not so much the abolition of prisons 
but the abolition of a society that could have prisons, that could have slavery, that 
could have the wage, and therefore not abolition as the elimination of anything 
but abolition as the founding of a new society – Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, 
2013, p. 42.  
In 2028, LA will host its third Olympics while the county will remain the nation’s homeless 
capital. Global events such as these can deepen urban poverty as cities mobilize policing and 
surveillance to contain the poor. Between 2016 and 2017, Los Angeles county voters passed 
propositions to reduce homelessness by building supportive housing. These measures are failing; 
homelessness has increased by 20% (Los Angeles Community Action Network, 2017), and a 
recent report states that one in three times the LAPD used force in 2019, it was on a homeless 
person (Los Angeles Police Department, 2019). I opened this dissertation with a discussion of 
Wyatt Cenac’s Problem Areas, an HBO show aired in the summer of 2018, that featured LA 
CAN and a discussion of police abolition. As Moten and Harney (2013) state, abolition is toward 
a new society, toward a new way of being, and toward a new basis of social relation.  The social 
life of the social and creative resistance I have excavated throughout this dissertation reveal how 
poor people at the everyday level conjure place, community, and care. These practices seek to 
rework the city towards the productive ends of life. Below, I detail some insights that this 
research has provided about how homeless and poor Angelinos produce an abolitionist vision of 
the city. 
At the interdisciplinary intersection of urban contestation, abolition, and carceral 
geographies, this dissertation contributes to the literature through a case study of how shifts in 
the criminalization of poverty in urban space is an abolitionist site of struggle over urban land 
and property. By situating the dissertation in the in the struggle for abolition, the dissertation 
offers other pathways of seeing how poor and homeless people’s resistance to criminalization 
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provides new frameworks for seeing how the cities can be remade. In recent years, scholars have 
focused on the right to the city as a framework for insurgent claims of control and influence over 
the built environment. Leaning on David Harvey’s excavation of the Lefebvre notion of the right 
to the city, scholars have situated urban planning and activism against monopolizing landlords 
like Blackstone, tenant organizing, and decriminalization of urban space (Amin and Thrift, 2002; 
Harvey, 2008; Mitchell, 2003; Mitchell and Heynen, 2009). However, as Kafui Attoh (2011) has 
argued, this progressive urban scholarship has limitations. Through Attoh (2011) arguments, 
attaining the right to decriminalize the solicitation of money for homeless people, for example, 
becomes an unequal right within a larger view of social and economic relations. As Attoh (2011) 
argues, while a rights-based discourse is a strategy to gain access to urban land, its limits are set 
in how the rights continue to uphold uneven social relations.  
In large part, my framework contested development provides a strategy for urban 
theorists to trace how and to what end poor people’s alternative visions can work against and 
within capitalist development to produce abolition geography. Contested development reveals 
how difference is challenged or reproduced through regional relations of property. That is, 
spatial difference occurs through the push-and-pull contradictions in the planning and 
development of property. This provides a dialectic of how development occur through the 
adverse planning agendas of racialized property elite and poor people. Property is an unsettled 
strategy of authority over the built environment. As I show throughout the dissertation, property 
elites, officials, and the shadow states implement carceral management to facilitated urban 
renewal and redevelopment plans. These plans use national and global tools of tax increment 
financing, adaptive reuse ordinances, spatial confinement, policing, surveillance, and 
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criminalization. These practices structure Downtown Los Angeles as a geography of 
confinement made by the intertwined planning of governance and capitalist development.  
By drawing out contested development as situated in property relations, the dissertation 
offers a more robust framework for seeing the politics of development. This is particularly 
prescient within the context of urban debates about gentrification. Gentrification has worked to 
describe how changes in the built environment for matters of social reform, changing the 
conditions and aesthetic of the built environment, capital reinvestment into urban cores, and the 
racial, class, gendered, and sexuality components of the carceral nature of gentrification provide 
a pathway into how urban change, through the need to increase property revenues, ignite urban 
conflict. This conflict is rooted in the colonial and capitalist present of racial capitalist 
development through notions of property in United Kingdom, the Transatlantic Slave Trade, and 
the formation of the United States. These antecedents to urban formation show the incessant 
carceral iteration of labor management and extraction is at the root of racial capitalism and its 
origins (Robinson, 2000). Thus, centering abolition in a discussion of regional relations of 
property not only situates a historical context in which the colonial and capitalist logics of 
property underpin the trajectory of urban renewal and redevelopment. What carries the link 
between the colonial and capitalist past to our colonial and capitalist present is how the carceral 
organization of space is done through rationalized notions of difference, at the axis of race, class, 
gender, ability, and sexuality. Forms of difference that are enmeshed in the organization of 
property accumulation regimes become an imperative site of political and social action to 
rework, what Ruth Wilson Gilmore argues the “death dealing displacement of difference”. 
Contested Development offers a framework of abolition in the discussion of the carceral 
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management of regional property relations situated in seeing the alternative visions out of these 
relations.  
Part of seeing and hearing poor people’s claims over the built environment require us to 
rethink the depth of which insurgent practices traverse legal and spatial subjugation towards 
freedom dreams. That is, insurgency is not about making a just democracy, but unraveling the 
institutional forms of difference democracy inherently prescribes. Scholars of abolition have 
criticized narrow discussions of democracy in the United States showing how racial capitalism 
underpins it.  In returning to Cheryl Harris’s (1992) argument notions of difference are inherent 
in the structural and material privilege of whiteness in governance. The antecedents of 
democracy can be understood by how they are situated in regional relations of property in 
capitalist development by how differentiated geographies are created. For example, Bobby 
Wilson (2000) shows how industrial development, intertwined with the faculty and the 
agricultural fields, in Birmingham remakes the enslaved Black worker is remade into new 
regional relations of labor extraction. Similarly, Clyde Woods (1998; 2017) shows how a blues 
critique, Black working-class ways of knowing, initiated alternative visions of development 
Mississippi and Louisiana amid emancipation. The new relations of labor extraction in the Delta 
region plantation regime ignited a Black working class tradition, a form of development on its 
own, to challenge the dominant development in the region. As such, Harris, Wilson, and Woods 
provide an arc of understanding that property relations underpin capitalist development and 
governance. Dubois (1935) qualifies democracy in the United States and around the globe as 
‘Industrial Democracy’ the intertwined development of governance and capitalism. In Black 
Reconstruction in America, Dubois (1935) excavates how abolition democracy can upend 
ongoing forms of governance that are codified by violent notions of difference and profit 
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accumulation. Thus, insurgent claims over urban space do more than participate in seemingly 
democratic structures, they upend them, opening new social relations and possibilities. 
The framework of abolition offers a more robust frame of seeing the hard-won strategies 
poor people create to materialize their humanity as they rework dominant urban planning. This 
can reveal that the solutions to difference that abolitionists alternatives create attempt to bend 
common sense perceptions of what it means to be human. In building on the work of Gramsci, 
cultural theorists have offered that creative and social resistance often works to undo common 
sense, a term for understanding how forms of social dominance occurs through socially accepted 
knowledge. Gramsci (1992) offers that ‘organic intellectuals’, cultural producers and insurgent 
resisters, produce alternative knowledge systems to counter hegemonic notions and ways of 
being. For instance, in Chapter 2: “Forming Skid Row”, I discuss Robert Sundance, and other 
skid row denizens, are not perfect subjects. Throughout Sundance’s case, lawyers supporting his 
case, pushed him to get sober so that his claims in the case fit the narrative act the homeless 
drunks need rehabilitation programming. Sundance case went on for nearly ten years. The 
lawyers funded Sundance’s participation in a private rehabilitation programs to fit the narrative 
that he was a poor person that was without resources to rehabilitate himself. It wasn’t until two 
years before the case was settled that Sundance became sober. My discussion of Sundance as not 
the perfect subject, and an unlikely hero, comes with seeing how alcoholism is treated as a form 
of ableist difference. That is, Sundance’s ability to be sober needed to prove the humanity of his 
claims that alcoholism and poverty should not be criminalized. Sundance moved beyond the 
subject position of the sober homeless person and sought to end arrests for drinking in public 
unconstitutional at the federal level. While Sundance was not able to achieve this, the 
idiosyncrasies of his case revealed that insurgent claims over the built environment are not about 
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participation and inclusion; but they call for new ways of seeing what it means to be human. This 
produces an abolitionist vision that incarceration is inhumane because of the racial thinking that 
enables it. 
Contested Development engages in the difficulty of how abolitionist alternative falter 
when working within legal and capitalist justifications of making space. For example, in Chapter 
3, these practices occur through the creation of places through Justiceville’s Dome Village and 
Another Planet. By showing how this revolving door is connected to larger regional forms of 
violence made through economic abandonment, a vision for a new LA is posed and, ultimately, 
barely realized through the creation of Dome Village. While part of a cooperative vision for Los 
Angeles that is ecologically and economically sustainable, Dome Village still succumbed to the 
problem of the shadow state, inability to produce alternative communities through the need for 
land ownership, and lack of general time needed to form community through inter and intra 
personal healing. Similarly, through AP, an alternative public space for homeless people, not 
only in Skid Row but throughout Los Angeles, found difficulty in maintaining themselves. AP, 
too, were renters, and, like Dome Village, their visions for a new LA was foreclosed mainly 
because of their threat of eviction and inability to pay rent. While HWC sought to create a bricks 
and mortar community center to keep AP alive, their incessant collectivity allowed for them to 
make place and formulate a network of care through the pages of their anthologies. practices  
The carceral enforcement of private interests in the built environment are challenged by 
poor people. They challenge the containment of poor people in Skid Row through abolitionist 
urban visions. In doing so, they seek to make Los Angles more livable, and ostensibly, more 
inclusive of those that have been mangled through utter abandonment in the region. This reveals 
that ‘jumping scales’, as Neil Smith (1994) puts it, shows the possibility of insurgent spatial 
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politics. That is, from the site of the body to the globe, local demands for a better city can 
reverberate into the various scalar politics of shaping geographies. Throughout this dissertation, I 
have worked to show how abolitionist vision of the city ‘jumps scales’, since the 1960s, to 
challenge policing. The challenge of policing is taken up twice in this dissertation. As I have 
described in this dissertation, poor people limit the capacity of policing strategies, whether by 
dismantling the forms of physical containment or reducing officers on the beat, producing non-
reformist reforms. These non-reformist reforms halt policing, produce alternative creative places 
of community, enmesh networks of care, produce legal precedence that have national influence, 
project a regional and international vision of abolition through the United Nations and public 
discourse, produce and save affordable housing, produce and expand existing treatment facilities 
for recovery, and development alternative decriminalizing strategies for homeless belongings. 
This dissertation provides evidence that critical junctures in urban renewal and 
redevelopment are shaped by regional property relations. Therefore, I offer a view of the messy 
nature of settling property through the tensions between elite property blocs and the in Los 
Angeles. In Chapter 2, I detail how a Westside and Downtown rivalry on the vision of the city of 
Los Angeles form the Skid Row containment strategy. However, not all property elites within 
Downtown favored this approach. By the late 1990s, the CCEA, the Skid Row BID, actively 
lobbied and obtained private and state-sanctioned policing of the neighborhood, making the most 
highly policed community in the country. Homeless and poor residents with the support of LA 
CAN challenged private and state sanctioned policing. They not only reduced policing as a result 
but preserved and created affordable housing (Dozier, 2019). Gains in reducing containment and 
dispossession are made by homeless residents and grassroots organizations through litigation. 
Organizers where met with the repressive backlash of propertied elite, LAPD, and prominent 
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social services. In the case of Deborah Burton, her charges for eight misdemeanor and felony 
accounts for protesting, nearly led to her conviction and incarceration.  
Contested Development: A Poor People’s Movement for a Better Los Angeles highlights 
that if the abolitionists alternatives made by poor Angelinos reveal the long game at abolishing 
carceral strategies that are implemented to shore up profits over urban land. This urgent call for 
actionable changes through policy and practice are made by poor people’s demands over urban 
land with or without state recognition and inclusion. By focusing on Downtown Los Angeles’ 
Skid Row, Contested Development posits that poor people’s movements, urban renewal and 
redevelopment, and carceral strategies continue to influence the future of Los Angeles. This 






Appendix I: Interview Question for Skid Row residents 
Residency 
1. Where do you live? - What are the cross streets? [probe] What do you consider as your 
neighborhood? Does it have a name? [If not, downtown Los Angeles move to question 
3.] 
o How long have you lived in this neighborhood?  
2. How has it been to live in this neighborhood?  
a. How has it been to live in this neighborhood?  
b. Do you connect with any community organizations or governmental resources to 
deal with community problems?  
i. Have you heard of LA CAN? [If not skip to question 9.]  
Participation 
3. How long have you been with LA CAN? Could you tell me about the experiences you’ve 
had here?   
4. Which campaigns are you involved with? – Probe CCI or SW?  
a. Why do you participate?  
b. How did the campaign unfold?  
c. Who are the various people who benefit from this campaign?  
d. What were the goals of the campaign(s)? 
5. What was the resistance or direct actions that had a significant impact? 
a. How did the organization do this action?  
b. What has been the reaction to your actions – from policy makers, officials, 
gentrifiers, businesses?  
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6. When did the community/organization start using legal action as a strategy? 
a. Why did you choose a legal strategy?  
7. What is the vision of the [CCI or SW campaign(s)]?  
8. What is or was your most satisfying experience with the campaign(s)? 
Politics 
9. What are the current political factors that have influenced the development and the 
continuing of the campaign?  
10. What would you say to people around the world about your community and the problems 
you face?   
11. Have you participated in any of their activities?  Or observed them? Or spoken with an 
LA CAN member or staffer?  Would you describe these contacts? [Skip if not familiar 





Appendix II: List of Archives by Institution 
Huntington Library 
Southern California Regional Planning Collection 
Kenneth Hahn Papers  
Edmund Edelman Papers 
University of Southern California 
Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles  
Citizens Advisory Committee on the LA City Central Business District Redevelopment Plan 
Welfare Planning Council 
Hearst Corporation, LA Examiner 
Bunker Hill Redevelopment Plan  
California Migrant, Transient, and Homeless Population Papers  
Yvonne Burke Papers 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Tom Bradley Papers  
Collection of Underground Poetry 
California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation  
California Ephemeral Collection 




Appendix III: Reading Social and Creative Movements 
1. What individual, collective, or organization produced the text, practice, legal suit, or 
program? If there is no record of who produced it, who talks about it? 
a. Does it center the perspective of residents?  
b. Does it center an analysis of institutions? 
c. Does it center an analysis of social norms and common sense?  
i. For a through d: if so, what does this say about the aim of the text or 
practice? 
2. What are some of the claims produced through the text and practice? What are the forms 
of evidence produced to support the claim?  
a. Here, I am imagining that different set of cultural practices as well as social 
movement approaches have non-conventional reasoning for their claims. I 
anticipate this by asking the following: 
i. How are these claims achieved through the form of the practice or text? 
For example, if it is a song, what are the intonations, sounds, and 
techniques used to produce an affective stance?  
ii. If a social movement practice, such as place-making, legal suits, or 
campaign building, what are the approaches taken to achieve their claim?  
b. Does a theme of freedom or abolition come through these practices? If so, what 
are the ethics or alternatives posed as enacted? 
3. What are the institutions, policies, programs, and plans that these social and creative 
movements are moving within or resisting? Do they utilize the state to make changes and 
if so, how does this come about? If they do not explicitly use state arenas to resist, what 
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are the spaces they produce? Some practices, such as songs, do they talk about the role of 
the state? 
4. What are the economic relations discussed through the social and creative movements? 
How do they bring about a critique of dominant forms of planning? What specific plans, 
policies, programs, and institutions do they critique? Do they organize campaigns or call 
out specific elites or organizations that service elites, such as the Los Angeles Police 
Department? If so, in what way does these approaches reveal relations of dominant 
planning and development? 
5. Can the social practice, such as art or place-making, fit within specific categories or 
genres within their practice? If so, what does the literature say about them and how can 
you understand the practice more through the literature? What can you add to this 
literature about the practice, and how does it connect to painting a deeper picture about 
Skid Row? 
6. What voices or perspectives are not put in the forefront of these social and creative 
movements? What are some less visible forms of resistance and how do they operate 
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